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Canadian
"DAB Is
Delayed
by Jarries Careless
TORONTO Radio broadcasters
here ate still waiting for DAB.
Hiving worked out the details for
simuLasting 15 commercial and
four public AM/FM analog stations
using Eureka- 147 in the L- band,
Toronto broadcasters had hoped to

li

start s• mulcasting DAB signals by
anuary of this year. But commercial
AB aere may now have to wait
until
late summer.
Delays
in licensing DAB ser ices by the Canadian Radioelevision and Telecommunications
,
'
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Expanded-Band CPs Come to Life
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON
A steady trickle of
pioneers has begun planting flags on the
virgin radio spectrum called the AM
expanded band ( 1605-1700 kHz), which
was opened for newcomers in 1993 as
part of an FCC plan to reduce clutter on
the existing AM band.
The most troublesome task for the
FCC was deciding which of the many
applying stations should be allowed to
migrate. The FCC released its third proposed allotment plan 13 months ago,
after the first two were overturned
because of issues raised in Petitions for
Reconsideration.
Although the third plan was met with
two Petitions for Reconsideration plus a
court case, the FCC decided to move
forward and accept applications from
stations on the list. Sixty-seven of the 88
stations on the list filed applications by
the June 1997 deadline.
The FCC began issuing construction
permits in late September of 1997, and
had granted most by mid-March of this
year. About adozen stations had begun
broadcasting on the expanded band by
mid-March, said Peter Doyle, assistant
chief of the FCC Audio Services
Division.
The first two expanded-band stations,
WJDM(AM), Elizabeth, N.J.. and

Analog Giant NPR Breaks
Digital Equipment Barrier
by Alan R. Peterson
WASHINGTON Soon, all programs
and newscasts originating from
Natanal Public Radio will be completely digital from beginning to end, as
NPF, headquarters — once called "the
last great analog facility" — makes the
transiton to an all-digital operation.
The practice of editing and archiving analog tape at 130 edit desks is
givirg way to a Dalet Digital Media
Sys:ems network, fiber optics and an
entirely system way of producing the
mot popular NPR shows and features.
The process started with the news division in March.
Two networks'
Jeffrey Dvorkin, vice president of
news and information, came to NPR
from the Canadian Broadcasting
Ccrporation last summer, and declared
to ll.e staff, "There are only two radio
ne-eorks left that are not digital: NPR

and Radio Bosnia!" Dvorkin committ
to rebuilding the NPR audio model in
a contemporary, streamlined editing,
distribution and archiving system.
Beyond its dependence on quarte
inch tape for editing and archivi
NPR has also used Sonic Soluti
workstations for music production
recording. The facility still maint
10 units. A number of new Dalet wo
stations are being moved into the ne
division. After the newscast gro
makes the switch, weekend shows
be next, followed by portions of the
early newsmagazine show "Morning
Edition." Progress on the infrastructure
continues on aparallel path with training and expansion to other departments.
"We wanted awhole workflow environment," said David Gray, digital
audio network administrator, NPR engineering and information technology.
Gray inherited a $389 000 budget for
See NPR, page 6

KXBT ( AM), Vallejo, Calif. actually
have been broadcasting for over two
years with Special Temporary Authority.
Both had been guaranteed aspot on the
new band.
Stations with expanded-band frequencies have five years to use both their
expanded- and existing- band frequencies. After that, they must turn one back
in to the FCC
Gear needs
The equipment required to hop onto
the new piece of spectrum will vary
widely. Cris Alexander, director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting and
a columnist for RW, said that, at the
very least, stations will have to buy a
transmitter, new or used. Crawford is
using a Nautel XL- 12 transmitter with
built-in C-Quam exciter for KICJY(AM),
Lake Oswego, Ore., at 1640 kHz.
C-Quam is the AM stereo modulation scheme that the FCC adopted in
1993. AM stereo is an important consideration for most of the stations contemplating the expanded band. When
the allotment process first began, also
in 1993, the commission asked stations
that applied to move if they would
operate in AM stereo. The 95 percent
of the stations that pledged to use AM
stereo were given an advantage in the
allotment process.

Reee

Consequently, construction permits
for expanded-band stations that pledged
to operate in stereo include that condition. A handful of stations did not make
that pledge, said Doyle, and those construction permits do not include the condition.
To diplex or not is a big issue for
expanded- band stations. Crawford
See AM, page 8

AMFM Lands Casey
Kasem Countdown.
See Page 22
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NEWSWATCH
California Pirate Shut Down
SACRAMENTO, Calif. The FCC in
mid- March shut down a pirate broadcaster who authorities said was interfering with air safety at a Sacramento
airport. It was the fourth time in five
months authorities shut down an illegal broadcaster for interfering with air
safety, officials said.
FCC investigators reviewed complaints to the Federal Aviation
Administration about an alleged unlicensed broadcaster operating on four
different frequencies ( 119.5, 122.2,
125.0 and 126.8 MHz). FAA authorities said station could be heard on the

pilots' air traffic control radio channel
and that the signal appeared to be
drifting or changing frequency.
FCC investigators identified the
source of the interference as a station
operating at 107.2 MHz from a business called Dollar and Sense
Productions, in Sacramento. FCC
technical measurements showed the
transmitter of the illegal station was
sending out many other spurious signals on aviation frequencies, in addition to the intended signal.
FCC officials said the operator of
the illegal station shut it down voluntarily when notified of the interference.

Kennard Presses Minority
Ownership
CHICAGO
FCC Chairman ell
Kennard plans to begin aproceedingito
explore new incentives to promote
minority media ownership. Speaking in
Chicago at a meeting of the Rev. Jesse
Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH Coalition,
Kennard said he supports ways to
restore "aproperly structured tax certificate program — one that is narrowly tailored and provides benefits only to bona
fide minority ventures." In 1995,
Congress directed the FCC to eliminate
the program, which provided tax benefits to owners who helped minorities

Take aLOOK at THIS:

buy stations, because of alleged abuses.
Kennard also told the group he is
interested in the possibility of creating a
low-power radio service, "so that small
businesses and churches and community
groups can use the airwaves to broadcast
to their communities." In a world in
which most Americans get most of their
news from broadcasting, Kennard asked,
"How can America have astrong democracy when most stations are concentrated
in the hands of only afew?"
Spectrum Management Chief
Leaves NTIA
WASHINGTON Richard Parlow, the
man who lead the Office of Spectrum
Management for more than 14 years for
the Commerce Department's National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration, resigned in March.
William Hatch, acting associate
administrator for the Office of
Spectrum Management, is handling
Parlow's duties until a permanent
replacement is named.
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Low-Power Proposals Spreading
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The FCC has received
yet another petition for rule making asking it to create anew class of low-power
FM service. A petition was submitted in
March by agroup called the Community
Radio Coalition. Its Web site www.broadcast.airwaves.cont/LPFM bears the slogan, "Radio For the Rest of Us."
The CRC is made up of five people,
some of whom have radio experience. Bill
Spry, one of the group members, told RW
he used to run apirate station out of his
home and now owns alawn-care business
and automation software for small-market
stations. He said the proposed new class of
low-power FMs would not interfere with
existing stations: "There's so many holes on
the dial," he said. An LPFM station that
competed with afull-power station would
be unlikely to succeed, he said, because of
the LPFM's limited coverage and resources.
Under the CRC proposal, LPFM stations would be permitted to operate with
amaximum ERP of 250 W at 100 meters
maximum HAAT, or any equivalent combination of ERP and antenna HAAT.
Minimum ERP would be 5 W, with no
minimum antenna HAAT.
The FCC has received other proposals
for new low-power stations with arange of
suggested power levels and antenna height,
including 1watt or less, with antenna
heights of just 50 feet; 1to 50 watts, with
antennas up to 150 feet HAAT; and 50 W to
3kW, with amaximum HAAT of 328 feet
The CRC says the FCC should allocate licenses on a first- come, firstserved basis, with ownership limited to

one station per company.
To discourage speculation and trafficking in LPFM construction permits, the
sale or transfers of CPs would be illegal,
although the sale of LPFMs on the air
would be allowed. Upgrades from LPFM

A Roundup of
News and Comment
Affecting Radio From
the Nation's Capital
status to any full-powered FM station
class should also be prohibited, stated the
petition, because upgrades could have the
effect of "allowing some applicants to
use LPFM stations as a back-door" to
owning afull-power station.
The commission had not solicited
comments to this proposal in March, but
was asking for comments on two other
proposals until April 27 (
RW, April 1).
Ownership under microscope
In other news, the commission has
begun its review of all broadcast ownership
rules, as required by the Telecom Act. Any
rules the FCC decides are no longer in the

AMRC Closer to
Launching DARS

public interest would be either changed or
repealed. How soon that would happen is
undetermined. FCC Mass Media Bureau
Chief Roy Stewart speculated that, if needed, changes could happen by the fall.
The relaxation of local radio ownership
rules as passed in the Telecom Act is
under scrutiny. Commissioner Susan Ness
said, "We should not confuse 'multiple'
choices with 'independent' choices." On
radio consolidation, Ness said the commission found that "Control by the top
four radio group owners over total radio
advertising dollars in markets across the
country has gone from 80 percent in 1996
to awhopping 90 percent in 1997."
Station employees already gathering
employment information to file with the
commission can hold off. The FCC has
changed the filing deadline for stations'
Annual Employment Report (Form 395B) from May 31 to Sept. 30. The modification — part of the commission's effort
to simplify paperwork regulations —
matches the deadline for employment
information that stations file regularly
with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (
RW, Feb. 4).
The new filing deadline applies to
commercial and noncommercial radio
and TV stations that employ five or more
full-time employees.
Employment information still must be
sent to both the commission and the
EEOC on two separate forms, but now
the data can now be compiled once,
instead of twice, ayear.

EAS Fine
Upheld
WASHINGTON The FCC has
upheld what may be the first fine
for violations of the Emergency
Alert System rules. The commission
said Mt. Rushmore Broadcasting,
licensee of KRAL(AM) and
KIQZ(FM), in Rawlins, Wyo., owes
$4,000 for not correcting " EAS
deficiencies" that FCC Denver field
officials found during two inspections.
Specifically, only one EAS source
was monitored, instead of two
required by FCC rules. Also, said the
FCC, " no tests had been received
since June 20, 1997, and no logs of
the sent or received tests were being
maintained."
Rushmore President Jan Gray told
the FCC that two employees, no
longer with the station, told him the
problems were corrected. He also
said the station was losing money, and
asked that the fine be eliminated.
Calls to Gray by RW were not
returned by deadline.
FCC officials were not persuaded
by the claim of economic hardship.
The fine was upheld, said the FCC,
because Rushmore is responsible far
its employees' actions.
— Leslie Stimson

Sound Judgement

by Leslie Stimson
RESTON, Va. American Mobile Radio Corporation has taken astep closer to
providing the United States with satellite digital audio service. AMRC, holder of
one of two FCC licenses to provide satellite DAB, said it has signed an agreement
worth more than $ 400 million with Hughes Space and Communications
International to build and launch two satellites. Meanwhile, CD Radio, the other
license holder, is signing up program suppliers.
AMRC President Lon Levin said construction of two Hughes geostationary orbit
satellites has begun. Payloads will be provided by the French firm Alcatel Espace.
AMRC plans to launch the satellites serially, with the first launch scheduled for the second quarter of 2000 and the second satellite set to launch in the third quarter of that year.
Like CD Radio, AMRC plans to offer subscribers 50 channels of music and talk
programming.
"We believe this is amass-market item," Levin said. The company is negotiating
with anumber of programmers, Levin said, and targeting commuters and long-distance travelers and young adults 18 to 34.
AMRC, aprivately-held company, is owned by American Mobile Satellite and
WorldSpace, both high-tech telecommunications companies based in the
Washington, D.C., area. American Mobile Satellite provides L-band voice and data
service in the United States, while WorldSpace is an investor in WorldSpace
International, an international satellite digital radio company scheduled to provide
service to Africa, Latin America and Asia beginning this year (
RW April 1).
Meanwhile, CD Radio has announced programming agreements with C-SPAN
and Bloomberg to carry radio news. CD Radio also announced plans to move its
staff and studios to New York in alease agreement backed by tax breaks.
CD signed agreements with Space Systems/Loral, asubsidiary of Loral Space &
Communications Ltd., to build three satPllites, with one as aspare. It plans to launch the
first in late 1999. CD has contracted for two launch slots with Arianespace.
Both companies are working on areceiver standard so that car radios can receive
the S-band signals from either company.
Until that happens, consumers using CD Radio's proposed system would need a
card that can be inserted in the radio's cassette or compact disc slot. Once inserted,
listeners would be able to switch between AM, FM and CD Radio. Consumers
would also need to buy miniature satellite dish antennas.

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?
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Will This Be aMuscular ARM?
A group of radio equipment makers
wants to form an association to stage several regional, radio-only conventions
around the country. Is it agood idea?
Managers at five equipment companies — Energy-Onix, Radio Systems,
Fidelipac, QE! and Logitek — have
formed an "interim organizing committee" for aproposed new American Radio
Manufacturers' Association. They will
hold aregional convention at Harrah's in
Atlantic City, N.J., on June 4 and 5,
including several sessions and a small
exhibit floor. They hope for 500 attendees and 50 exhibitors. Admission is
free; exhibitors pay anominal fee.
"ARM is an organization for manufacturers only," the group stated in its letter
to potential exhibitors. "This first convention is an effort to test the effectiveness and efficiency of this concept."
Ernie Belanger, marketing vice president of Energy-Onix, acts as spokesman.
He told me this is not agroup that wants
to bash the NAB or sponsors of other
national shows.
"What may have started because of
some dissension over trade show costs and
other matters has turned into essentially a
positive thing," he said. "What Ihope it
will become is an organization of manufacturers who, through aseries of convention-style events, can give something back
to the folks who have kept us alive over
the years — radio owners, engineers, the
folks who buy our equipment."
Belanger said the group hopes to have
an organizing meeting at the June show.
Long-term details will wait for that meeting. Even the group's name is in flux;
they've used two, American Radio
Manufacturers'
Association
and
Association of Radio Manufacturers, in
their preliminary materials.
'We're looking, hopefully by next year, at
being able to move into three or four
regions," Belanger said, "to put this show
into areas where astation owner or engineer
who can't afford to spend three days of road
time and thousands of dollars in airfare can
drive or take atrain 500 miles or less."
Existing regional shows don't meet
that need, he said. "There isn't enough

draw from a single state to justify the
expense ( of exhibiting) sometimes,"
Belanger said, "plus you have conflicting
dates to exhibit, with events on opposite
ends of the country aweek apart. I'd love
to see the state associations do acalendar
so they don't conflict, but that's not
going to happen."

From the Editor
iron

Paul J. McLane
The group itself would be non-profit.
"We're not atrade organization with other agendas, like lobbying, insurance and
other things traditional trade organizations do," Belanger said.
Are these the same companies that
anonymously handed out flyers at NAB ' 97
under the acronym REMAA? Belanger
said no.
"I believe the folks that were initially
involved with REMAA were militant, they
have issues with NAB concerning costs of
the NAB show and others," he said. "I
don't know if those issues have been
addressed. REMAA is not the same as
ARM." Belanger took pains to say ARM is
not anti-NAB, and would in fact invite the
NAB's participation in its event.
Belanger reported strong initial interest from suppliers, with commitments to
exhibit from Clark Wire and Cable,
Studio Technology, Marti, ERI, Marantz,
Nautel, Scott Studios, MediaTouch, and
Antenna Concepts, among others.
What do other companies think of the
idea? Iasked Sam Wenzel, president of

AT! Audio Technologies Inc., why he had
declined to exhibit.
"We felt that it would be alocal show,"
he said. "The Pennsylvania Association of
Broadcasters has ashow, there are other
regional shows. We just didn't need another one. And it's not an alternative to the
ones NAB does. We feel we get to meet
the local people at the SBE chapters.
"You have national manufacturing
associations, the EIA, NAMM," Wenzel
said. "They're not specific to radio, but
to have another one in a market that is
consolidating, you don't really need it."
A manager at another major supplier,
who declined to be identified, told me
regional shows may have their place, and
he predicts this event may pull well from
New York and other area cities. But he
kept coming back to comparisons with
the NAB. Vendors may like to gripe
about the big NAB shows, he said, but
companies and broadcasters are willing
to accept the cost to exhibit and attend.
Ed Miller, the president of the SBE,
was more positive. Although aseries of
small regional events would presumably
compete with those sponsored by SBE
and its chapters, Miller told me such

Mission
Statement:
"The sole purpose of the American
Radio Manufacturers' Association is to
provide avenue for Radio Equipment
Manufacturers to directly show their
appreciation for our past, present and
future customers by providing free
regional Radio Equipment exhibits
complete- with no- charge Radio
Engineering, Radio Management, and
industry related educational and informational seminars for attendees.
"As such we are philanthropic in
nature, utilizing the venue of regional
`mini-conventions' to give something
back to our customers, who through
their patronage of our businesses,
directly or through dealers, have helped
make our companies successful."

shows may fill avoid left by the expired
World Media Expo concept.
"I think there's need and interest. The
engineering folks are hungry for what's
out there and (to learn) what they need to
be prepared for. ... Our official position
is that we want to get as much information out to the industry as possible."
Belanger said it's up to radio makers
whether this all succeeds. "It will only be
as effective as they choose to make it. ...
This is not a show organized by an outside association for them to attend in support of that association, this is a show
organized by manufacturers, for manufacturers, as an effort to give something
back to our customers."
* * *
From where Isit, Idon't sense any
pressing demand from radio engineers and
managers for more shows. Ialso think
some equipment companies tend to forget
how effective the NAB shows have been at
bringing radio buyers under one big tent.
But ARM, or ARMA, or whatever it
calls itself, deserves achance to show what
it can do. The NAB has indeed let its booth
costs escalate; those costs are passed on to
you, the equipment consumer. All the
attention given of late to DTV, the cost of
attending national shows, and the very
crush of non-radio people at those events
would seem to argue in favor of regional
radio-only events.
ARM should think carefully about how it
will include equipment distributors in its
events. Ialso encourage the sponsors not to
overlook the potential power of amanufacturers' association. Such agroup could do
much to help set technical standards, coordinate show schedules, and argue forcibly with
industry leaders about radio trends.
What do you think? Send e-mail to
pmclane@imaspub.com . For information
about ARM and its June event, call Dave
Strode at (215) 464-2000.
* * *
This is the last issue in which you will see
the work of Susan Kreis, our Buyer's Guide
editor. She is moving on to become editor of
the weekly Lake Gaston Gazette newspaper,
based in Littleton, N.C. We congratulate her
and wish her well.
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Webcasting revenue review
Dear RW,
Thank you for the interesting articles
on Webcasting.
My company, KL Comm, is acommunications and marketing company
engaged in broadcast media development, production and marketing for
radio, television and the Internet.
Iconsult for WTRR(AM), a 1kW
radio station in Sanford, Fla. As general
sales manager and director of business
development for WTRR, my task is to
find and explore all revenue possibilities
for the radio station. This has been the
biggest challenge of my 16-year broadcast career, which up until this time had
centered on large broadcasting networks.
In its quest to transcend geographical
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per day and has sparked international
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It is natural to be optimistic about the state of our
business these days. The radio, audio and multimedia exhibits at NAB ' 98 tell a tale of exciting
technology. High stock prices and strong ad revenue point to ahealthy industry.
But like acanary in amine shaft, arecent report
from Duncan's American Radio gives us reason to
pause. According to Duncan's Radio Comments,
radio is experiencing listening loss. It isn't ahuge
bite, but it is worth noting.
Duncan's studied the spring 1997 Arbitron ratings and found what it terms
a small year-to-year decline in the mean Average Persons Rating, or APR,
which is the percentage of the population that is listening to radio in any average quarter hour (Monday-Sunday, 6a.m. to midnight, age 12+). The current
rate is 15.94 percent. This marks the fourth straight year of decline, and the
first time since 1981 it has dipped below 16 percent.
The authors of the study worry that if delivery drops too much, it could offset
the "remarkable sales gains" radio has experienced over the past five years.
Further, they argue, if usage rates go down, radio's overall cost-per-point goes up.
Duncan's offers several reasons for the trend: Less money is being spent on
marketing and promotion, thanks in part to consolidation and the resulting domination of amarket segment. Some listeners may have gone elsewhere because we
took away their favorite station — the report cites the examples of the commercial classical and easy listening formats, claiming their listeners are lost to radio,
which is "offering less and less to listeners outside the 'golden' 25-54 demo."
A third reason is what the report calls adisturbing trend away from "localness." This is abiggie. Radio's forte has been our ability to connect with the
listener like no other medium. Duncan's calls this local identification bond
"radio's long-term insurance policy."
The report also asks whether program segmentation to ever-narrowing groups
of listeners, and increased commercial loads, may have been carried abit too far.
Duncan's says our business is prospering, and will continue to do so. RW
agrees. But we encourage our industry leaders to consider these points carefully, and not get caught up in the good news of the moment.

Little

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at ( 800)336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum ( Radio

Radic World

Bird, Big
Issues

Dear RW,
Ihad an experience similar to the one
related by Dave Hendricks ("Driving
Dissatisfaction," Readers Forum, Feb.
4). While car shopping last year, Icame
across a 1993 or 1994 Ford Taurus
Dear RW,
which Ireally enjoyed driving. It met
my needs and was within my price
Kudos to Dave Hendricks on his letrange. Near the end of my test drive, I ter. Icouldn't agree more with his comments. Iam also in broadcasting and have noticed this
problem with several car
radios.
It insults my intelligence to
think that the manufacturers
of these radios design them
with virtually no user controls
other than VOLUME, PROGRAM, AM/FM, etc. You
cannot just simply dial in the
frequency you want and then
set it — the radio won't let
you!
1997 Ford Taurus
Thanks, Dave, for the input,
decided to see how good the antenna
and thanks to Radio World.
Bob Henry
was by tuning in some of my favorite
out-of-town AM stations. Like Mr.
KNME-TV
Albuquerque, N.M.
Hendricks, Ifound Icould receive only
stations picked for me by the scan or
The MD experience
seek functions. Iwas close to buying
that car, but was luckier than Mr.
Hendricks — Idiscovered the problem
Dear RW,
before contracting to purchase the vehiIn response to your article "MiniDisc
cle.
Moves to Center Stage" (RW, Feb. 4),
Also during 1997, Ihad occasion to
you asked for shared experiences.
rent a 1997 Ford Taurus GL for a trip
We run anationally syndicated daily
across several states. That vehicle had a radio show on alternative and natural
health, and recently had our new studio
Ford cassette player/AM-FM radio that
was able to tune any AM or FM freinstalled, including an MD machine. I
was amazed at how easy it was to edit
quency Ichose, and, Imust say, it was
the best- sounding car radio I've heard
spots and liners without using reel-toreel splices or digital workstations.
in my life. So, apparently Ford got the
Moreover, Iwas equally impressed at
message between 1993 and 1997 that
drivers want to make their own
the seamlessness of edits when prodecisions about choices of stations.
gramming different cuts to play in an
And another thing! Who among us
out-of-sequence order.
Hooray for MiniDisc! Anyone who is
has a memory good enough to remember which 18 stations he put on the
using a DAT machine ( let alone casbuttons and in what order? A radio with
sette) in the studio or out in the field
should really consider making the
five AM and five FM buttons is fine for
switch.
me. That coincides with the limitations
of my memory.
Steve McCreery
Chris Astle
"Here's To Your Health"
WHRV(FM)/WHRO-FM
Talk Radio Network
Clearwater, Fla.
Norfolk, Va.

— RW
MD: A sound solution
Dear RW,
Ifeel that MD is the perfect solution for
the broadcast environment. There is virtually no chance that atalent is going to
physically damage the medium ... and the
discs are quite small, thus allowing more
of them to be stored within arm's reach of
the talent (an important plus for fast-paced
shows on the air, at aremote, in atheater,
and so forth).
Iknow some of the golden-eared, 24-bit
guys are snickering, but Iwouldn't hesitate
to use MD as an on-air playback or production medium, or to archive material for
posterity. ... When Ido hear adifference,
it's always in the "air" around high-frequency transients and reverb tails, never
low or mid frequencies. If Iwere to only
get one shot at recording aonce-in-a-lifetime event of mega-proportions, I'd probably chase something linear, full 16-bit, but
I'd definitely roll an MD on aTascam
MD801R as abackup. Why? I've had alot
of linear media crash and burn, but never
an MD.
Where Ithink the format could use
some improvement is in the ability to do
"on the beat" music edits. I'd love to have
an audible "rock the reels" sort of sound
instead of just arepetitive playing of the
same snippet/frame of audio.
Eric T Smith
President, Auralex Acoustics Inc.
Fishers, Ind.
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slow down screen redraws as the BWAV
format was being read. There is astandard
EDL (edit decision list) format in development that may take care of all this."

NPR Enters Digital Equipment Era
NPR, continued from page 1

building the system and training the engineers. He has spent about 80 percent of
that.
"If we wanted to just ' go digital,' we
would have bought a workstation," he
said. "We wanted anetwork."
The environment Gray is helping to create requires aroom dedicated to servers
and Dalet workstation computers. A room
formerly filled with Otan i5050 reel
machines is now occupied by "bakery
shelves" that will be stacked with PCs.
"Everybody's computer will be here,"

to the sixth floor at NPR require fiber
optics.
There is no real interaction between
the new NPR audio network and the inhouse corporate network, except for one
single 10 Mb Ethernet crossover connection. Beyond that, the two networks
remain separate and independent.

system work in a linear, uncompressed
manner and is working with Dalet to
make that happen.
"We want to eliminate one cycle of
compression and decompression," he
said. "From NPR headquarters, to the sta-

Miss it already
Barry Gordemer, director/associate
producer, "Morning Edition," said he is
excited about the new technology, but he
does have one regret.

Familiar feel
Editing virtual tape on the Dalet Surfer
workstation screen closely matches what
NPR news people already do on their
well-worn Otaniand Scully reel-to-reels.

Photo by Alan R. Peterson

If we wanted to just 'go digital,'
we would have bought a workstation. We
wanted a network.
— David Gray
said Gray. "We will use Cybex ICBM boxes to connect everyone to their computers."
The KBM boxes are booster devices to use
monitors, keyboards and computer mice
some distance from the PC.
Simple Ethernet cables are used for
short and medium runs. Longer runs up

"Training takes about aday-and-a-half
for news people and two days for technicians," said Gray. "Most are up and cutting in the first hour. The rest is just practice and reinforcement."
The Dalet system uses MPEG 4:1
compression. Gray would rather see the
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Streaming live audio directly into the Dalet system during
atelephone interview in NPR's big studio 4A.
tion, then to the listener's radio, there
could be a minimum of three cycles of
compression — worst-case, as many as
seven or eight cycles."
Eventually, all NPR bureaus will be
equipped with a mix of Dalet and
Sonic Solution workstations. Now,
NPR headquarters keeps seven Sonic
systems in its cultural programming
department and two in the news
department. Filing of audio would be
done over the NPR Internet FTP site as
WAV files.
The ability to embed text and ancillary
information into aWAV file is the idea
behind BWAV, the Broadcast Wave format. Gray faces adifficulty with loading
such files into the system.
"Our European correspondents file via
our FIT site," he said, "and the BWAV
file format just wouldn't read into the
Dalet. Files longer than 20 minutes would

"There was satisfaction in holding a
reel," he said, "in running to the studio
and throwing atape to the person on the
air. There was aphysical sense of accomplishment, but now ... " He punctuated
his statement with a shrug and a pantomimed mouse-click.
Dvorkin is pleased with the
progress. "The time for digital radio at
NPR is overdue, and we have been
ready for a technical change," he said.
"One of its great qualities is that it
expands. We can make NPR news and
services much bigger and better as
people are discussing new ways of
using it."
Another large-scale digital build-out
has been underway at Minnesota
Public Radio headquarters in St. Paul.
RW will report on that project in an
upcoming issue.
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Broadcasters around-the-world are discovering our
easy-to- use WaveStation automation.
Install our
software on your PC and you have apowerful, versatile
music-on- hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.
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subcarriers. This precision monitor/demod is the ideal companion to
any FM Mod- Monitor. Check these features:
• Dual-conversion design with
precise digital tuning. Covers
54kHz to 99kHz in lkHz
steps.

• Demodulates audio SCAs,
shows subcarrier deviation
and audio leve!. Balanced
SCA program output.
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complete radio-data analysis.
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1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: ( 408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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remote, and often your RPU just won't
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line is usually available and the HotLine
delivers up to 10 kHz,
two-way audio, on just
one dial- up line. Want
to sound great from
anywhere, anytime?
Hit the road with a
"The HotLine helped them
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sell 60 ( cars). They could not
believe the clear signal from
252 miles away!"

"People thought the "
interview was being
done in the studio!"

HotLine.
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Radio Explores Expanded Band
AM, continued from page 1

planned to diplex KKJY with its
Portland station, KKPZ, but simulcast
with KKSL, the existing-band station in
Lake Oswego.
Elsewhere, KRZI(AM), in Waco,
Texas, planned to close on property for a
new tower in March. The station is eligible to move from 1580 to 1660 kHz.
In Iowa City, Iowa, Steve Bridges,
owner of KCJJ(AM), at 1560 kHz, said
his station plans to begin construction in
late summer and be on the air by
November. KCJK will simulcast KCJJ
at 1630 kHz.
"We basically want to have a better
signal," said Bridges, who described the
station as a full- service, "high-energy,
locally committed station."
KCJK will be heard across Iowa,
Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota,
Bridges said, although his interest is the
local market of 230,000 listeners.
"It will make us more appealing.
We'll go head-to-head with the 100 kW
FMs," he said. "Right now, we're going
head-to-head with them with 1kW and
we're doing very well."
Station tests
Chris Bennett, owner and general
manager of KRIZ(AM), Renton, Wash.,
said his station was testing on 1620 kHz
at press time while work continued on a
diplexing system. Seattle-based Hatfield
& Dawson Consulting built the system
to add the new non-directional antenna
to atwo-tower directional antenna array.
In order to cover the Seattle-Tacoma
market, Bennett used both KRIZ, a 1
kW directional at 1420 kHz, and ICZIZ,
a 5 kW non-directional at 1560 kHz.
The new KYIZ, 1620, was being tested
at 1kW in early March and was covering the market better than the two existing- band stations combined. Bennett
had heard from DXers in Montana,
California, Arizona and Finland.
KYIZ is using a 10 kW Nautel transmitter. The station will use an Orban
Optimod stereo processor and a
Broadcast Electronics stereo generator.
Bennett said a new studio was being
built for the urban contemporary station.
"On that frequency, we're hoping that
we can get agood quality — as close to
CD as we can ... Idon't know if you'll
ever achieve that with radio," Bennett
said. The station will use MiniDisc

True Dual Domain
at an Attract
ANALOG

equipment for audio playback.
After KYIZ goes to full power,
Bennett said the KZIZ format will
change to gospel. He is toying with academic enrichment programming on
KRIZ, with the help of some local community organizations.
"We're going to have the use of it for
five years, so we could probably make a

Virginia-based consulting engineering
firm Carl T. Jones Corp. on Oct. 14 and
it arrived on Friday, Oct. 31. The station
began its extensive test and adjustment
period the following Monday.
Engineers discovered monitor point
parameters that were out of tolerance
when they conducted apartial proof of
performance. Correcting that problem

The 0.5 mV contour of KCJK at 1630 kHz will reach the outer circle.
dent in some academic enrichment,"
said Bennett.
In
Miami
Springs,
Fla.,
WCMQ(AM) was on the air in record
time at 1700 kHz. Owned by Spanish
Broadcasting Systems, the station
placed orders for its transmitter and
ancillary equipment at the end of
September. The station is using the
Harris DX10 transmitter.
Finding a contractor to build the
diplexing system proved to be more
challenging. The first two companies the
company approached said they would
not be able to do the work in the time
required.
Time-consuming
"We were hoping to have it done in
two or three weeks," said Ralph
Chambers, director of engineering for
Spanish Broadcasting's Florida stations.
The station ordered its system from

and adjusting the two systems so they
worked together properly was a timeconsuming process.
Chambers said the design of the filtering system had to be changed slightly
to make it work properly between 1210
and 1700 kHz. Filters were also added
to limit interference from a shortwave
station on the property.
Spanish Broadcasting sold WCMQ to
One-On-One Sports along with its other
AM stations in New York and Los
Angeles in November. As part of the
sale, One-On-One agreed to lease the
expanded- band frequency back to
Spanish Broadcasting.
Spanish Broadcasting kept the call letters WCMQ at 1700, and One-On-One
used WNMA(AM) for 1210 kHz.
WCMQ simulcasts Spanish news/talk in
the morning and music in the afternoon
with 50 kW station WZMQ(FM) in Key
Largo and 100 kW WVMQ(FM) in Key
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West. WNMA has since been sold again.
At 1210 kHz, WCMQ had a 25 kW
directional signal aiming south.
Chambers said the signal was excellent
but it only fully covered Dade County.
At 1700, WCMQ reaches listeners in
local Broward County. He has heard
from Dxers "all over the globe," including Africa, Australia, Ireland and New
York.
Band power
WCMQ is broadcasting in C-Quam
AM Stereo, although Chambers said he
would prefer to be using the Kahn
Communications POWER-side. He used
POWER-side on 1210 kHz and said he
saw a "noticeable improvement."
"I would prefer to use it on 1700 also
and Iknow there are other engineers
that feel the same way. For that high on
the dial, the best thing to do would be to
go single side band."
Instead, Chambers is using a Harris
AM stereo exciter, Orban Stereo
Optimod and Delta AM stereo modulation monitor.
Chambers said he has found that there
are plenty of expanded-band receivers in
the market, but a shortage of stereo
receivers. A spokeswoman for the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association said AM stereo is popular in
Japan, but very few receivers are
shipped into the United States.
AM stereo
"We were concerned that there might
not be as many listeners by going into
the expanded band. We find that we are
getting a lot of response from listeners
who have switched over," said
Chambers. "On one hand, we are glad
that people can listen to us on 1700, but
on the other hand, there aren't any AM
stereo receivers out there — or Ishould
say I've only heard of one, and Ihaven't
been able to find it in any stores."
Scott Wright of Delco said Cadillac
radios come with AM stereo capability.
There are two AMAX home receivers
on the market, said Dave Wilson, manager of technical regulatory affairs for
the NAB: the Sony SRF-42 and the GE
Super Radio 3. But neither offers AM
stereo. Calls to two Radio Shacks in
Hampton Roads, Va., indicate why engineers at expanded-band stations may
find the pledge frustrating.
"AM is never transmitted in stereo,"
said the clerk at one store. "I've never
seen an AM stereo," said the employee
at the second store.
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Zephyr Is Everywhere
Look mound. Everyday, there c
re more signs that Zephyr is everywhere. So, if you've ever thought Jhut remote
brudccsts or linking up with other studios, there's never been abetter time to act than now. Zephyr has crakkly become
the sitcmdard, with many thousands already in use
Zephyr is number one among racio stations and studios. It is the best souniing, lowest cost way to send high-q
Jality audio
over ISBN. Once programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN calls. Not suie what to do next? Press the help button for
simple instructions.
Leer is full-duplex for two-wa¡ transmission. And you don't have to wor -yabout what code( is on the othe- side — with
her 3, Layer 2, and 6.722, Zephyr can adapt to any place you wart to send your audio. With Zephyr, the whole
country—even the world—is your studio. Just look for the signs...

•Designed by Telos specifically for broadcast audio
applications over ISDN.
•Optional AES/EBU digital audio input/output module
with sample raie conversion.
•Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation.
Full metering, call duration timer, headphone lack,
and mic/line inputs.
•Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent
screams, your audio doesn't distort.
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Telogkephyr:

•The ideal solution for remote mixing and broadcasts,
ad hoc networks, recording sessions, voiceovers,
distribution of ommercials, backup to satellite and
microwave links, and many other applications.

•Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter
designed for the non-technical operator. You can
even place astandard voice- grade call to aPlain
Old Telephone Service ( POTS) telephone.

The Best Way to Hearfrom Thereni
ifflammaraul

Telos Systems • 2101 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, OH 44114 • Tel: + 1.216.241.7225 • Fax: + 1.216.241.4103
E-Mail: • info@telos-systems.com • http://www.telos-systems.com
Telos Systems, the Telos logo, Zephyr, and The Best Way To Hear From There are trademarks of TLS Corp Other trademarks are the property of their respective holders
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COMMENTARY

Low-Power FM: The Time Is Now
by Rodger Skinner
The author is the proponent of a lowpower FM service for radio. His proposal,
discussed below, is one of two petitions
that call for new low-power radio services
on which the FCC is accepting comments.
In 1960, at age 16, my friend Jack and
Ibuilt our own radio station and ever
since then broadcasting has been in our
blood. Over the next few years, Iworked
at 10 radio stations on the air and later as
the top-billing salesman at afew stations
before starting my own consulting firm.

Ihave always wanted to own aradio station where Ilive. Icame to South Florida 30
years ago and Ilike it here. Idon't want to
move, but Istill want to own aradio station.
In 1976 Icreated limnel Radio, broadcasting on all AM channels inside atunnel
where AM reception faded out, and sold 10second spots in a20-second tunnel in Fort
Lauderdale trying to create my own radio
station. In 1980, Igot my own low-power
TV station, only to find out now that my station, along with others nationwide, will be
displaced by the new digital TV channels.
Not having $50 million to buy an FM
here, Idid the next-best thing. Ifiled a

petition for rule making at the FCC (RM9242) requesting the creation of a lowpower FM broadcast service. After working on my petition for over two years, I
read an interview in RW (Feb. 4) with
FCC Chairman Kennard, in which he
said he thought there should be alicensed
low-power radio service, with a lower
barrier to entry for minorities and others.
Isensed that the time had come for
LPFM. My petition allows entry into FM
station ownership, often for less than the
price of a new car. This low barrier to
entry makes legally-challenged minority
See LOW, page 13

"I Won the Marconi with Scott"
"I do like to give credit where credit is due and acknowledge Scott Studios as
amajor player in my daily broadcasting battle. The time Inow have to
devote to preparation, and the ease of operation of the Scott System, has
helped me increase show professionalism."

Bill O'Brian - KRKT, Albany, Oregon
Marconi Small Market Personality of the Year - 1997

"We Won the Marconi with Scott"
The 1996 winner of the Marconi Major Market Air Personality of the Year
Award also uses Scott Studios' touchscreen digital audio system! Still another
Scott Studios user won the Country Music Association "Station of the Year"
award in 1997! The Scott System can help your stations sound better!

Mac Hudson & Iry Harrigan - KILT FM, Houston, Texa ,
Marconi Major Market Personality of the Year - 1996

"Scott has Improved our Product"
"We were very eager to ' go digital' last Fall, and compared different
systems. Our decision to go with the Scott System was one we all felt
good about. I'm confident knowing the comfort level of our different
departments who use the system is high. Our Scott System has
improved our efficiency and the quality of our product."

Michelle Mercer, PD - KPWR FM, Los Angeles

Torn Koza, Chief Engineer, top rated afternoon personalities -The Baka Boys"
surround Program Director Michelle Mercer

1,750

More Stations got Scott Systems in the past 12 months
than bought most other systems in the past 4 years!
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Most managers, air personalities, program directors and engineers prefer
the Scott System. That's why more radio stations get Scott Studios' than any
other digital audio system!
It's afact: over 1,700 radio stations
have 3,800 Scott digital workstations, including major groups like
CBS, Chancellor, Disney/ABC, Clear
Channel, Emmis, Citadel and many
more.
Scott Systems are best due to:
• the friendliest user interface;
• uncompressed digital audio;
• 3producs--Good, Better & Best.
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Canada DAB
Start-up Is
Debyed
DAB, continued from page 1

Commission (CRTC) have set things
back considerably, according to
Steve Edwards, vice president of
corporate engineering and technology at Rogers Broadcasting.
"It took an actual application
for Toronto to realize they did not
have the structures in place,"
Edwards said.
Licenses for the Toronto installation were delayed, and none had
been issued by Mid- March. This
means that delivery of DAB transmission equipment to Master- FM,
the broadcaster- owned consortium
that will operate DAB transmitters
from the CN Tower in Toronto, will
be delayed as well.
Theoretically, the consortium could
purchase and install the equipment
before licenses are confirmed, but this
is impossible in practice, Edwards
said, because no bank would lend
them money without alicense.
Autumn start-up
Master FM President Kirk
Nesbitt said he does not expect
commercial DAB to begin until
August.
When the Toronto system does
go live, it will look somewhat different than the setup envisaged by
Master FM. This is due to adrop in
equipment prices driven by healthy
European sales.
Edwards said Master FM will
probably buy five complete fivechannel transmitter pods with their
own antennas, rather than combining the feeds into just one or two
towers. (The fifth pod would be a
backup.)
Edwards estimated that a broadcaster could get on the air with an
investment of between $24,000 and
$28,000 (figures quoted are in U.S.
dollars).
Meanwhile, in Vancouver and
Montreal, the two other cities slated
to "go digital" in the near future,
there are no consortia like Master
FM.
Broadcasters are negotiating
among themselves to share transmission facilities; once this is complete, license applications and
equipment purchases will be drawn.
However, there is good news for
Canadian broadcasters regarding
consumer receivers, Nesbitt said.
Not only have many radio manufacturers committed to building Lband DAB sets, but Pioneer
announced plans for an add-on
DAB tuner for existing in- car
receiver systems, Nesbitt said.
Some 25,000 appropriate Pioneer
receivers are installed in Canadian
cars, equipped with abus that connects the main chassis to a CD
changer in the trunk.
Said Edwards, "They have been
able to adapt the bus so that you
can also hang aDAB box on it."

If you haven't already
taken these out for atest drive,
here's your chance.
Short/cut is your next tape recorder,
edit block and digital delivery system.
It's UnReel.

Short/cut Editor
The perfect replacement for generations of
reel-to-reel tape recorders. Short/cut delivers
hard-disk storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform
editing. Add an optional Zedrive and get low-cost
copies. This editor is fast enough for on-air use, and
tough enough for the road. So take Short/cut out
for atest drive and watch it perform.

Instant Replay. Instant sound
effects. Instant music. Instant fun.
Take it out for ajoy ride.
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DigiCart®/II Plus

Instant Replay
Instant Replay puts athousand audio clips right at
your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station ID's - up
to 24 hours of your greatest material. And with
50 Hot-Keys, you can make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like. With everything titled, timed and ready
to play you'll find Instant Replay fast, fun and easy
to use. So take us up on our offer to go for atest drive.
It's on us.

Test drive theirs then test drive
our DigiCart/II Plus. We've got
more under the hood.

The new DigiCart/II Plus puts up to 50 hours of audio
on hard disk, and now includes the popular Zedrive for
low-cost storage. As always, it's your choice of linear or
DolbeAC-2 recording, plus precise editing and powerful
playlisting capabilities. The new "Plus" model delivers all
the reliability that has made DigiCart abroadcast standard,
and it's now available at agreat new price. Ask for a
test drive, and put it through the paces at your station.
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Attention call letter stations.*
You're only a phone call away
from a free 10- day Test Drive.
So try it out.
We'll understand if you don't
give it back.
(818) 991-0360

PROFESSIONAL

DIGITAL AUDIO

Call ( 818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@36osystems.com. / web: www.36osystems.com
*Offer good in U.S. and canada only.
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Minn. Stations Get Flood Kudos
by Joy Plaschko
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. It has
been just over ayear since the Red River
overflowed its banks, ravaging land and
stations in the Dakotas and Minnesota.
But the floods and recovery efforts were
still very much on the minds of attendees
at the Midwest Broadcasters Conference
& Telecommunications Expo, sponsored
by
the Minnesota Broadcasters
Association, held here.
Radio and TV stations airing special
news coverage of the floods and relief
efforts were recognized at the convention
with MBA awards. So were Twin Cities
stations, for jointly producing and airing
relief effort coverage and for jointly raising
cash and collecting goods for flood victims.
Sen. Rod Grams, R-Minn., sent the special nomination and congratulations that
were bestowed to 253 radio and 26 TV stations by MBA President/CEO Jim du Bois
"As aformer broadcaster, Iapplaud the
commitment of each and every one of them
...for their public service," Grams wrote.
"Minnesota's broadcasters are always
there, ready to lend ahand. ... Minnesota
couldn't have done without the leadership
role our broadcasters assumed in our disaster relief efforts during the last year."
Attendance for the January MBA conference was about 320. That figure is
down slightly from the year before, partly because of snow and also due to the
effects of station consolidation. Du Bois
said, "We lost some major-market GMs
to consolidation, and medium and small
markets will begin to feel it too."
Zoning concerns
Going digital was the hot topic at the
conference. So was consolidation and its
effects. In a session titled "Room at the
Top: Finding Space for DTV Antennas,"
options, zoning and FCC intervention
were key areas of discussion.
Session attendees expressed concern
that as TV broadcasters begin their digital

buildout, some FMs may find themselves
towerless.
"My advice: just start working on it
now," said panelist Skip Erickson of
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis. Erickson
encouraged radio broadcasters to discuss
the option of tower reinforcement with
their tower owners. With lease income at
risk, owners may be willing to participate
in ajoint tower study or share the results
if it has already been completed, he said.
Additional towers aren't really an
option, said panelist David Byrd, WFTCTV, Minneapolis. "We've done FAA
studies and there is no place to put atower in the Twin Cities."

cost of tower leases made one broadcaster
from southern Minnesota anxious. "We
have asmall FM in downtown Blue Earth
County. Our lease is up in three years and
it probably won't be renewed. Perhaps
$300,000 for anew tower isn't abig deal
for WCCO(AM), but it makes me wake
up in acold sweat," the broadcaster said.
Meet the challenge
As in other parts of the country, station
consolidation and the retirement of experienced engineers mean radio technical
people are doing more work, and different types of work, than years ago. In a
session titled " Meet the Challenge,"

EAS Panelists, from left: Greg Skall, Pepper & Corazzini; Don Heppleman,
KTCA-TV St. Paul; Jerry Miller, Superior Broadcasting; Ken Benner, KJ. Benner
Associates; and (standing) Rod Kazda, KSTP-FM, St. Paul.
With the added pressure of needing to
act on tower upgrades to make the target
2006 digital transition deadline, broadcasters have found themselves facing
tough and time-consuming local zoning
regulations. "Studies show that broadcast
towers are equally disliked to landfills,"
said Greg Skall of Pepper & Corazzini.
Minnesota broadcasters will be watching
closely the pending FCC rule-making that
would allow the FCC to pre-empt local governments in certain tower-siting disputes.
Panelist predictions of increases in the
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attendees explored how to do more with
fewer resources, human and financial. At
some Minnesota stations, engineering
duties are being shifted to other departments. Panelist Jerry Miller of Superior
Broadcasting said, "With consolidation,
engineers are responsible for transmitter
sites, local area networks, studios and
remotes. The shifting of duties is occurring as some producers are starting to
engineer their own remotes."
Technological changes are more complex and are coming more frequently

now. Attendees called for more broadcast engineering recruitment and more
technical training.
Panelist Ron Kazda, KSTP-AM-FM,
said, "With consolidation, we have seen
some increases in pay, but then many young
people choose a9-5 job over being tied to a
pager 24 hours aday, 365 days ayear as a
radio engineer. It's acomplicated issue."

'House FM Wins Awards
The owners of a 25,000- watt FM
with studios in a home north of
Minneapolis/St. Paul won two of
MBA's " Media Best" awards. The
awards are given annually to honor the
work of small-, medium- and largemarket radio/TV stations in several
categories: news feature. station promotion; public service announcement;
commercial; and miscellaneous.
Husband and wife John Godfrey
and Colleen McKinney, who own and
operate KBEK(FM) in Mora, Minn.,
won in both the small- market public
service announcement and commercial categories.
In the winning PSA, KBEK morning show host Todd Rust spoke emotionally about his cancer treatment and
his doctors' efforts_ In the commercial,
Santa became trapped in achimney
and shouted to his elves to use their
Davis Communications cell phone to
call for help.
Godfrey and McKinney received
their FM license eight years ago. The
two have been piecing together and
growing the station in the lower level
of their home ever since.
Colleen and John, an audio engineer, supervise astaff of four full-time
and five regular part-time employees.
The 24- hour format " is basically
oldies," said McKinney, but other contemporary pop music is mixed in with
local news, weather and sports. The
programming is automated from 11
p.m. to 5 a.m., driven by software
authored by Godfrey and by Media
Player for Windows.
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Skinner: Why We Need LPFM
LOW, continued from page 10

preferences unnecessary to achieve dramatic increases in minority ownership.
This is the right time for LPFM. A new
FCC chairman, sensitive to lowering the
barrier to entry, helps. Also, the negative
consequences of consolidation are being
felt nationwide resulting in the loss of
local ownership. For many years, the
FCC recognized the importance of integration of ownership into daily manage-

secondary-service LPFM-2, which would
be the answer to license many of the socalled "pirate radio" stations, many operating with community volunteers. This
service would have an ERP range of 1to
50 W with maximum antenna height of
150 feet HAAT, again with a non-interference showing from a consulting firm.
A minimum of regulations would apply
to this class station, mainly technical regulations to prohibit interference.
Maximum range of the 1mV/m contour
would be about 3.6 miles. An LPFM-2
threatened with displacement should
have the opportunity, if desired, to
upgrade within 60 days to LPFM- Istatus.

The highest class station would be a
Part 73 primary service LPFM-1 with a
range of ERP from 50 W to 3 kW and
maximum antenna height of 328 feet
HAAT. This class station would have to
comply with most of the Part 73 rules
that apply to standard FM stations.
Maximum range of the 1mV/m protected
contour would be about 15 miles, similar
to the old Class A FM.

tions is proposed. The short- spaced
grandfathered FM proceeding proved this
was possible due to receiver improvements over the years since those rules
were established. Co-channel protection
of 20 dB and first adjacent channel of 6
dB is proposed, exactly the same as existing rules.
The complete petition RM-9242 can
be viewed on the Internet at www.concentric.ned—radiotv and the FCC web site at
www.fcc. gov/mmb
Interested parties should file comments at the FCC by April 27 and replies
by May 26.

Type acceptance
Type- accepted equipment should be
used at all stations, and prices of this
equipment are expected to drop when this
large market opens up. Deletion of the
second and third adjacent channel restric-

Skinner is president of TRA
Communications Consultants, afirm that
prepares FM and LPTV applications. His
phone number is ( 954) 340-3110.
RW welcomes other points of view
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Rodger Skinner
ment at a station and gave a preference
for it in comparative hearings to select a
licensee. Today, executives of corporations sit in distant cities with little knowledge of the local communities their stations serve.
Under RM-9242, an LPFM applicant
would have to live within 50 miles of the
proposed station antenna site. This
includes all stockholders of acorporation
or partners of a partnership. Any sale or
transfer would have to be to another local
entity meeting these same requirements.
Any applicant for an LPFM that owns
any other "primary service" media ( AM,
FM, TV) or other media, excluding secondary service LPTV, would have the
odds stacked against them, favoring the
applicant who owns no media.

Three classes proposed
Iproposed three different classes of
LPFM stations. Starting at the bottom
and working up, there would be aPart 74
secondary-service LPFM-3, which would
be atemporary 10-day permit for special
event stations, such as boating regattas,

My petition
allows entry into FM
station ownership,
often for less than the
price of a new car.

auto races, tennis tournaments, etc. It
would have an ERP range of 1to 20
watts with maximum antenna height of
100 feet HAAT. It may be necessary to
commission a private industry organization to handle the processing of the thousands of these requests expected annually. Each would require anon-interference
showing for the channel specified.
Maximum range of the 1mV/m contour
would be about 2.3 miles.
Second, there would be a Part 74

Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.
The ENCO DADpRo32
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On-Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows NT' operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.
• Intuitive On-Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.
• Complete On-Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide acontinuously "Live" image.
• Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.
• Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

• Features full 32-Bit Processing and True
Multitasking capabilities. Many third party
programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems
and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.
•

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between
multiple facilities. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.
• Operates on commonly available "off-theshelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of awide variety
of redundancy configurations.
• DAD is an outright purchase, and there
are no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO technical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo
Check Out The ENCO Web Page At:
www.enco.comaik

C

ENCO

SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711
Fax: 248-476-5712 •
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Potent System Documentation Tools
Tom Vernon
Documentation of broadcast systems is a
topic few people want to discuss or, apparently, write about. The documentation
process only seems to get worse over time
and can be costly to fix.
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thing, as technological changes shortened
the 20-year system lifecycle to three
years or less. All the while, system complexity also seemed to be increasing at an
exponential rate. Major-market stations
often had an "AutoCAD jockey" to maintain documentation.
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Mac users can provide detailed documentation with "PowerCADD" from Engineered
Software. Some say it produces more detailed drawings than AutoCAD. Courtesy of
Communications Engineering Inc.
In this article Iwill identify some of the
trends in system documentation, and discuss
software tools that are available to help you.
In years past, equipment installations
had alife cycle of 20 years or more. While
there might have been minor changes in
equipment, the infrastructure remained relatively fixed. Large stations had draftsmen
who created the documentation by hand,
and the final output was done in large
Diaz,o sheets.
Because pages were so large and cumbersome to fold and unfold, people usually
tacked them up on the wall. There they
deteriorated quickly due to moisture and
sunlight. Still, they enabled you to quickly
get an overview of how asystem was laid
out Some of the large diagrams produced
in the 1940s and ' 50s by RCA for its equipment are testimony to the art and craft of
drafting with pen and ink. Those leisurely
days are gone.
Beginning in the late 1970s, computers
changed how systems were documented.
Computer-aided drafting programs like
AutoCAD could produce precisely drawn
programs in afraction of the time it took a
drafting person.
This evolution turned out to be agood

With the era of downsizing, that type of
employee began to disappear, leaving individual engineers in many cases responsible
for documenting their own projects. The
resulting chaos prevails today, as engineers
are faced with documenting more complex
systems that change more quickly, with
fewer resources to do the job.
The word "documentation" can mean
many things. It includes simple flow diagrams for operators; complex flow diagrams for installers and engineers, showing
connectors, wire numbers, and equipment
types; 3D diagrams indicating equipment
locations in astudio; runlists, which show
cable sources and destinations in tabular
form; and bills of materials and equipment
lists. Complex systems may represent
equipment layouts with different layers for
audio, control, timecode and video signals.
Good documentation should tell you
everything you need to know about asystem. It should give both amacro and micro
view of asystem. A large duopoly might use
adrawing with amacro overview of how the
signals from several stations arrive at the
transmitter site. On amicro level, other documentation would show the wire number
and destinations for the digital audio input to

the STL for agiven station in that duopoly.
The documentation business is made all
the more difficult because there are no real
standards. We can all look at schematic diagrams and identify transistors, resistors and
diodes. Not so with flow drawings. Punch
blocks, XLR connectors and patch panels
may be represented differently by different
manufacturers.
Efforts to develop ANSI standards for
audio devices have been largely unsurePssful. About all that is universally agreed upon
is that inputs should go on the left, and outputs on the right The situation is abit more
orderly in Europe, where the German DIN
standards for drawings include uniform
symbols for equipment and connectors.
Several computer programs are available
to document broadcast systems. The prices
for the more powerful packages limit their
audience to systems integrators, networks
and afew major-market stations. But smalland medium-market broadcasters can purchase programs that do agood job of documenting studio layouts for $300 or less.
You can create simple flow diagrams
with Inspiration, an inexpensive program
available for both Mac and Windows platforms. Custom symbols for audio equipment
may be easily created or imported. Drawings
may be created and printed in color, and
objects may have hidden text fields as well
as links to parent/child drawings.
Inspiring
Standard flow chart symbols and computer graphics are included with Inspiration,
along with many other management and
ISO 9600 icons. Drawings may be exported
or imported as Windows Metafile (WMF),
Bitmap File (BMF), Pict, GIF or HTML.
The program is easy to learn, and you can
create precise drawings quickly.
Documenting more complex systems may
be difficult, as the program limits you to
eight connections on each side of the object
For simple installations, abasic signal
flow diagram and cable nudist may be all
you need. Cable runlists are the electronic
outgrowth of paper-based charts showing
wire number, source and destination data.
More elaborate runlists may include data
on things like type of cable, connectors or
color code of multipair cable.
Using adatabase program like FileMaker
Pro can make quick work of what used to be
an arduous task. Maintaining these records
electronically has advantages over paperbased systems. While runlists are usually
printed out listing wire numbers by ascending order, there may be advantages to sorting
and printing the list differently.
For example, suppose you need to trace
some wiring to punch block #7in your system. Sure, you could sift through 20-odd
pages searching for all the wire numbers that
have punch block #7as their source or destination. Or, you could do asort and have
FileMaker Pro print out all the wires on
punch block #7, listed by terminal number.
A database program is also useful for
maintaining equipment lists and bills of
materials. FileMaker Pro has a large
installed base of users, and is available for
both Mac and Wurdows platforms.
For users with Windows 95 and arobust
PC, Visio Professional offers alot of attractive features. This object-oriented program
allows you to represent asystem at different levels of detail in asingle drawing file.
Drawings are created by dragging objects
from the stencil onto the drawing page and
then linking them together.
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If the symbols that you use are set up
with custom property fields, you can use one
of Visio's 22 Wizards to generate a
Microsoft Access 7.0 database from the diagram If you want to pass data between the
two, you can link the drawing to the database. Visio Professional has more than 90
task-specific stencils, but broadcasters must
create their own shapes, which is easy to do.
You can even import Autodesk AutoCAD
files as floor plans and then overlay your
equipment layout plans on top.
Mac happy
While the CAD software market is predominately for Windows, Mac users are not
without potent tools for system documentation. PowerCADD from Engineered
Software facilitates object-oriented drafting
for users of the Power Macintosh. A variety
of libraries are available for this program,
most related to architecture.
You may need to create your own broadcast symbol library before starting serious
work. Files can be exchanged with your PC
colleagues via the DXF file format, acommon ground for users of different CAD software. One systems integrator Iinterviewed
for this article preferred PowerCADD, not
only because engineers can quickly come up
to speed, but also because he felt that it
enabled him to produce more detailed drawings than any PC-based CAD program.
FileMaker Pro, Inspiration, and Visio
Professional are available through many of
the popular software catalogues.
PowerCADD is available through Mac
Zone, via direct sales from Engineered
Software or their dealers.
Next time, Iwill discuss the VidCAD
program from VDP Inc., and provide some
tips from the pros on how to lay out your
next project
or or
What are your experiences with documentation programs? Drop us an e-mail at
radioworldeimaspub.com or write to the
address on page 5.

Documentation
h
Software
FileMaker Pro
FileMaker Inc.
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, Calif. 95054
(800) 544-8554
www.claris.corn
Circle Reader Service 191
Inspiration
Inspiration Software, Inc.
7412 SW Beaverton
Hillsdale Hwy, Suite 102
Portland Ore. 97225-2167
(503) 297-3004
www.inspiration.com
Circle Reader Service 217
Power CADD
Engineered Software
615 Guilford-Jamestown Road
P.O. Box 18344
Greensboro, N.C. 27419-8344
(910) 299-4843
www.engsw.corn
Circle Reader Service 62
Visio Professional
Visio Corp.
520 Pike Street
Seattle, Wash. 98101
(206) 521-4500
www.visio.com
Circle Reader Service 88
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transmitter plant, we see an AC safety
ground (usually a green wire run from
the transmitter to the AC distribution
panel with the other AC power conductors), a strap connection for RF ground
other 60 Hz AC current, and so any
and alarge-conductor "reference" ground
ordinary copper confor lightning.
.011111
ductor of adequate
One of the
AM b40 • 650 • WA • 1000 • 1300 • 1605 • 1705
size will work.
most important
requirements
FM/AM CLOCK RADIO
Lightning
for transmitter
Lightning energy exhibits some of the
site grounding is that all three grounds
properties of both DC and RF currents.
bond together at asingle point. The best
The leading edge of the lightning pulse
place for this is at aground rod or series of
has a very fast rise time, making it
rods as close as possible to the point
behave like an RF current and thus
where the transmission line enters the
requiring aconductor with alot of surbuilding. This is known as a " star"
face area. The peak DC current of alightgrounding scheme, and the objective is to
ning discharge can be very high, requirkeep ground currents from flowing
ing a conductor with a large
through equipment to get to aground.
cross-section. This is why, in a typical
See GROUND, page 18

Toroid Cores Come to the Rescue
W.C. Alexander
This is the 11th in a series of articles
about constructing an expanded- band
AM facility. The previous part appeared
in our April 1issue.
A secure RF termination is just as
important at the tower end of the line as it
is at the transmitter end. If you have a
choice, construct your antenna tuning unit
(ATU) to accept an EIA flange connection.
Otherwise, do your best to make alowimpedance, mechanically-secure connection to both inner and outer conductors.
Toroid cores can be placed on all the
other conductors entering the transmitter;
the transmitter RF output connection is
another place where your installation can
benefit from afew toroids. Large-diameter toroid cores that will fit over a 1-5/8inch transmission line.
Low-pass filter
Ilike to place two or three cores on the
line right above the flange at the transmitter output. One caveat: Place the
toroids on the transmission line before
you install the connector, lest you do a
wonderful job of putting the connector
together and then find the toroids still
lying on the workbench! If faced with
this unfortunate result, you will be tempted to omit the toroids, but that is the
wrong thing to do.
The other side of the low-pass filter
created by the transmission line toroids is
apositive ground connection on the outer
conductor of the transmission line, as
near as possible to the point where it
enters the building. This will give lightning currents flowing on the outer conductor of the line aplace to go to ground
before entering the transmitter itself.
Good discharge paths for lightning/static electricity for the inner-conductor also
are necessary. These can take the form of
ball gaps, horn gaps or gas-discharge
devices. Most late-model transmitters
will employ a gas-discharge device or
other gap inside the transmitter on the RF
output termination.
If your transmitter is an older model
and has no such protective device, you
can purchase and install one, giving the
transmitter alast line of defense. You can
even make one using ordinary hardware,
apair of cap nuts, some L-brackets and
some ceramic insulators.
AM stereo
Because most U.S. expanded-band stations will transmit in stereo, an external
RF drive feed will have to be connected
to transmitters not equipped with built-in
AM stereo exciters. This feed should
pass through atoroid with the other control and monitor cabling. In addition, you
should use double-shielded cable. One of
the biggest killers of AM stereo performance is RF induced into the external
drive feed. In severe cases, this can cause
the transmitter to oscillate. In most cases,
it simply contributes to incidental phase
modulation (IPM), which destroys stereo
separation and performance.
What is "ground," anyway? Earlier
installments of this series discussed the
antenna ground system and lightning
ground at the tower base.
There are three objectives of the
transmitter site ground: to provide a

low- impedance return for RF; to provide a low- impedance return for AC
fault currents; and to provide a lowimpedance discharge path for lightning
energy. The common denominator for
all three objectives is a low-impedance
path.
AC energy at RF frequencies exhibits
"skin effect." In other words, the RF currents travel on the surface of the conductor
only, making surface area, not cross-section, the limiting factor for conductors carrying RF currents. This is why we use a
wide, thin copper strap for RF grounding.
There is nothing special about AC
fault currents. They travel like any
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Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609-467-8000 voice
609-467-3044 fax
www.rodiosystems.com
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as
Spare Fans Can Save You Trouble
Radio World, April 15, 1998

John Mu«
Dwight Morgan is the chief of
KJOL(FM) in Grand Junction, Colo. He
recently purchased anew transmitter and
exciter from Continental Electronics.
During aroutine inspection, he found the
"overtemp" fault indicator lit on the
exciter. He said he purchased aspare fan
"just in case," and sure enough, had to
replace it. A couple of months later, the
problem repeated itself.
Continental sent out another fan at no
charge. It seemed to Dwight that the company got abatch of bad fans, because afew
weeks later he lost another fan in arelatively new exciter ( 15 months old). Dwight has
purchased aspare to keep on hand, just in
case. When the cooling fan stops working,
the PA gets steaming hot and the protective
circuitry folds back the power. Not good
for that PD or GM that wants to be at 100
percent power all the time.

Dwight's replacement fan was purchased from Grainger, and is manufactured by DAYTON, model 5C115. The
fan inside the 802B is aPapst Typ 8500N.
If you standardize on equipment,
buying a spare fan or blower motor is
good insurance. If the terminals on the
motor or fan are soldered in place,
wiring up a short pigtail to a male
Molex plug will make the change out
job easier.
Simply break the existing wiring inside
the exciter or transmitter and add matching male/female Molex plugs. When it
comes time to change the motor or fan,
simply remove the screws and unsnap the
connector. The replacement is screwed in
place, and the wire pigtail is connected to
the Molex plug already in place.
Isuggest that you buy aspare fan for
your exciter, regardless of the manufacturer. Pick up a spare for that critical
satellite receiver, too. So often we do not

think about the pieces of equipment that
need cooling — until the cooling system
fails. Don't get caught in a bind; buy
yourself some insurance.
Dwight Morgan can be reached at
KJOL, (970) 243-4361.
* * *
If you have a friend who works in
video or at atelevision station, ask if you
can have afew of the plastic tape cases in
which they store their videotapes.
Carefully use a single-edge razor blade
(to us old timers, known as an editing

e
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TIME
SAVERS

Figure 1. Mount cross-connect wire
on your wire board to simplify
changes.

If you use heavy-duty staples to anchor
apouch formed out of folding aplastic
sheet protector into asleeve, you have a
place for your punchtool to reside. While
you are at it, staple another plastic sheet
protector to the backboard and store a
copy of your documentation sheets there,
along with apencil for making changes.
In today's station, where we are trying
to handle too much with too little help,
good intentions of updating the documentation get shoved aside with the realities of our job. If all the tools are together
and in place at your cross-connect board,
the job gets done and the documentation
is updated at the same time, before you
run off to put out the next fire!
* * *
It must be the luck of the draw: We
have been called in for several FCC
inspections recently. One area of concern expressed by the inspector was
exposed AM RF connections. Examples
are where the RF leaves the top of the
transmitter via an exposed bolt tied to
the transmission line inner conductor, at
the RF contactor, or the wire feed going
out to a shunt-fed or unipole transmission system.
In acouple of cases the stations have
operated this way for years. One had
been inspected several years earlier,
and nothing was mentioned of the
exposed wires during that visit. My
theory is that as the areas of enforcement continue to shrink, the inspectors
are taking acloser look at what is left:
EAS, RFR, tower lighting, and operation according to the instrument of
authorization.

blade), to slice off the two plastic hubs
inside the boxes. You now can store a
variety of parts or small tools
inside.
A contractor friend of mine
has about a dozen of these
boxes lined up in the rear of
his sports utility vehicle. He
has slipped paper labels inside
the clear plastic flap on the
spine, identifying the contents
of each box. One box is male
XLRs, another holds female
XLRs, another is his screw
and bolt junk box and still
another holds chips pressed
into squares of nonconductive
Figure 2. An inexpensive RF enclosure reduces
foam.
RFR hazards.
He can put his hand on a

Whirlwind makes a complete line of
specialty items that drop into your
toolkit and save you time on the job.
They offer rugged construction,
thought-out details, and Whirlwind
performance. Call toll free 888.733.4396
for product and dealer information.

\fit fifiv‘frnef
Check out our full catalog! http:Ilmev.whirtwindusa.com

Ord. (60) O. Realer Sir*. Cord

spare part in moments, and
the plastic latch on the lid keeps the
contents secure — no more drawers or
boxes tipping over and littering the
floor with parts (especially screws and
nuts!).

Play it safe, and consider enclosing
your RF lines as shown in Figure 2. Not
only does this contactor box reduce exposure to RF burns, the shielding reduces
stray fields that can wreak havoc in the
studio.

* * *
Keeping cross-connect wire within
reach is the idea behind Figure 1. Use a
long nail or even aplastic spindle to permit the reel to spin as the wire pays out.
This prevents the wire from kinking, and
keeps the reel off the floor.

John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase, a technical services company. Reach him at ( 703) 323-7180. Printed
submissions qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax submissions to ( 703)
764-0751, or send them via e-mail to
wrwbench@aol.com
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Pause Detector Automates ` ATC'
Chris Scott
Public radio stations experienced
mixed success using timed break triggers
to automate the National Public Radio
program "All Things Considered." NPR
is unique among radio networks in that
many programs are fed without cue
tones or other break- start signals.
Instead, NPR producers use scheduled
timeposts, which flank the cutaway
breaks. Theoretically, these one-second
pauses would be simple to target with a
carefully timed automatic insertion,
given the time synchronization accuracy
available. In practice, however, several
factors conspire to cause transitions to
occur during network announcer speech,
resulting in upcut or truncated audio.
A system in use at WKYU-FM in
Bowling Green, Ky., part of Western's
Public Radio network, effectively solves
this problem, using a time-constrained
pause detector to both trigger the break and
rejoin the network.
Timing environment
A cutaway beginning at the top of the
minute starts with apause at :
59 seconds,
plus or minus variances. Network program

Figure 1

NPR CUTAWAY TIMING
Outpost
Variance

Resume
Variance

4rseconciTt

pause

00:58

00:59

00:00

resumes at :00 seconds. This cycle repeats
at the end of the cutaway. The :59 outpost
is variable due to the difficulty of dynamically adjusting copy and prerecorded material to reach the second precisely. The
resume post is more consistent; therefore,
both the cutaway time and the theoretical
one-second pause duration are variable.
Experience shows that the pause may
occasionally be as brief as 0.7 seconds, or
less during weekend programs. Figure 1
shows the pause timing.
The OS/2-based Satellite Operating
Support System (SOSS) PC hardware supplied by NPR provides a convenient
momentary signal each hour, allowing precise automation PC sync. Many automation systems allow events to be scheduled
only in integer second increments, which
seriously limits break timing adjustment
unless the basic clock sync is skewed. This
skewing must be avoided if feeds from
more than one network will be automated.
It is estimated that timing agreement
between NPR and the automation clock
can be maintained to less than ±100 ms, if
synchronized every hour. With this accurate agreement, it would seem reasonable
to initiate acentered cutaway at :59.5 and
expect the half-second margin of error to
prevent audio clashes.
Even after experiments in clock skewing, only 80 to 90 percent of the timed
breaks at WKYU were smooth. The most
common break corruption was truncation
of NPR announcer speech. This was
caused primarily by NPR, where timepost
variances are introduced. Announcers and

producers find it burdensome to end each
controlled. Its output feeds one of 12 exteraudio segment at :59 seconds and resume
nal trigger inputs on the CartWorks system.
at :00 perfectly, every time, without comThis trigger not only senses cutaway breaks
promising program flow.
but also simultaneously records embedded
WKYU management decided that these
promos fed during these breaks.
timed break failures impaired the air
product too much to allow automaFigure 2
tion to substitute for ahuman "board
PAUSE DETECTOR SYSTEM INTERCONNECTION
operator."
We tried to augment timed break
Network
Audio
triggering with additional "smarts"
•
Satellite
Switch
(additional decision-making circuitDemod
ry) to track break timing variances.
Control
x Audio
We developed apause detector that
Cartworks
identifies absence of audible
SOSS
Automation
Time
program and signals the automation
Compter
PC
SyrIC
system when 0.7 seconds was
External
tngger input
exceeded.
The pause detector had to provide
Pause Detector
a reliable output signal to the
7sec
timer
automation system. Silence sensors
exist for detecting automation system stoppage, but have not been
V
adapted for this purpose.
Differential
Frequency
Level
input
response
detector
To enhance reliability, the
amplifier
shaping
threshold of audibility detection
Audio Peak Pause
LED
LED
LED
was carefully controlled. We
shaped the frequency response to
emulate human hearing sensitivity. The
Time-constraining the pause detector
Fletcher and Munson response curves
trigger prevents audio switch operation
were the weighting factors.
during the body of aprogram segment.
Fletcher and Munson produced a The automation script event begins
well-known study in 1933 on the
pause detector triggering at : 57 and
interdependence of loudness and
ends 12 seconds later. A narrower winpitch.
dow of perhaps five seconds would be
Because quick pulses of frequencies
optimal, but the CartWorks minimum of
normally audible will not generally be
heard if they are brief enough, the
attack time of the level detector was
tailored to approximate the DIN standard 45406 for peak program meters
that addresses this effect. Figure 2
shows the pause detector system
interconnection diagram.
Automation system integration
Because 700 ms pauses are common
during the body of normal network
programming, premature triggering
had to be prevented. WKYU uses the
CartWorks PC- based audio cart
replacement and automation system.
This system is user-friendly and costeffective. A scripting language is provided with CartWorks that permits
great flexibility in handling automation
tasks. It also allows simultaneous
background recording with parallel
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common break
corruption was
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truncation of NPR
announcer speech.

12 has proven quite satisfactory.
An automation script "safety event"
is included with the automation script
for the network rejoin, or in the case of
background recording, a recorder stop.
Examination of our automation logs
shows that this safety feature has not
yet been necessary, but we think it is
essential should a major network variance result in no pause at re-entry time,
causing rejoin failure. It consists simply
of a timed rejoin at the last possible
moment.
Pause detection appears to be a
robust interim automation technique
until NPR adopts cue tones or other
external signaling. Automation clock
sync accuracy and stability requirements are reduced considerably. The
method may not be transportable to
every automation system, but most
should permit its use through external
triggering similar to cue- tone detection. WKYU is making available a
more comprehensive information package including detailed timing diagrams, system interconnections,
schematic diagrams and sample
CartWorks scripts. This is free to any
station making a formal request. The
completed pause detector module is
available from the author.
is
Contact Chris Scott via e-mail at
chris@scott-inc.com
He tries to keep the Public Radio
Service
of
Western
Kentucky
University on the air most days.
He discusses related topics at
http://www.scott-inc.com

(www.rwonline.com)
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A new addition to the Radio World family, featuring:
the RW Newsroom, acomprehensive Products se7 Services

"script processors" allowing various
combinations of simultaneous task
execution. CartWorks accepts external
trigger signals using a "watch window"
of time that can be set as briefly as 12
seconds. Only during this eligibility
period will the automation react to a
pause.
The detector is permanently connected to
the network downlink demodulator. This is
essential if program re-entry is to be pause
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Good Grounding Required
GROUND, continued from page 15
I have

seen a lot of damage from
improper grounds over the years. In most
cases, the trouble could be traced to
grounding schemes where the three
grounds had not been properly tied together. In one memorable case, lightning energy would come in on the outer conductor
of the transmission line and then flow
through the transmitter cabinet, seeking the
reference ground. On the way, it found the
fuse holders on the front panel a more
attractive path to ground through the AC
distribution system than through the safety
ground or strap.
The damage, as you can imagine, was
substantial and occurred time after time.

The fix: simply tying the AC service
ground, the ground strap from the station
RF ground and the reference ground from
the array of rods at the tower base together
right outside the building.
Since the fix was made, there has been
no more damage from lightning. Before
the fix, the station could count on five or
six lightning damage claims each year.
The tower base is likely the most lightning-prone location at your site. Attention
to proper grounding here is imperative
because the potential for disaster is great.
A Properly Installed and Grounded All) and Tower
As in the transmitter building proper,
discharge path at the tower base.
the key at the tower base is providing a cussed providing an array of ground rods
The ATU network will need a low
low-impedance path for all three types of
connected to the ball or horn gap via large
impedance RF path to ground. This should
ground-seeking energy. We previously dis- conductors. That takes care of the lightning
be provided by acopper strap, at least 3
inches wide and 0.024 inches thick,
between the ATU ground strap connect
point and the central ground strap for the
antenna ground system.
If the tower is lit or if there is utility
AC power at the tower base, a safety

Lightning
energy exhibits
some of the
properties of both
DC and RF currents.

The RODE Broadcaster
On-Air Microphone
ground is important as well. Irecommend that all outlets at atower base utilize ground fault interrupters, the outlets
often seen in bathrooms with the "pressto-test" and "reset" buttons on them. The
circuitry inside senses ground current and
will trip should the ground current
exceed apreset point. Ordinarily, there
should be no ground current flowing. The
presence of ground current indicates a
fault — say, a shorted field wire in the
electric drill you are using. A GFI can
save your life! Use them on all tuning
house outlets!

The new Rode Broadcaster is alarge diaphragm
condenser microphone designed specifically for
radio broadcasting.

It offers aunique " On- Air" indicator light as well
as athe warm vocal sound, wide dynamic
range and exceptional frequency response
of high- end
condensers
at avery
attractive
price.
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It's cardioid

Call Toll Free

polar pattern
with high 180° rejection and voice-tailored low-

1-800-426-8434

cut filter focus on your talent's vocals without
picking up extraneous noise.

Destined to become anew studio standard, the

Zyuipmen/ So/ulions fi, A"eep Iii,,.Vitimber One

Broadcaster is available from BSW with a 100%
money back guarantee*

--B ROADCAST S UPPLY" W ORTDIIIDE

RODE On-Air Microphone

7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 USA

Mfr. list price $499.00. Call for BSW price.

fax: 800.231.7055 • www.bswusa.com

'Return product in new condition within 30 days from purchase for full refund.
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Important decision
Is it necessary to run acopper strap
from the transmitter building to the ATU
or tower base area? For years, this has
been the standard practice, but Ithink it
is unnecessary and a waste of money.
With a 1-5/8-inch transmission line running from the transmitter building to the
ATU, the outer conductor provides abetter RF ground conductor than would a4inch ground strap. In my installations, I
omit the trouble and expense of running a
ground strap to the tower from the transmitter building.
Pay careful attention to proper grounding of Austin Ring transformers and to
proper bypassing of lighting chokes.
These devices are designed to be
installed with aproperly-placed ground,
so follow the manufacturer's recommendations and ground them properly.
Improper grounding can lead to photocell/flasher circuits that do not work
properly, RF in the AC power distribution system and damage from lightning.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Cranford Broadcasting in Dallas.
Contact him at (972) 445-1713.
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Stock Surge Marks Quiet Quarter
Lynn Meadows
The radio industry celebrated the second anniversary of the passage of the
Telecommunications Act in the first quarter of 1998. But the buying and selling
action in the first three months of the
year was far more subdued than the gargantuan sales announcements the industry has seen in the past two years.

points in 1998. Business Week listed the
company 47th in its " 1998 Business
Week 50," an annual ranking of
America's best-performing companies.
Merrill Lynch upgraded its view of Jacor
Communication's (NASDAQ:JCOR) stock
from "accumulate" to "buy" as the price
rose more than 10 points.
CBS, the top-earning group in terms of
revenue, continued to be at the bottom of

Below are the stock prices for the top 10 owners as ranked by revenue (at time of
publication), showing the price at the beginning of the first quarter and ending on March 24.
The group rankings are provided by BIA; stock prices are from other resources.
Group

Jan. 2

Mar. 24

CBS

28 9/16

33 15/16

Chan : ehor

74 5 16

47'

Jacor

51 17/32

59 13/16

Capsar

Not Traded

Clear Channel

77 9/16

ABC ( Disney)

99 5/8

106 15/16

Cox

40 1/8

41

Emmis

46 1/2

50 3/4

Heftal

46 3/4

46 1/2

Susquehanna

Not Traded

99 1/8

'Reflects stock split

Radio stock prices soared to new
heights in quarter one. Heftel
Broadcasting Corp. (NASDAQ:HBCCA)
was bolstered by rosy reports of fourthquarter revenues. Chancellor Media
Corp. ( NASDAQ:AMFM) became the
second radio group to earn more than $ 1
billion in revenue, joining CBS Corp.
(NYSE:CBS) in that exclusive club.
As the end of the first quarter neared,
Clear Channel Communications stock
(NYSE:CCU) had gained more than 21

the top 10 radio groups in terms of stock
price. Its price at long last conclusively
surpassed the $30 mark in the first quarter.
Morgan Stanley upgraded the company's
stock from "neutral" to "outperform."
Both Chancellor Media and Clear
Channel had their ratings upgraded from
"outperform" to "buy" by Saloman
Brothers. Chancellor did atwo-for-one split
in January that it had promised in December.
Despite a lack of over-the-top deals in
the first quarter, the agreements that were

hatched illustrate just how diverse the
radio industry is becoming.
Clear Channel, for instance, in keeping
with its interest in international investing,
announced it would purchase 40 percent
of the equity of Grupo Acir
Comunicaciones. The group owns 164
radio stations in 72 Mexican cities and
covers approximately 75 percent of the
Mexican population. Clear Channel also
announced it would buy the More Group,
aU.K.-based outdoor advertising company that operates in 22 countries.
Emmis Broadcasting Corp. ( NASDAQ:EMMS) announced that it would
purchase Mediatex Communications
Corp. for $37 million plus the assumption of subscription liability. Mediatex
has a custom publishing division and
advertising sales division and is the parent of the company that publishes
TEXAS MONTHLY magazine.
Emmis Broadcasting owns Emmis
Publishing Corp., which publishes three
regional magazines: Indianapolis
Monthly, Atlanta Magazine and
Cincinnati Magazine.
'Sobering effect'
Jacor, pursuing a different venue,
announced that its subsidiary Premiere
Radio networks would buy Chancellor
Broadcasting Co. and Talk Radio
Network for $9million. The two are syndicators of several talk radio programs.
While groups explore peripheral businesses, they continue to swap stations,

April 15, 1998
complete their suites in selected markets
and shuffle people around to find the
right formula for operating.
"I think there is a sobering effect
going on as owners begin to take ahard
look at their portfolios and do what they
have to do to run abusiness," said Steve
Pruett, senior vice president of the New
York- based
investment
bankers
Communications Equity Associates.
"I think there is adigestion going on
right now of all the consolidation," said
Charles Giddens, managing director of
brokerage firm Media Venture Partners.
He predicted the action would increase
again in the third quarter when groups
begin to decide which stations to hold
onto and which to let go.
Station swap
Some of that is happening now. Once
its acquisition of SFX Broadcasting is
complete, Capstar Broadcasting will
swap 11 SFX stations in Dallas, Houston,
Pittsburgh and San Diego with
Chancellor Media for several small- and
medium-market stations.
Sinclair Broadcast Group ( NASDAQ:SBGI) agreed to sell WRNO-FM,
KMEZ(FM) and WBYU(AM) in New
Orleans to Centennial Broadcasting for
$16 million to meet regulatory ownership
guidelines. The group had picked up
WRNO and WBYU after purchasing
Heritage Media.
Elsewhere, in targeted purchases,
groups finalized their positions in individual markets. Chancellor Media
rounded out its hand in the Washington
market. In a transaction expected to
See QUARTER, page 24

VOA Honors Humanitarian Reporting

You
vietmonitor
can
measure...
ith e
and the most accurate test set.
t

The Voice of America gave first prize in its Cowan Award for Humanitarian
Reporting to Rastuni Shulda of VOA's Hindi Service. Shukla was selected for her
work on "Child Labor in India."
The Cowan Award, named after former VOA directors Louis and Geoffrey
Cowan, recognizes distinguished humanitarian reporting.
Pictured left to right are VOA Director Evelyn S. Lieberman; ABC and National
Public Radio journalist Cokie Roberts; Shukla; Hindi Service Chief Jagdish Sarin;
and former VOA director Geoffrey Cowan.

M-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
'uttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measuredream.

E Lak

(
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Now, Switch and Distribute
AES/EBU Signals Easily

Automating Programs? No Problem!

With The AES-200

Shively Labs
For Predictable
Coverage!

The NEW SUB-03a Subaudible Tone Decoder
You can

use the Sub-03a to

The Sub-03a's features include:

•Superior Engineering

automate your network feeds or
>Interlocked, dry relay closure

decoder listens to your audio
source and gives you dry contact
closures from any service that
sends subaudible tones,including
satellite recievers, RPUs and
POTS frequency extenders. The

>Balanced or unbaL audio input.

•Translators

)Provides filtered, balanced out.

•Detailed Pattern Studies

decoder's relay contacts interface
easily with your automation
system. The Sub-03a is areliable
and inexpensive problem solver.

>Uses standard 1/4" 'IRS (head

Switch Main/Alternate Digital Paths
Digital Dubbing
Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax (914) 736-6916
Email: Broadcastdevices@worldnet.attnet

The Sub-03a can be ordered set
for 50/75Hz operation. Rack
mount option ( as shown)
available. List Price only $329.03
Check our website for more info
ortodownloadthelatestmanuals.

The AES-200 Digital Audio DA/Switcher

Features: Two Input Digital Switcher
AES/EBU Compatible
Two Independent Outputs
Full Remote Control and Status
Uses: Feed Two Digital Exciters

bdi

•Multi- Station Solutions

take the guess work out of when
to cut away from networks. The

>Indicators for all three tones,
audio level setting & power.
>Enable input lets you (or your

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 352-380-0230
http://wvvw.circuitwerkes.com

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

FOR NEW AND EXPERIENCED CALL DARRIN WARNER TODAY!

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
PO Box 1423, Richmond, IN 47375
E-mail: broadcast@infocom.com
www.broadcast-rIchmond.com

Look At Systems
Design With A Fresh
New Perspective &
Limitless Tools

RDL
Radio Design Labs

Specialists In Practical Precision Engineering
USA Phone (800) 281-2683
Europe Phone (++ 31) 20-6238 983
USA fox (805) 684-9316
Europe Fox (+ 4.31) 20-6225 287
Internet Access: unuw.rdlnet.com
READER SERVICE NO. 24

because ...
it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
1-888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company READER SERVICE NO. 78

EXPERIENCED
EQUIPMENT

All Professionally Reconditioned
And Delivered with a Warranty!

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

phone style) jacks for all audio.
>Db-9 and screw terminal outs.

READER SERVICE NO. 49

Audio Processing, Consoles,
Reel-to- Reel, STL, Test Gear...

•B-LINE Coax

automation) prevent closures.

READER SERVICE NO. 26

SAVE $$$ ON GOOD QUALITY

•Filters & Combiners

outputs for 25,35 & combo.

If lightning strikes on
your tower are causing
eel/a/heft damage and
lost air time - the cost of a
8tati-Cat system may be
recovered during your first
lightning season.

In-Stock-Available for
Immediate Delivery

•
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Price US$2400.00
2Towers
Will operate with any remote control equipment.

AFFORP74BLE - eiqqr_D
1_1 tiTNIN PROTECTION

mil •
Price US$1780.00
2Towers
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 •

FAX 740-592-3898

The Stat/-Cat
Ligittolog Prevelltiom Systest
prov des a continuous, low- resistance discharge path
for t e static electric charge on tall structures.
DIS• IPATION

POINTS ARE

18- STAINLESS STEEL

ROD S ( not wires) ground to needle sharpness.

Cetina
Corporation Inc.

Write or call toll free for afree brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
888-325-5336 FAX 505-326-2337
READER SERVICE NO. 77

READER SERVICE NO. 51

FM TRANSMITTERS 10W $ 950....25W $ 1,100
Composite Input, Type N Output, Frequency Agile

PRICE
REDUCTION
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CALL (toll free) 888-411-5174
FOR DETAILS
VII
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Is Low Power Going to Happen?
Harry Cole
Just when you thought it was safe to be
in the radio business, up pops aproposal
so jam-packed with potential downsides
that it is hard to know where to begin.
We give you (drum roll, please) "lowpower radio" or LPR, one of the latest
hat ideas at the FCC.
Those of you who have been in radio
for more than 10 or 20 years may be
wondering what's new about LPR (or
LPFM, as some people describe the FMonly version). After all, some FM translator operators made several serious runs,
to no avail, at getting some such authorization in the 1980s.
But this time somebody at the FCC
seems to be taking the idea seriously. To
the surprise of many veteran observers,
the future of LPR may be now.
Baby steps
In February, the commission issued a
public notice inviting public comment on
apetition for rule making filed last summer by three individuals who proposed
the creation of an LPR service (for our
purposes, we'll call this the "Leggett"
proposal, after one of its proponents,
Nickolaus Leggett). Such an invitation
for public comment is just the first step
in the process, but it is an important step
because it signals that the FCC may
actually have some interest in pursuing
the proposal. Sure enough, Team Cole's
Law has learned from sources in the
commission that no less aluminary than
Chairman Kennard is apparently sincerely interested in exploring the possibility
of a new low-power "microbroadcasting" service, despite the historical (and
repeated) rejection from the FCC of such
a service. This will not be surprising to
readers of RW, who have followed the
chairman's comments on the topic.
The petition is available on the Internet
(www.fcc.gov/13ureausimmb). The FCC is
soliciting comments on another petition,
submitted by Rodger Skinner, for alowpower service (see page 3). Other proposals are making their way forward.

Pe

Let us belabor ever so slightly some of
the more obvious potential problems with
the concept of LPR.
Frequency question
First, where will the frequencies come
from? The Leggett proposal suggests that
one FM channel and one AM channel be
utilized for low-power broadcast service
nationwide. The proponents do not bother to provide any detailed engineering
information, so it is not clear how they
propose to realize their concept.
Skinner's proposal does provide more
technical information.
Second, how will existing broadcasters be protected from interference? The

But Congress just told the commission
that it is supposed to use auctions for
choosing among competing applicants.
Although the LPR proponents may be
correct that auctions might increase the
cost of getting a station up and running,
that additional cost may be unavoidable
unless somebody manages to get
Congress to change the law.
Regulatory burden
Fourth, both of the LPR petitions suggest
that certain mies and regulations should be
imposed on the LPR service that are not
imposed on the existing full-power services.
While the commission is undeniably
authorized to adopt avariety of rules, it is

Whatever the demerits
of consolidation, it is wrong to address them
via a whole new service.

Leggett proposal urges that low-power
operators be permitted (if not encouraged) to design, build and maintain
their own transmitters. Maybe we are
missing something here, but we at Team
Cole's Law understand that even with
good off-the-shelf equipment, it is not
unusual for stations to interfere with
one another. If a bunch of mom-andpop operations (and the proponents are
apparently talking in terms of hundreds,
if not thousands, of new "microbroadcasting" stations) all of a sudden crank
up with their own home-grown gear, it
seems to us that interference problems
will increase astronomically.
Proponents of both petitions suggest
the FCC allocate low-power licenses on a
first-come, first-serve basis, for applicants
who meet certain criteria. But what isn't
clear is how mutually exclusive applications would be resolved. Proponents urge
the commission to utilize lotteries to dispose of the proposed low-power licenses.

rmce By Design

far from clear whether it has any inclination whatsoever to do so. After all, this is
an agency which has, for the last 15 years
or so, engaged in an aggressive program
of deregulation. The FCC is likely to be
even more reluctant to increase its regulatory program in the face of apparent
congressional approval of its direction
during the last decade.
Fifth, even if the foregoing problems
could be worked out, does the FCC really
want to have to deal with the thousands of
applications which the proponents suggest
would pour in? The commission has, of
late, finally arranged its staff and procedures so as to streamline and expedite the
processing of most broadcast applications.
Inviting ahuge influx of new applications
likely would tax commission resources
and slow down all the services it provides
to the industry and to the public.
There are more potential problems, as
you might imagine. For our purposes,
though, it should suffice to say that the

whole idea of alow-power broadcast service is one which does not seem to fit at
all with the course of the radio industry —
both regulatory and business-wise — over
the last decade or two. Indeed, it seems to
run directly contrary to that course.
In fairness to the LPR proponents, there
are perfectly valid and understandable
motivations underlying their ideas. In general, the proponents seem to be suffering
from frustration borne of the massive consolidation of radio ownership since the
Telecommunications Act of 1996. They
express concern about the need for greater
diversity of media ownership and programming, and claim (without any specific
supporting data) that consolidation has driven up advertising prices beyond the reach
of many small businesses.
Misguided solution
Consolidation has reduced the diversity of radio ownership exponentially, and
the current trend appears to be in the
direction of still greater reduction.
Perhaps this is bad, perhaps it is good.
But whatever the merits and demerits of
consolidation ( and its various fall-out
effects), it seems acutely wrong-headed
to address them through some indirect
mechanism like the creation of a whole
new service. Problems with consolidation
should be identified and addressed directly. A new LPR service would create at
most a distraction from consolidation,
without stemming any undesirable
aspects consolidation may carry with it.
Comments on the both proposals must
be filed with the commission by April 27,
with reply comments due May 26. If you
have strong opinions about this matter,
you should certainly consider letting the
commission know about them.
If you have any questions about the
LPR/microbroadcasting proposals or need
any help in preparing comments for submission to the commission, you should
consult with your communications counsel.
at o
Harry Cole is a principal in the
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. Opinions expressed are
those of the author. For another view, see
page 10.
RW welcomes other points of view.
Write to radioworld@imaspub.com or to
the address on page 5.
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Casey Counts ' Em Down on AMFM
Chancellor Media Makes Big Entrance
In Network Radio Programming Game
can count on the personable style only
Casey can offer each week."

Bob Rusk

Countdown king Casey Kasem has
Women first
returned to the microphone that made
Kantor hopes to attract "anyone who
him a star and is once again hosting
wants to listen to acountdown show," but
"American Top 40," one of the most popsaid the target audience is women.
ular syndicated music shows in radio his"If you look at the demographic of
tory.
CHR and hot AC stations in general,"
Kasem was the original host when
Kantor said, "they tend to skew toward
the show debuted in 1970, but left the
women."
program adecade ago to join Westwood
While listeners tune in
One. He recently opted
to hear the 40 most
out of the Westwood
popular songs of the
One
contract
and
week, "brand loyalty"
signed a multi- year
helps the show stand
deal
with
AMFM
out from other the
Radio Networks, where
countdowns on the air,
"American Top 40" has
Kantor said. "If you
come back to life.
talk
to
women
AMFM is owned by
between the ages of
Chancellor Media.
12 and 50 and say
"Reuniting Casey
'American Top 40,'
with the show title
they still think of
'American Top 40'
Casey and the countbrings the two best and
down. So why not use
most recognized names
what has been one of
in countdown radio
Casey Kasem and a Classic
the best brands in
back together," said
Neumann U87 Microphone
radio?"
David Kantor, senior
In addition to the CHR-formatted
vice president, network operations,
"American Top 40 with Casey Kasem"
Chancellor Media. "His style and delivthat runs for four hours, AMFM also offers
ery offer an excellent association for
apair of "American Top 20 with Casey
advertisers and stations, while listeners
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Kasem" two-hour shows each week, targeted to AC and hot AC stations. All three
shows were scheduled to debut on more
than 350 stations in late March.
The shows are expected to air on many
of the stations that had run Kasem's three
Westwood One countdowns, which had a
"lack of clearance in the top markets," said
Kantor. "Casey did not have an affiliate in
New York, Los Angeles or San Francisco.
We have stations in those markets that are
now going to carry Casey."
Lawsuit
Westwood One, at press time, was
pursuing a breach- of-contract lawsuit
against Kasem, who had two years
remaining on his contract with the syndicator and had asked for a five-year
extension, according to Peggy Panosh,
Westwood One vice president of marketing and promotion.
"That would essentially be aseven-year
contract," Panosh said. "We were not willing to do that. So he made adeal with
AMFM, which is in breach of his contract
with us." Panosh declined to comment further on details of the lawsuit.
A press release issued by Kasem's
attorney stated that he "elected to exercise a right of termination under his
contract with Westwood One when the
network's performance fell below (the)
agreed-upon benchmark."
Kasem stated, " Iam deeply disappointed that after so many years together, Westwood One has chosen to end
our relationship in this way. There is no
basis for suing me, and Iam confident
that my lawyers will handle the case
appropriately. In the meantime, Iam
looking forward to new challenges and
opportunities with AMFM Radio
Networks."
Kasem said he anticipates that his
audience share will "increase considerably," because Chancellor owns so
many radio stations in the top markets.

Other programming
"American Top 40" and "American
Top 20," as well as the weekday feature
"America's Top Hits with Casey
Kasem" are the first programs offered
by AMFM, which launched in January.
"Chancellor was one of the few
major companies that was not participating in the network advertising pool,
which is a $600-million to $700-million
(annual) business," Kantor said. "A lot
of companies just do network advertising. By starting a network it allows us
to share in these revenues and to build a
new business based on our strong distribution."
In addition to the Chancellor lineup,
the Capstar Broadcast Partners stations
are also AMFM affiliates. The two
groups share a connection with investment firm Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst,
which owns Capstar and is astockholder in Chancellor. Between Capstar and
Chancellor, AMFM has an estimated
reach of 60 million listeners each week
on such major- market stations as
WLTW(FM) in New York, KKBT(FM)
in Los Angeles and WGCI-FM in
Chicago.
Talent driven'
Kantor, who left his previous post as
president of ABC Radio Networks to
take on the challenge of developing the
start-up AMFM Networks, said his
strategy is to develop additional programming that is "talent driven."
In addition to Kasem, AMFM has
signed jazz personality Dave Koz to
host atwo-hour weekend show.
Chancellor Media joins the long list
of major groups, such as Jacor
Communications and Salem Communications, that offer network programming. "The strategy really isn't
very complicated," said Pam Taylor,
Jacor vice president of communications.
"If you have in-your-face programming,
you have abetter radio station than the
guy who does not do that. Jacor invests
in programming that is hard to duplicate
and makes adifference."
See AMFM, page 26
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Big Groups Target Smaller Markets AFTRA
eaction
Greg Merrill, director and partner with
the brokerage firm Media Services Group
said his firm had arecord first quarter this
year mainly because of closings on trans-

Group owners
continue to search for
the right operating
formula.
actions agreed upon in the third and fourth
quarter of 1997. His office is in Utah.
"In my part of the country, they are

definitely going down into the smaller
markets," said Merrill of group operators.
He pointed out that Jacor is already into
Idaho cities like Twin Falls, Pocatello,
Idaho Falls and Boise. The group also
owns stations in Salt Lake City. The philosophy, said Merrill, is to make a
regional cluster.
Merrill said the inventory for buying
these days is very limited, but there are
still one or two independent operators in
medium and large markets that "are getting a lot of courting." Media Services
Group plans to remain active in the business while exploring peripheral types of
industries like cable, outdoor, programming, towers and antennas.

It's A Natural...
.
,for highquality stereo local remotes
... as an Inner-City relay or Transmitter Studio-Link
... for wireless feeds to translator networks
... as ail emergency l'ack-up .for your main Studio TransmitterLink

iw aStudio Tnnismitter-Link when then' is no spectrum left to license

Insecure
He said broadcasters are much
more conscious of the insecurities of
the business in light of consolidation
and the corporate changes that result
from it, including rapid changes in
wages and benefits and working
conditions.
AFTRA also is campaigning at a
number of Spanish- language radio
and television stations. Worthman
expects more news regarding elections and representation requests,
making AFTRA an unexpected
guest at the industry's celebration
of the second birthday of the
Telecom Act.

Starlink 9001SS

2.4 GHz Spread Spectrum Link
Now here's the pitch
The Starlink 9001SS works well in just about any

AES/EBU input and output modes. A built-in sample

local audio conveyance application. It uses the latest in
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spread spectrum RF technology and audio source
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is as flexible as it is reliable, check out the Moseley

establish point-to-point local remotes, temporary or
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permanent STL and translator links quickly and efficiently — completely untethered from telco services.
Open architecture allows you to select plug-andplay modules for ISO/MPEG Layer ll or apt- Xsource
coding. In addition, you can select between analog or

The Trusted Name In Communications

ampalgn
AFTRA has about 75,000 =inns in all areas. About 7,000 are
roadcasters. Paul Worthman,
'nationa/ director of organizing
and research, said AFTRA is campaigning actively at a number of
radio and television stations. He
knew of at least six that had
unionized in the first quarter.
The group also successfully
brought the Metro Network in San
Francisco into AFTRA and was
involved in an election campaign
for Metro in Philadelphia.
The union's discontent with
CBS changes in personnel policies
and benefit structure came to a
head in the first quarter when
AFTRA filed
charges
of
violation of
labor
lams
against the
industry
giant.
As CBS has
consolidated
with ARS and Infinity and
Westinghouse, Worthman said they
have also begun to unify their personnel policies and benefit structures and in doing so they encounter
"what aunion is all about."

For more information,
call 1-805-968-9621 today.

Moseley

Moseley Associates Inc.
111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, Ca. 93117

Phone 805-968-9621 Fax 805-685-9638 Website http://www.moseleysb.com
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QUARTER, continued from page 19

close this quarter, the group agreed to
buy WWDC-AM-FM for $72 million.
The move takes the group to the legal
maximum (five FMs and three AMs) in
that market.
Still, Pruett said, acquisitions are "less
primary" for broadcasters in 1998.
"Companies are trying to define themselves," he said.
Michael Rice, managing partner of brokerage New England Media LLC, said he
has noticed the early stages of inquiries
from groups interested in getting into small
and unrated markets. He said it might be
something groups are thinking of a "little
later in their business plans."
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How Large Is Your
Holiday Audience?
Memorial Day is approaching. Do
you know where your listeners
will be?
The " Holiday Listening Study
Preview" from Arbitron indicates holiday
listening patterns on four major holidays
closely resemble those of weekend listening. One notable difference: Memorial
Day morning and afternoon listening
occurs more often outside the home than
does weekend listening.

The holidays noted in the preview
are Memorial Day, Fourth of July,
Labor Day and Thanksgiving.
Of those, Arbitron concluded advertisers can reach the most listeners on
the Fourth of July.
Later this year, Arbitron will release
amore comprehensive study of holiday
listening.
Typical Weekend Listening

— Chris Hamaker

Fourth of July Listening

Memorial Day Listening

Chancellor Media Enters
The Network Radio Race
AMFM, continued from page 22
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The star-studded Jacor lineup
includes four of the biggest names
in talk radio: Rush Limbaugh, Dr,
Laura Schlessinger, Dr. Dean Edell
and overnight host Art Bell.
The Salem Radio Network, which
was started in 1993, has found its
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niche with a strictly conservative
blend of programming that includes

the Michael Medved and Alan
Keyes talk shows and SRN News.
As a result of consolidation,
groups can create a strong affiliate
base by placing the programs on
their own stations. " Immediately we
have multiple affiliates in multiple
markets," said Kantor, " especially
in the top ones, where we own plenty of stations."
Now Kantor is scouting the airwaves for talent that could make
AMFM a major voice in talk radio.
"If Icould find the next Rush or Dr.
Laura," he said, " Iwould certainly
sign them up."

The Equipment Roster at ` AT40'
Casey Kasem's new programs for the AMFM Radio Networks are produced in Hollywood, at the studios of Brandon D'Amore Productions.
Kasem is using the same Neumann U87 microphone that was used when he
originally hosted "American Top 40."
The mic had been in storage since Kasem's departure from the show in
1988, when Shadoe Stevens was brought in as host; ABC Radio Networks
ceased using the name "American Top 40"
D'Amore worked on the show with
engineers, as well as Kasem's personal
programs, which are mastered digitally

in 1994.
Stevens. D'Amore's four staff
engineer, work on the AMFM
and then sent to radio stations

on CD.
"The shows are being produced about as high-tech as you can get,"

Made
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P.O. Box 292880 • Sacramento, CA 95829 usa
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said D'Amore. "We have three suites and atracking room, all run with
ProTools 4.0. There are about 40 GB of storage just for these sho'ws.
It's all removable media. We're doing a round-robin effect. We record
an hour or two, then the drives are removed and brought into another
editing suite; then they are digitally edited, assembled, and mastered to
DAT digitally. Then that goes to the manufacturer to be duplicated to
CD. There is no analog, except Casey's voice."
— Bob Rusk
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100% Market Share.

Radio Transmitter Manufacturing Capital
Chooses Harris.
Broadcasters understand the significance of 100% market share. It's often
pursued and rarely achieved. It means
that you know your customer's needs...
Your quality standards are extremely
high...And, you are ahead of the competition by leaps and bounds.
Quincy, Illinois is the world capital
for radio broadcast transmitter
manufacturing. It's also a place where
you can go across town to check out a
company's quality standards and demo
new products before making a buying
decision.
With this convenience easily at hand,
all radio broadcasters in Quincy have
chosen Harris transmitters— hands
down. In addition, nineteen other
Harris transmitters are the choice in the
local Hannibal, MO and Keokuk, IA
areas.
All of Harris' transmitters are manufactured under strict ISO 9001 quality
control standards which means we take
great pride in the products we deliver
to our customers. In addition to this,

we support all of our product lines with
a24- hour service number so you can
call anytime day or night. We are a
total solutions supplier who can update
or completely renovate your radio
studio facility from beginning to end—
or supply anything in between.
This is what you get when you deal
with acompany that has been in the
Most recent world firsts in
radio broadcast
• 1987: Harris introduces Digital
Amplitude Modulation technology used
in DX series medium wave broadcast
transmitters.
• 1991: Harris demonstrates prototype
digital FM exciter
• 1993: Harris introduces DIGIT, world's
first digital FM exciter
• 1994: Harris introduces AES3 input
module which allows DIGIT to directly
accept digital studio standard audio
• 1996: Harris introduces Platinum Z FM

radio broadcast industry for over 75
years— longer than any other U.S.
radio transmitter manufacturer.
When it comes to choosing the best
quality, value, and service, it all boils
down to one simple fact that Quincy
engineers have come to realize: There's
a big difference between ordinary and
extraordinary which can also be the
difference between 0and 100% market
share.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
U.S. and Canada:
TEL:+ 1217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764
http://www.broadcast.harris.com

transmitter and DIGIT CD digital FM exciter
• 1997: Harris introduces world's first

uncompressed digital 950 MHz STL
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A new world of broadcast solutions
01998 Harris Corp.
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Resource for Radio Production and Recording
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Pyramix for ' Type A' Production
Flip Michaels
There are basically two kinds of production directors out there in radio's version of the classic board game
"Monopoly": Production Director "A"
spends the workday engaged primarily in
creative clientele projects, perhaps two
promos and an occasional emergency
commercial overload dub — all the while
delegating the day's grunt work to others.
Nice work if you can get it; let us know
when you're leaving.
Production Director " B" walks in
the door with three scripts needing to
hit the air by 10 a.m.; 20 to 30 dubs,
half with tags that don't fit a 60- second window; two missing carts that
will have to be redone and another six
scripts handed in at 4:05 p.m. that must
air on the following day's morning drive show. Oh, by the way, the program
director has yet to stop on by with his
or her own special requests.
Today's production workstation needs
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sample rate, mix routing ( input, mix,
and output of external and hard disk
tracks) and choice of in- line digital
effects processing.
The user's manual was easy to follow.

parts (64, 88.2 and 96 kHz).
In contrast, other 24-bit DAWs have to
reduce the gain of
two audio elements
merely to perform
a basic crossfade
between them. And
this does not even
include dynamics
parametric EQ or
Under the hood
other processing.
The name is pronounced somewhat
The " virtual stulike pyramid, rather than "Pie-ra-mix,"
dio" concept means
and Merging Technologies is hoping
just what it sounds
broadcasters become more aware of this
like. Pyramix allows
product.
you to customize a
The engine powering the Pyramix
studio workspace in
system is a custom 32-bit DSP board.
Alli 1111111111 "
a few seconds. The
This means that Pyramix can record,
system runs
on
mix and process multiple 16-, 18-, 20-,
cmiincuricurr ALC
.
Z
Windows 95 or NT
or 24-bit audio streams with no over4.0. This familiar
load. There are actually four of these
Editing in the Multitrack Mode
working environAT&T 32- bit floating-point DSPs in
It is refreshing when amanual includes
ment makes it easy to alter settings:
the system for additional horsepower,
plenty of illustrations and instructions,
Find and pull down the Virtual Settings
as well as for supporting the high samSee PYRAMfX, page 31
ple rates of DVD-compatible counter- window, define characteristics like

are obviously dependent upon which category the production director falls into. If
it happens to be anywhere near Category
A, there is aDAW that fits that "state-ofthe-art" title tossed about so loosely
today: the Pyramix Virtual Studio, aPCbased eight-track hard-disk recording
system from Merging Technologies.

,

ny sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable
from magic.
Arthur C. Clarke, The Lost Worlds of 2001

Ricoh CD-RW Makes
Good 'Yankee' Sense
Carl Lindemann
Working in small-market radio —
particularly in New England — fosters
something of a " Yankee frugality."
Reels used to deliver spots are reused
for other production purposes. Demo
cassettes take on new life when utilized for airchecks. And costly commodities are worked to exhaustion. At
one station, Icaptured adaily feed on

7?testo!
The OMNI line of
Digital Solid State AM Transmitters
Available in 1,000 to 100,000 watts.

ONINITRONIX

INC

Fresh Ideas, Smart Design.
visit our web site at omnitronix-inc.com
e-mail inquiries: info@omnitronix-inc.com

113 DICKERSON RD, NWALES, PA 19454

Product Guide

(
215)699-2400
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Ricoh Mediamaster MP 6200
the same DAT tape for over a year.
Who knows how long my successor
used it before it finally wore out.
Notice that it is exclusively magnetic media that is recycled. Optical
media sent to stations, mostly in the
form of CDs and CD-ROMs, is áltogether another story.
Until recently, CDs and CD-ROMs

have been " read-only" disks. This
written- in- stone quality gives them a
permanence that magnetic media cannot approach. The tradeoff is in recordability and re-recordability. With the
advent of CD-R, the offsets are
reduced. Re- recordable CDs further
diminish the functional differences
between optical and magnetic media.
And re- recordable CD- Rs — called
CD-RWs — are flooding the market.
The first CD-RW deck worth amention is the Ricoh Mediamaster MP
6200. It can read audio and data discs
and create CD-Rs. It connects through
acomputer SCSI interface, and comes
bundled with aSCSI card, and mastering and backup software as well.
The difference is the device's ability
to read, record and erase CD-RW
media. For this, Ricoh calls the MP
6200 a "dual function" unit. CD-RW is
not a replacement for CD-R. Rather,
the technologies complement each other.
The added capabilities of CD-RW
are especially welcome in audio applications. The lifeblood of radio production is the tweaking that polishes
works-in-progress. CD-RW accommodates this quite well. The medium
allows the experimentation of EQ,
dithering and different mixouts, then
saving these variations on disc without
burning up permanent CD-R media.
Working with one-shot recordable
See RICOH, page 32
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Techiology aria Frice 3reakthrough

Perfect Cart machine replacement: play, stop, pause, loop, link ...
Perfect for Live Assist: Jingle Dox,Phoner Editor, & much more .
Perfect for Automation: Voice Over Recorder, Segue Edtor, & more
From tie #1manufacturer of Pigital Workstations in Radio HI .

Live On Air

Live Assist $1,995

$495

Hard Disk Automation

th

8:15:49AM

°"2 445

Triple nay &

Record

Cart Machine Control

(includes Live Assist software)

$750

069
Welcome Home

Jingle Box Control
$1,195

C4:20.0
,
:
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Dl4 Digital Audio Engine
$2,995 ( 24 hrs - 2,000 spots) $5,295 ( 105 hrs - 2,000
The DL4

is

5011g5)

atechnology & price breakthrough !! l More reliable and 1/4 the price of comparable products,

the DL4 is NOT a FC computer with sound card ir it.

The DL4

is

in fact a digital audio appliance

that is corr;rolled 12y Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle boxes, and Windows 95 PC computers.
the PC fails, your audio library is still available 1!!

Expandab efrom 5 Mays & 1Record to up

to 96 Plays & 32 Records, the PL4 fits any sze station o needs. You can even

use

your

favorite PC based digital edbor for production with the DL4 On Air !!! Call TODAY to find
out how little it will cost for you to SAVE money and move into the 21st. century !!!

‘iig•

t
ete,,rez

iHrIQ.. ( 970) 224-2248

www.arrakis-systems.com
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Protect Your Investment

Silicon Valley
POWE

Your best source for quality
rebuilt transmitter tubes since 1940.

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers
Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

POW

Television

F

Radio

l
?

Applications

Applications L

and UHF-TV KLYSTRONS
Lightning Protection
and

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.

Frequency agile.

VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.

Digital display.
Easy installation.

Full documentation.

Modular construction.

Ground i
ng Systems

I

A-3 Lightning Spur
Low Cost, High Efficiency DissIpator

1-800-986-9700
wevi.s‘pa.com

e-mail: sales(a)3vpa.com

tf>

ER! 812-925-6000

Fax 1-408-986-1438

READER SERVICE NO. 76

7me,and PWuele, Jiff).

75412 Highway 25
Covington, Louisiana 70435 U.S.A.
1-800-624-7626
(504) 893-1243 FAX ( 504) 892-7323
www.freeland-inc.corn
Email freelandproducts @ worldnetattnet
READER SERVICE NO. 23

f
KINTRONICJTELABS INC.I

---••••••••

QUALITY ANTENNAS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND OR
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

ECINCI

Econco

REBUILT POWER TUBES

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

toe.
» Power Levels from 500W to 50 kW
» Multi Station Antennas

5- TOWER 50KW-U DA 2DIRECTIONAL

» Circular or Vertical Polarization

ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR

» Directional Antennas

KXTA LOS ANGELES,CA

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. BOX 845 BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845

719 Pensacola Road

PHONE: ( 423) 878-3141 / FAX:(423)478-4224

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA

EMAIL: KTI@KINTRONIC.COM

814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676

a' • - II

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New
3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List

WEB SITE: www.kintronic.com

E-mail: psibagsurfshop.net

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 50

READER SERVICE NO. 52

READER SERVICE NO. 75

Pack,
Rack •
e
or Stack'em!
Call or
write for
free
detailed
brochure.
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PIANOAMP SERIES

Reach 18,000+
broadcasting professionals!

T94

Mono and Stere 3 Mixers and Expanders
MX100, MX200 & MXS100 Three Input Mic/Line Mirs
XP100 & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders

RADIO WORLD's Product
Showcase provides a perfect

medium for test marketing your
products and services.

It's an efficient, effective &
affordable advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, fax
•Low noise Mic/Line switchable Inputs
•Phantom Power • Independent headphone and
Balanced line outputs • Bright 3 color LED meter • XLII connectors
•External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED
328 W. tvlaple Avenue. Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: ( 215)443-0330 • (800) 959-0307 • Fax: (215)443-0394 • http:/h.vww.atiguys.com

READER SERVICE NO. 103

— Christopher Rucas at

.A-11

415-922-5597
or call
415-922-5595
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Cutting Production With Pyramix
PYRAMDC continued from page 28

written by an author who helped to
create the device and uses it as well. The
book made it simple to impress technoweenie colleagues.
Recording is done with the "Digitize
Tool," a recording mode window that
allows the custom configuration of
Pyramix for a variety of media presets
(DAT, CD, analog quarter-inch and the
like). It also includes the ability to timestamp recordings, give names to recording sources and control some of these
external decks during the recording.
Editing has evolved past the WAY file
functions of Cut, Copy and Paste, to now
read Trim, Split, Abut, Group and
Ungroup. Whatever you feel like calling
these functions, Pyramix seems to have
an advantage over the earlier word-processing-equivalent terms.
Pyramix is replete with the kinds of
editing tools that give producers extensive
control over their projects. There are five
Insert modes, five Snap modes, unlimited
named markers and, most important, 32
levels of Undo/Redo with history menus.
Cutting up
The editing is done on the
Composition Editor, providing graphical
editing with waveform displays, list editing and an overview display that simplifies navigation during multitrack sessions. A royal nod goes to the designer of
the screen graphics and layout.
Production directors must stare at monitors for hours every day, and this screen
— especially on a 17-inch monitor — is

easy on the old eyes.
Producers expect effortless crossfades
on a DAW; the Pyramix is on par with
any other digital editor now available.
Digital effects processing includes parametric and graphic EQs, dynamics control and delays. Pitch shifting, time companding and de- noising are in
development for afuture upgrade.
Flexible
Merging Technologies made flexibility
akey feature of the Pyramix. The options
available in this system rival those found
in ProTools and, as powerful as the latter
system is, it took years for users to
receive atrue upgrade.
Networking multiple workstations can
be done with Pyramix, allowing users to
access remote volumes of audio in either
peer-to-peer or client/server configurations. This system can play eight tracks
of 48 kHz linear audio in real time over a
100 VGAnylan network (that's a100 Mb
Ethernet with load sharing, for those who
need to know).
This is not the only network app
offered on the Pyramix. It is possible to
use any standard PC-compatible network
— Gigabyte Ethernet, for example —
and the Merging Technology folks can
find away to make it happen.
CD-R mastering with aDAW usually
means you are required to buy additional
software. The Pyramix Virtual Studio
comes ready-to-bum and is compatible with
more than 50 CD-R drivers. The program
lets you place CD Track Start, End and SubIndex code markers directly into an audio

ity
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editing project, then create amaster.
A Pyramix portable laptop also is
available, working off preliminary specifications of a180 MHz Pentium Pro with
64 MB RAM and Windows NT 4.0, an
Adaptec Wide SCSI adapter, a4GB IDE
drive and 9GB Fast & Wide SCSI audio
drive. There are numerous I/O options,
with ADAT and S/PDIF format I/0 on
optical connectors plus S/PDIF on coax.
This would be a lot of power to bring
along on abig-time radio remote.
Familiar feel
Setting noise reduction algorithms
feels as if one were using an externalprocessing module in a recording studio. The Cedar NR- 1plug-in is afamiliar noise reduction program that allows
the removal of, say, tape hiss from your
only copy of afavorite commercial produced back in 1983. Another plug-in
option is the AudioExpress, allowing
you to send and receive e-mail directly
within Pyramix. Regular e-mail is fully
supported with a mailbox and text editor, with the ability to attach audio files.
File format conversion is especially
important these days. Audio can come
into your facility in AIFF, OMF, WAY,
AU (SND), MPEG Layer 3or LRC formats. Merging Technologies included
"Convert" in Pyramix; this is a batch

file utility allowing you to use just
about every known file extension for
audio.
Time is money in the production
room. Should your job description fall
into the production director "B" category of "Sixteen more commercials to go
today," it is likely the basic editor you
are now using — and Ihope it is not a
razor blade this late in the decade — is
probably fitting.
If, on the other hand, your job
description includes " Spend as much
time as needed to make this an A-plus
project," you will find the Pyramix
Virtual Studio acapable performer. The
system never crashed while Iwas using
it, nor did it indulge in demonic acts
sometimes experienced with other digital gear, where the box goes crazy and
then stops the moment the engineer
walks in the studio.
A stripped Pyramix Virtual Studio
lists at around $ 6,995. To find out
more, contact the company's U.S. distributor, Panasonic, at the number
shown below.
For information, contact Panasonic at
(714) 373-7277; on the World Wide Web
at www.merging.com or circle Reader
Service 114.
Flip Michaels is production director
for classical-formatted WGMS-FM,
Washington. His most recent article for
RW was a review of the Denon DN-T620
combined CD/cassette deck.

CABLE REELS

Ifs aWhole
New Spin
on the Broadcast
Business!

nlines

Al
R products are supp ed with turn key
installations and 24 hour mergency service,
focusing on service • ore, during, and after
the sale.
For a

ional Domestic sales information
-800-279-3326

Hannay reels, abetter way to work.
What's our spin on things? How about the fact that we offer afaster, easier, and
cleaner way to work! Whether you have various setups at one location, or you're
all over town - we'll keep you rolling! TV, radio, satellite, cable and mobile
production facilities all benefit from Hannay's better way to work. We meet the
need! We'll save on expensive cable replacement and keep everything neat with
Our .
is
Your
defection

Antennas and Tronsonseon
Systems
Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436
FAX 1-814-472-5552
email: eem@third-wave.com
Website: http://homepage.third-vilave.com/morweb
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compact storage. Call today for aHannay Reels dealer near you: 518-797-3791.

Hannay Reels'
The reel leader
553 State Route 143, P.O. Box 159 • Westerlo, NY 12193-0159 • Fax: 1-800-REELING • www.hannay.com
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Consider Advantages of CD-RW
I> RICOH, continued from page 28
CDs short-circuits the process. Burning a
disc puts an end to the production
process. Having afterthoughts on some
mix or EQ decisions becomes problematic: You either settle for the adequate version you just burned, or try again.
This same ability makes it well-suited
for data archiving applications. Jeff
Lengyel, marketing manager for the Ricoh
Consumer Products Group, said CD-RW
makes most other solutions, especially
tape-based ones, obsolete. "Magnetic
media was an interim step until optical
storage came about," he said. "It is now
here."
CD-RW is more reliable. Magnetic-

based media, according to Lengyel, "can
degrade over time or be influenced by
environmental factors like magnetism or
impact."
Of course, CDs can suffer from
scratches, but are relatively impervious to
anything else. Data stored on CD-RW is
secure for at least 30 years.
CD-RW also is good for at least 1,000
rewrites. As with magnetic media,
dropouts will still happen over continual
use, but do not affect CD-RW reliability.
With magnetic media, it is possible to
unknowingly record data to adamaged
sector. You never find out about it until
you unsuccessfully try to recover that
data. On CD-RW, abad sector will only

cdqPRIMA
(Common)

NF
I
Encoder

slightly reduce adisc's capacity. But
what remains is reliable.
According to Lengyl, "If it gets to the
point where asector won't reliably hold
data, it won't; it writes to another sector
instead." For Lengyl, that means never
having afalse sense of security when
backing up data with CD-RW.
Despite all the advances and advantages, there are afew significant drawbacks. CD-RW is anew standard and, at
the moment, the emphasis is more on
"new" than it is on "standard."
As with any new media, CD-RW discs
are pricey. Lengyel admits, "Rewritable
media is relatively expensive." At roughly $25 adisc, it is some eight times -the
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CDQPrima from
4

,3ki That's Right. CDQPrima
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MUSICAM USA

delivers what you

from MUSICAM USA

want most in a

the only codec with

Superb Sound.

digital audio codec:
Simple to set up and

dial-on-audio,
hang-up-on-silence,
convenient,
s-free

connection.

operate, CDQPrima

has on-board
intelligence that can
recognize the calling
codec's bit rates
and operating
modes - and can

Superior compression algorithms
that deliver unparalleled crisp,
ag
clear sound
o

Ml

even operate remote
equipment at
the far end.

Maximum compatibility with Layer
II, Layer III and G.722
31 Automatic presets and quick
configurations built-in
THERE'S
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PLACE YOUR 0

AES/EBU digital audio input/
output standard
(optional on Model 110)
Up to three integrated ISDN
Terminal Adapters

MUSICAM USA

Full contribution quality at up to .
384 kb/s

670 North Beers Street, building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA
Tel: 732/739-5600 ask for ext. 163
Fax: 732/739-1818 • Fax On Demand: 732/935-2777

ISO 9002, CE, UL1950 certified

E-mail: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: http://www.musicamusa.com
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price of bulk CD-R media. But the high
initial expense is an investment.
The bottom line is that, with alifetime
of over 1,000 rewrites, CD-RW will save
many times their cost in wasted CD-R
discs.

Getting accepted
Where CD-R discs will play in most
any CD-ROM or standard audio CD
player, CD-RW requires amulti-read drive to decode its less-reflective surface.
Not all CD-ROM drives currently sold or
installed conform to multi-read specifications.
Naturally, this will change in time, but
what will not is CD-RW's incompatibility with standard audio CD players. You
will not be able to pass around an audio
CD-RW work-in-progress disc for review
on home or car CD players. It is not a
universal function CD format.
For all of these limitations, the Ricoh
CD-RW is aremarkable piece of technology. Not long ago, re-recordable CD
technology seemed impossible, or at best
highly impractical. The Ricoh unit
accomplishes this at aprice not significantly higher than standard CD-R units.
For around $ 100 extra, you greatly
enhance CD-R functionality.
One more thing about the Ricoh MP
6200. On asubjective level, the experience was anxiety-free from the moment I
first clicked the Record icon.
Ihad not noticed how accustomed Ihad
become to living in fear and self-doubt
while burning CDs. Had Iforgotten anything? Was Iabout to toast another coaster? (
Editor's note: "coaster" is aslang
term for aruined CD-R)
Obviously not. With the ability to
erase and rewrite the contents of adisc,
these nagging thoughts disappeared. CDRW is soothing to "Yankee" sensibilities.
The Ricoh Corp. is at 475 Lillard
Drive, Sparks, Nev., 89434.
For information, contact Ricoh in
Nevada at ( 702) 352-1600 or circle
Reader Service 140.
Carl Lindemann produces and hosts the
syndicated radio feature " Cyberscene"
and contributes to RW.

CD-RW vs. JAZ
With this added functionality, CDRW encroaches on other storage
devices like the Iomega JAZ and ZIP
drive products. Such magnetic mediabased "removable drives" contain up
to 1.5 GB of information. While these
devices have more capacity than a650
MB CD-RW, cartridges are significantly more expensive — around $ 100
per GB.
Despite this, CD-RW is areasonable contender in the removable storage market. If you are using or considering aJAZ drive or the like, you may
want to give some thought to CD-RW
as well.
If you are actually using removable
media for audio production — reading
and writing through a digital
editor/recorder — these drives are relatively fast. They may not be fast
enough to do multitrack production in
real time, so be sure to check out the
specs on access times.
It is more likely you are using it to
store and transfer large files to hard
drive. If so, CD-RW may actually be a
better way to go.
— Carl Lindemann

sam
punch
sizzle
wnoosh
wow
announcin
An upgrade? Please. The 8200 version 3.0 software is like getting a whole new OPTIMOD-FM
with 21 new presets for louder, stronger, clearer sound.
Two new Urban/Rap presets slam the bass home. Three new Rock presets add punch and sizzle. Three new
Pop presets give smoother, more open sound. News and Sports. Jazz and Instrumental. Oldies. Even a
Folk/Traditonal preset. There's only one word to describe all the new programming power you get with Version 3.0.

Whoa.

H A Harman
©1998 Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIIL100 are register

International Company

larks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA

Prone 1.510-351.3500
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POWERFUL DIAL-UPCONTROLLER

Take Control

i's more

Via Telephone

Mope flexibility: Frequency agile

peoret outstanding specs: typ 88 dB S/N

The CircultWerkes DR- 10 Dial- up controller is
perfect for studio & automation control. With
useful features found nowhere else, the DR-10's

More

or

list price of only $439.00 might Just amaze you.

•Control, monitoring and programming via touch-tone' telephone
•Control 8relays and monitor 8status/pager alert inputs
•Activate up to 3pagers with the pager alert function
•Beep tones for input and relay status
•Relays retain phor state on power loss and restoration
•Configure relays for latching, interlocking or sustained closure as
long as the associated key is pressed
•Auto answer with programmable access code, number of rings and
del eatable CPC control (unit hangs up when caller hangs up)
• 'Busy' input disables auto answer feature
•Built-in audio hybrid with front panel audio level controls
allows you to send and receive audio while controlling the unit
•LEDs for DTMF detection, Off-hook status, hng signal and power
•All input and output connections via screw terminals

The Low Power Leader

CircuitWerkes - (
352) 335-6555 / fax 352-380-0230

619-239-8462 • FAX: 619-2398474
www.bextcom • mail@bextcom

3716 SW 3rd Pl., Gainesville, FL 32607
sales@circuitwerkes.com http://www.circuitwerkes.com

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

ie

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

Fits In Even "
STINGY" Budgets!
The hot new "
DELUX",
quality built
SPACEWISE system!
BASIC SYSTEM $1375!
FULL SYSTEM S2840!

GENERAL FEATURES: Basic system consists of main counter top and
two PC system pedestals ... then you add on what you need from there,
such as racks and shelf wings or talk table wings for afull system.
USER FEATURES: Two PC system base pedestals ... heavy rack rail systems with easy access standard ... passive ventilation systems
throughout ... adjustable shelves ... wiring block backplane ... customizing ... quick installation.
DURABILITY BUILT IN: Top counters are two ply 11/2" thick with quality name brand laminate with protective 11/2" solid wood trim raised
on the outside perimeters. Plus ... generous vertical and horizontal
solid wood trim and recessed kickboards.

SPACEWise°BroadcastlFurniture
CALL 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.com

The Broadcasters Furniture Store"

F
EATURE PACKED
fie
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Output

•

SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

The PD1Multifunction Hybrid
A full- featured analog hybrid in asmall, low cost
package. The Phone Dock's small size & low price
make it ideal for production studios, news facilities IFB
listen lines, dial-up transmitter monitoring, and remotes.
•Just 8.5 a1.75" ( desktop)

•Automatic/manual answer

•Single/tandem rackmount

•Automatic disconnect

DIME (touch tone) control

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

•Level controls with LED VU

•Relay and DC outputs

•4 channel input routing swttcher

•Available now for $499

•Input mule (& much more)

•Remote Control Systems

• Belar • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin
• TFT
• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
SIL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

Take control of your phones! CALL:

Broadcast Telephone Systems

‘....
r ÉeWneablwinwf°wtnnnocveaacd::: 1-888-890-7424

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
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The Perfect Mixer for your CODEO

EQUIPMENT BY

• AM/FM Monitors

•Microphone & line inputs

•RS- 232 Control Port

SPECIALIZING IN

• Exciters • Optimods

Innovative Devices, Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 21

tools

E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

HYBRID!

P01
•

BROADCAST

READER SERVICE NO. 74
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Visit our web catalog:

DC-8A Dial -up Remote Control

Stereo Gen./Proc./Litniter card

• 10 Dry relay contacts out ( 2are DPDT for audio, etc.).
• Auto-answers on setable ring # and auto-disconnects.
• Each relay can be assigned to any tone & can be set to
function as amomentary, latching closure with distinct
on/off codes, or interlocked latching with other relays.
• Up to 8digit user set password prevents pirating.
• Each relay is programmable to beep when activated.
• Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing.
• 4Status inputs can dial 4numbers and control relays.
• Asimple, built-in audio hybrid , with balanced I/O, lets
you control equipment while monitoring local audio.
• All outputs appear on easy to use screw terminals.
• Program it with any DTMF phone or encoder.
• Retains its settings after apower failure.
• Silencer option removes DTMF tones from output.

DOZENS
SOLD!

List .8399.00

options: Programmable receiver card
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1000 HITS on ,
HARD DRIVE •••• •
for $495 !
a•
•

RemoteMix 3x4

•

e

Don't waste time dubbing music!

32K, MPEG-II, .WAV
files compatible with:

Pick from our inventory of Oldies, ' 70s- Gold, Classic Rock,
AC or Country. One- day service no extra charge!

Arrakis, BSI,
Enco, Pristine,
Prophet Systems,
Register Data,
Smarts and
others.

Halland will dub 1,000 songs of your choice for only $495!

New
in 98

JK Audio

Remote
Broadcast Gear

815-786-2929

vvvvvv.jkaudio.com

800-552-8346

Fax: 815-786-8502
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M

ITEM
1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070

usic on CD also in stock!

Song

lists on the Internet
http://www.h-b-s.coin

1-800-HALLAND
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Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to: RW Product Guide, RO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
New Yamaha Digital Console
In March, Yamaha introduced the 01V,
adigital mixing console with similar performance to the 02R and 03D mixers, but
at aprice comparable to the four-year-old
Yamaha ProMix 01.
The 01V has 24 full-featured channels,

two stereo effect returns, six mix busses
and six Aux sends. Two 32-bit processors
provide a variety of special effects and
sonic performance comparable to the
03D. A graphic LCD window displays
the status of levels and processing.
Fifteen motorized faders on the control
surface are tied to the 01V scene memo-

ry, with 99 mix snapshot locations.
Dedicated rotary controls adjust EQ and

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

030

Sound Effects
on - S99
60 day money- back
guarantee! Call Ghostwriters
at 612-522-6256 or write to:

1012 hit songs from 1980-1995
1229 hit songs from 1954-1969
545 hit songs from the 70's
819 Kickin' Country Hits
on CD for Only $499 each

eLeeteee,
I,Ie e
-o
2412 Unity Ave N., Dept RW,
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For complete track listings, go to
web site: http://radio-mall.com

(per set plus shipping)
For complete track listings
NOW go to web site:
http://radio-mall.com or
Email: radiomall@aol.com or
Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at
612-559-6524
For radio broadcast onl !

READER SERVICE 100

READER SERVICE 98

Redo Station Data Base
Only $149!

Business Boosters from Grace Broadcast Sales

,cidresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!

, Our Customers say....

"...record sales." - ND

thr,t;'S

U11 ly

A

9r

60-day money- back guarantee!
Over 1200 tracks! 1 CD's with hundreds of : 30
& :60 music beds. 2CD's with hundreds of lasers,
stngers, whooshes. news & feature elements; &
1CD with 300 genuine sound & cartoon effects.
For complete info NOW go to web site:
into://radio.mall.com or Email: radiomall@aol.com or

"We generally boost sales $ 2-6K with your features." - NO
Market Exclusive!. Fully Produced! • Easy to Sell!

SUMMER '98
SAFETY CAMPAIGN
FORTY : 60-SEC. ( 40/:20) FEIT! RES

I75

SAFI_ I
.Y TOPICS INCLUDE:

Demo NOW! Call (509)229-1427
18881 4 7 2 - 2 3 88

ORDER TOLL- FREE 888- GRACE- 88
READER SERVICE 45

ID Explosions! . . . .$ 159
Custom Jingles! .. .$995
(Radio Stations & Retail Clients!)
Limited time offer expires March 31, 1998

RADIO ACTIVE
PRODUCTIONS

1- 888-93-RADIO
(305) 743-4248

READER SERVICE 100

READER SERVICE 97
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personal free subscription?
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If so why not apply for your

Simply complete the
subscription card e7 return
it to us! You'll never have
to risk missing an issue of

.
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Complete!
Auto • Bicycle • Boat

Swimming • Hiking & Camping • Food Handling Home
Et Garden • Personal Health • Vacations • More!

Phone or FAX Ghostwriters at: 612-559-6524
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Analog Devices of Norwood, Mass.,
announced the creation of what it calls
the " world's smallest DSP," the one
square- centimeter ADSP-2183 chip.

"One of our Secret Weapons."- OH

READER SERVICE 19

10 CD's oF Buy-out Music,
Production & Sound Effects

Designed for high-performance analog applications and anticipated digital
audio needs, type 5522M digital microphone cable from Gepco International is
available in bulk lengths and customcuts.

"Great way to pick up extra income in a short time." - IL

GMs, PDs, SMs & CEs.

TOLL FREE

Analog Devices Miniature DSP

Gepco Digital-Ready Mic Cable

"Easy sell...money in the bank!" - OR
"...best investment we've made." - FL

Also: Group mailing to

The Radio Mall
1-888-97-RADIO

Pan. Built-in MIDI and To Host ports
allow the 01V to connect to personal
computers and additional 01V mixers.
Optional features include I/0 cards for
Alesis ADAT, Tascam TDIF-1 and
AES/EBU. Suggested price of the 01V is
S1,999.
For information, contact Yamaha in
California at ( 714) 522-9011 or circle
Reader Service 166.

in the Analog Devices line, the 2187L
and 2189L. Both offer up to 1.5 Mbits
on-chip SRAM. The small size and low
(3 VDC) power requirements of the new
processors are augmented by the performance of each: up to 29 MIPS for the
2183 and 66 MIPS for the 2189. At present, uses for the Analog Devices DSPs
include two-way paging, cellular equipment and Internet appliances.
There are 36 DSPs available in the
ADSP-218x family.
For information, contact Analog
Devices in Massachusetts at (800) 2625643 or circle Reader Service 192.
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World% 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.

While designed primarily for consumer
electronics, this development may have
applications for tinier, more powerful
audio processors as well.
The 2183 joins two other circuit chips

Said to cost less than one-half the
price of conventional high- end digital
cables, the 5522M consists of two twisted 22- gauge tinned copper conductors
and a22-gauge tinned copper drain wire.
The shield is a 95-percent tinned copper
braid, coated in athick and durable PVC
jacket.
Capacitance is stated to be one-fourth
of most quad- wired mic cables, allowing
cable runs of two to three times as far as
conventional cables, with no significant
high- frequency rolloff.
For information, contact Gepco
International in Chicago at ( 312) 7339555 or circle Reader Service 89.
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market. The owner, however, did tear
down the tower, and, to accommodate
DTV equipment, erected atower with a
12-foot face in its place.

FM Stations Pay for DTV Rollout
Demands of Digital Television Raise Many
New Questions for FM Tenants

The rollout of digital television is
taking a physical and financial toll on
FM station owners nationwide — particularly those who lease space on
television towers.
Look at the northeast, where tower
space often is scarce. Prior to DTV, Clear

Umbrella

Antennas, Towers & RF Cable

REPORT

Lynn Meadows

Meet the

Channel station WKCI(FM) in New
Haven, Conn., leased tower space from
WTNH-TV, Channel 8, and shared it with
WTNH 8, WTVU 59 and WPLR(FM).
WKCI had a lifetime lease on the
eight- foot- face tower, provided the
tower owner did not dismantle it, said
Fred Santore, technical director for
WKCI and two AM stations in the

In This Issue
In this Buyer's Guide, we look "out back," to the antennas and towers that serve
our radio stations.
Long-time RW contributor Harold Hallikainen provides an update of the FCC
tower database project.
FM station owners already are feeling the effects of DTV. Lynn Meadows and
Mark Croom discuss your options and report on how some stations are protecting
their FM antenna placements and adjusting their RF facilities.
Because tower space has become scarce and more valuable, ateam of engineers
has developed anew AM antenna design, described here by respected consultant
Clarence Beverage, one of its developers.
Having problems with moisture in your cable? Consider pressurization. Gordon
Treichler, business unit manager for Andrew Corp., explains how cable pressurization works, defines various pressurization systems and provides apreparation
checklist to help you decide which system fits your needs.
We welcome your feedback and ideas for the Buyer's Guide. Send your suggestions to srae@imaspub.com
— Susan Kreis

Sutro Tower in San Francisco

Limited options
The tower owner then toid WKCI to
lower its antenna from 750 feet to 550
feet, and increased the rent by nearly 400
percent, Santore said. The station is fighting the decision.
That tower is now for sale, and
Santore hopes to negotiate with
the new owners. But the station's
options are limited. Santore said local
zoning is partly responsible for the
lack of available towers. The city has
a moratorium on cellular phone towers, which decreases the chances of
constructing another 1,000-foot broadcast
tower.
In Boston, WCRB(FM) shares space
on the WBZ-TV tower with four television
stations. The fate of the station antenna has
been an open question for a couple of
years, said Director of Engineering David
Maxson. The station has been operating
with an "at-will" tenancy since its lease
expired.
"We're hanging on," said Maxson.
"We have been told that they expect to be
able to keep us at areasonable height on
the tower."
Given the new conditions, however,
the station may not want to stay. WBZ
must significantly alter the top of the
tower. To accomplish those changes, it
plans to lower all antennas below acertain
See Cnv, page 39

Products •51 Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

Eliminate Static
Electricity
with the

The

Gila-Stat

is designed to
reduce lightning
damage by
lowering the
likelihood of a
direct lightning
strike to:
Buildings
Communication Towers
Electric Utility Substations
Industrial Facilities

Pet-O
t
s;
3801 La Plata Hwy
14=

txtatibur Ciettroniue
HA- 1Hybrid Adapter

•

ji

HANDSET

JIM HYBRID

tXtatiblit HA- 1HYBRID ADAPTER

The HA- 1 Hybrid Adapter allows you to use
your favorite broadcast hybrid with almost any
telephone — old, new, single line, multi-line, etc.
Since the HA- 1hooks up through your telephone
instrument's handset connector, no connection to
the telephone line is needed. With the HA- 1's
front panel push-button out, your telephone functions normally. With the button pushed in, the
handset is disconnected and your hybrid is now
on line; nothing could be simpler or easier. The
performance of your hybrid will be the same as it
would be if hooked up directly to aC.O. line.

Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

READER SERVICE NO. 20

READER SERVICE NO. 46

Please circle our bingo number for a data sheet and a dealer list.

WATTCHMAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

-Ili -

MATTCHMAN° protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. Apermanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through 6
1
/
8"and elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and FM
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to
monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.
TERMINATING LIQUID/AIR LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW
ÇZ:›
power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a
frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.
COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233
Toll Free 1- 800- COAXIAL (262-9425)
FAX: (216) 267-3142
Web Site http://vnvw.coaxial.com
Email:

coaxialgapk.net
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Executives Consider RF Consolidation
Mark Croom
If studio consolidation benefits the
broadcaster, can RF facility consolidation do the same?
Such consolidation is more likely for
FM. Unless they can attain major financial or practical gains, AM stations
owners probably will not consolidate
their RF facilities, especially when

T

o

HARRIS

directional AM systems are involved.
The engineering of those systems is
complex to the point of impossibility
and they are costly to build and maintain.
Before any project, an engineer with
financial perception will ask "Can this
save — or earn — my company money?"
It would not be practical to bring a
group of stations having several transmitter sites together. Regulatory concerns force stations to locate within certain — often small — areas to maintain

"We're pushing about six combiner
systems a month out of here" to destinations within the United States.
Davies said some of the larger media
groups are trying to get an early start,
possibly anticipating the increased
demand that may be ahead. According
to Davies, the major manufacturers,
which have a limited production capacity, may have difficulty in keeping
reasonable shipping timelines if
demand for the systems climbs in proportion to the number of quotations that
ERI has been producing.
Though combined FM facilities have
been around within larger markets for
some time, occasionally stations in
smaller markets will benefit from consolidating RF facilities. Delta Radio
Inc. owns a group of a half-dozen stations in Mississippi and Arkansas.
Larry Fuss, president and general manager of Delta Radio said, "Our original
plan was a station upgrade with a new
540- foot tower for WDTL-FM in
Cleveland, Mississippi."
When the tower serving WOHT-FM
in nearby Drew, Miss., collapsed,

DTV will have an impact on some
radio broadcasters, and it may push some to

Paul Jellison, engineering manager of
Jacor-owned properties in Cincinnati, said
the company is bringing five stations
together in asingle master antenna system
and combiner. This "big-time" project
includes four Jacor frequencies and one

lhn? noise you can't iijnore,
owned by ARS. The new building can also
accommodate aDTV transmitter system
for
the
Jacor-owned
station
on channel 12.
Jellison said the project was put
together for several reasons: "First, asignal upgrade for aformer Class A to aBI.
Then the other issue of a tower lease
going away on one station, and just a
really good opportunity to improve all
the signals" influenced the decision. The
group is working on atwo-phase project
that would provide anearby auxiliary site
for all the backups, eventually resulting
in almost full redundancy.

With such opportunities come challenges, too. Jellison said when compared with planning a single- station
site, unique issues evolve when developing a multi- station site. Having to
come up with STL paths to both sites in
an already congested 950 band is one
of them.
Remote control is another problem.
Jellison said, "We analyzed all the current systems and came to the realization that no R/C system will fully handle our needs. To that end we are
developing our own system." He said
they are finally planning the heart of
the project, which includes an ERI
combiner with more than 30 cavity filters. The RF plumbing and transmitter
work alone will keep the engineers
busy for quite awhile.
Soon, some FM stations that share
tower space with TV stations may find
themselves exploring their options as
the TV owners look for room for their
DTV antennas. (See related story,
page 36.) Some towers will not have
sufficient capacity to support all the
antennas, and FM stations may get
pushed off.
These trends, observers say, may
produce even more demand for combined master antenna sites. If quotations are an indication, that business is
increasing already.
• • •
Mark Croom is chief engineer of
WNWC-AM-FM in Madison, Wis.

consolidate RF facilities.
distance between adjacent channel stations. Another prohibitive factor is the
cost of engineering and building transmitter facilities, and applying for
changes for one or more stations.
Influencing factors
Usually, political and competitive
realities prevent stations with diverse
ownership from sharing transmission.
Daryl Buechting, FM product line
manager for Harris Broadcasting, said
alliances may be forged in the future,
but "only with time, unless there is a
strong driving force."
Buechting said that DTV will have
an impact on some radio broadcasters,
and that it may push some to consolidate RF facilities. But, he said, many
will consolidate during normal equipment replacement cycles.
Co- owned stations can have an
advantage combining their RF facilities.
Normally, consolidated FM facilities
share a broadband antenna system, and
use acombiner and filter system to get
the signals to acommon feedline without interfering with each transmitter's
operation. In the past, chiefly "major
markets" used this setup; but now more
stations consider it an option.
"Stations are definitely interested in
combiner and shared-antenna systems,"
said Joe Rohrer, sales engineer for Shively
Labs, aprovider of antenna and combiner
systems. He said owners and engineers are
thinking ahead, and that quotations for such
systems are up 15 to 20 percent at Shively.
"Orders are definitely up, too, but not what
they will be." Rohrer predicted in less than
two years, Shively will see agreat increase
in the domestic combiner business.
Dave Davies, engineering manager
for Electronics Research Inc., said the
company is seeing not only an increase
in quotes, but in real business, too.

Delta Radio began to explore the possibility of bringing the two stations
together into a single facility, rather
than rebuilding. The completed engineering plan showed that WOHT
could be moved to the site near
Cleveland, where they had begun
working on a full C2 upgrade for
WDTL.
Delta Radio also considered whether
combining the stations would be worthwhile. The alternative was using separate antennas and feedlines. They found
that the cost would be about the same.
They elected to diplex the stations into
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The Difference Is In The Engineering
Ultra Tracker's Single-Lobe Elevation
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The Trip From Last Placê In The Book
To First Has Already Been Made
With Ultra Tracker.

asingle antenna at 150 meters.
Because WOHT-FM is a6kW, Class
A station, they reduced the ERP of the
lower- powered station from 3 kW to
2.65 kW, enabling them to use the
higher antenna. Fuss said WDTL gets
better coverage from the Class A signal
with the added height than with the
original 3 kW signal they had before
the tower collapse.
If there is adownside to all this combining, it has to be with the common
components. Fuss said they experienced some frustration from sharing
one antenna and feedline when "some
idiot put a . 22 bullet through our feedline and knocked us off the air for
about two days while we located and
patched around the problem."
However, he is happy he diplexed
and recommends it to anyone with the
circumstances to justify it.
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The Ultra Tracker Prototype
Took Downward Radiation From
250 mW/cm 2 to l
0.

Call: 530-621-2015
e-mail: sales@antennaconcepts.com
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Get the Most From Pressurization
changing air pressure inside any airfilled closed space, in this case, air
dielectric cable or waveguide.
The author is employed by manufacBarometric pressure changes have litturer Andrew Corp. He prepared this distle effect on closed
cussion at the request of RW.
spaces, while changing
Reliable RF transmission lines are dry
temperature produces
transmission lines.
pressure up to several
Moisture entering atransmission line,
pounds per square inch.
whether it has an inner conductor or not,
When the temperature
condenses and collects as water in the
drops, the decreasing preslowest gravity point in the horizontal run.
sure produces negative
Condensation inside the line leads to corpressure, drawing in ambirosion, voltage breakdown and increased
ent air that may have a
VSWR.
high water vapor
content. Daily
temperature
Gordon
cycling creates a
"breathing" effect that over
time produces high levels of
water vapor inside the cable.
Properly pressurizing cable
with a dry air source assures
high signal quality, low VSWR
and reduced risk of component
damage from voltage breakdown and corrosion.
Once design requirements
have been determined and the
seven selection questions
answered, choosing the best
dehydrator for your RF system is simple.
Pressurization systems can be
classified as static or dynamic.
Andrew Pressurization Systems
Static systems have no source
of pressure after installation. Dynamic
Pressurization equipment will
systems have the ability to re-pressurize
improve the performance of RF system
the waveguide as needed to compensate
components
and
save
money.
for leakage.
Dehydrator pressurization equipment
protects antenna and transmission line
Static systems
systems from the effects of moisture
Static desiccators are suitable for short
penetration.
waveguide runs with low internal volThe constant supply of dry air under
umes, feeds or combiners that need propressure assures signal quality and low
tection from moisture. In a non-pressurVSWR, and reduces risk of component
ized system, abreathing static desiccator
damage from voltage breakdown and
may be used.
corrosion. Maintenance costs are lowAs the system pressure increases, air is
ered, thus reducing operating costs.
forced out through the desiccator. As the
Two natural environmental condipressure decreases, make-up air passes
tions — barometric pressure and ambithrough the desiccator, absorbing the
ent temperature changes — produce
Gordon Meichier

moisture before allowing dry air to enter
the system.
A static desiccator will last many
months on asmall tight system of two
cubic feet or less.
Pressurized static systems are suitable for very
tight, small systems that
have close supervision
with frequent inspection
and manual recharging.
The transmission line is
pressured by an external
source, such as a hand
pump, and the source
removed.
Since the system is not
Treichler
hermetically sealed, it
requires frequent inspection for
recharging. The gas inlet valve must be
readily accessible, and system operation
is very labor intensive.
Dynamic systems
A dynamic system incorporates apressurizing source that provides dry gas on
demand. The pressurizing source may be
nitrogen tanks with a regulator, or an
automatic dehydrator.
Nitrogen cylinders with regulators are
suitable for small, tight systems where
power is unavailable. There are no moving parts, and they provide a low dew
point but the monitoring costs and tank
replacement expenses can be high. Use
them only for systems that have low
internal and purge volumes. System leaks
bleed down tanks rapidly, and nitrogen
tank-delivery can be erratic.
Pressurized nitrogen should not be
used at asite that is not always accessible. Vandalism, particularly a bullet
hole in the waveguide, immediately
depletes the nitrogen tanks. Nitrogen
system maintenance also requires
someone knowledgeable about the
hazards.
At a minimum, that person must be
trained to handle heavy cylinders, to know
the proper operation of the valves and regulators, and must be supplied with proper

Pressurization
Preparation
Checklist
You must consider several design
elements when you are considering
pressurization.
• First, ascertain the mounting
requirements and space availability.
•Determine the total system volume, including cable/waveguide
runs, feeds and combiners.
•Check all system components for
pressure limits, and identify the
power source and type — voltage,
frequency, current/power limits.
•List alarm requirements, review
maintenance cycle needs and determine distribution and metering
needs.
•Note all the types of cable runs and
the number of connections to identify possible leak points in the system.
Answer the following seven
questions to determine the proper
pressurization system.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Can the dehydrator purge the
system?
Is the dehydrator recommended
for purging?
What
is
the
required
maintenance cycle?
How often must Icheck the
unit?
What is the warranty period?
Is the dehydrator properly sized
to the system?
Have all design requirements
been met?

Once the checklist has been
thoroughly completed and all seven
questions have been answered, use
the results to determine which
pressurization system is best for
your RF needs.
— Gordon Treichler

See PRESSURIZE, page 39
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Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

Transmitter

nautel

NAUTEL offers solid state AM broadcast transmitters from
1,000 watts to 300,000 watts and higher, solid state FM
broadcast transmitters from 3,500 watts to 20,000 watts and
a digital FM exciter. NAUTEL AM and FM transmitters offer high

FM-5

overall efficiency, unique redundancy and reliability features and

5kw FM

over 27 years of solid state design experience.

Transmitter

ABG is proud to represent NAUTEL Solid State Transmitters.

In the Great Lakes Region:
JACK CONNERS
Toll Free: 800-999-9281
FAX:
616-452-1652
-mail:
jconners@abg.com

•

in the Southeast Region:
JOHN GEORGE
Toll Free: 800-951-7443
FAX:
803-951-3123
E-mail:
jgeorge@abg.com

For a quotation or additional information about our solid state AM and FM transmitters and digital FM exciter, please contact Jack or John today.
Circle ( 53) On Reader Service Card
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DTV Demands Force FM Changes
DIV, continued from page 36

elevation for eight to 10 weeks.
Options for the WCRB antenna include
three other local towers, which rise to the
1,000-foot range. Two of them lease to FMs.
But the price tag for the move will likely be
significant, especially if the station leases
space on atower with amaster antenna.
Double trouble
Milford Smith, vice president, Radio
Engineering for Greater Media Inc., said
his group was affected in two markets by
the DTV rollout. In Detroit, both the main
and auxiliary antennas of WRIF(FM) are
located on atower owned by WXYZ-TV.
A lease, signed before Greater Media
bought the station, gave the tower owner
the right to remove the auxiliary antenna if
necessary. Greater Media heard almost a
year ago that it must move the auxiliary
antenna. Luckily, said Smith, the group
owns alarge tower in the city and plans to
consolidate a number of things on it,
including the WRIF auxiliary antenna.
He also said another recently acquired
station, WXXM(FM), Philadelphia,
learned that the tower owners would not
renew the lease for its main and auxiliary
antennas. Although the station got an
extension for the auxiliary antenna, the
main antenna must be moved by June.
Greater Media also owns WMGK(FM),
Philadelphia and decided to multiplex the
main and auxiliary facilities of the two stations. It built anew transmitter room for
WXXM and replaced athree-station multiplexer with afour-station multiplexer.
Smith said that while the upgrades,
which cost more than $ 1million, were
desirable, DTV gave the group little choice
in deciding when to do them.
Gene Zastrow is the manager of San
Francisco-based Sutro Tower, acompany
that holds 10 television antennas and four
FM antennas. The television antennas are

on three spires above the tower.
"It has been quite achallenge to figure
this out," Zastrow said. The tower was
strengthened and a long panel is being
added between the fifth and sixth level of
the tower to house the new digital antennas. As aresult, the four FMs will have to
move to other locations on the tower.
Heftel Broadcasting Corp. owns
KSOL(FM), San Francisco, and uses Sutro
Tower for its antenna. The antenna, formerly on level five, will now be fitted on a
pipe that hangs down from level five.
David Stewart, director of engineering for
Heftel, said early in the project, he worried
agreat deal about displacement. He said
nobody has said anything about forcing a
Heftel station off atower to make room for
DTV, but most Heftel stations are not on
television towers.

for Shively Labs, said that he has noticed
FM stations are increasingly going on more
"marginal" sites.
"As the FM owners are being forced to
move to their second-, third- or fourth-best
choice for asite, they are putting more and
more demands on the antennas and patterns," said Surette. "It used to be that
engineers were interested in increasing
coverage. More and more often now, they
are concerned with simply holding on to
what they already have."
Surette said his company has noticed an
increased interest in auxiliary sites.
"While Iam sure that the accidents this
past year have made alot of people consider their vulnerability, the driving force

again seems to be DTV. Many FM owners
are looking at being off the air for an
extended period of time when the new
DTV antennas are installed."
Lynn Meadows is afree-lance writer
based in Virginia Beach, Va., and is afrequent contributor to RW.
Next time in

Buyer's Guide
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AM Transmission
Only in

Radio Weld

While the
upgrades were
desirable, DTV gave
them little choice in
deciding when to
do them.
"It is happening, no question," said
Gary Hess, director of tower operations for
American Tower Systems. ATS is involved
in constructing new towers at antenna
farms in major markets, said Hess. All of
those towers include amaster antenna for
FM transmission.
Although he credited other factors like
age of installation and stricter RFR rules,
Hess said his company has seen "as big a
market for FM displacement as there is for
DTV."
Bob Surette, manager of RF engineering

Pressurization Systems
PRESSURIZE, continued from page 38
and a skill level commensurate with
equipment. Larger, more complex nitrochanging an air intake filter. In case
gen systems require highly trained perof a line problem or vandalism, the
sonnel.
dehydrator will prevent moisture
Manual regenerative dehydrators
from entering the transmission line,
are an economical method for presthough optimum pressure may not be
surizing small, tight systems. These
maintained.
dehydrators use a moisture absorpPressure swing automatic dehytive desiccant that is regenerated by
drators are similar in function to the
baking. They require electrical powfully automatic membrane dehydraer, and the desiccant must be perioditors. These are "older" style dehycally inspected and regenerated or
drators that do not provide the same
replaced.
trouble-free performance, low noise
Fully automatic membrane dehyand vibration, and continuous drydrators are recommended for lowing as automatic membrane dehyto high- system and purge volumes.
drators.
Advanced air systems for pressurizFor the best long-term reliable
ing transmission lines, they cycle on
performance of your RF transmisand off, or, in an emergency, run
sion lines, a properly installed prescontinuously, providing a maintesurization system, matched to your
nance-free system.
requirements, will provide many
These dehydrators provide high
years of trouble-free service.
reliability and a low dew point.
With about 80 fewer parts than a
Gordon Treichler is business unit
comparable swing system, a memmanager for the pressurization prodbrane dehydrator provides a mean
uct line at Andrew Corp., Orland
time between failure as high as
Park, Ill. "PSI System Select" dehy55,000 hours and a minimum dew
drator selection software is available
point of -50 degrees Fahrenheit.
free from Andrew. Call the company
Once installed, membrane dehyat ( 800) 255-1479, and request
drators require minimal maintenance
diskette M366.
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Nets Cater to Ham Addictions
Al Parker, N2SAG
A few months back we discussed
"nets." The world of ham radio networks
is vast, running the gamut from service
nets dedicated to emergencies and lifesaving, to casual chat groups dedicated to
nothing more than fun. Before launching
into an ARRL-style promo about the
lofty side of nets, we must purge ourselves of unclean thoughts! Iguess it's
safe to assume that we all have our little
"peccadilloes," interests that we wouldn't
want our friends and family to know
about. Ham radio really is no different.
For some, the perversion takes the
form of asecret desire to listen to chaos
and "radio-rollerball," like some of the
bizarre antics on 14.313 MHz. For others
it is a shameful attraction to unusual
equipment. Affection for prestigious
brands like Collins, Johnson, Drake,
Hallicrafters and the modern Ten-Tec,
Yaesu, Kenwood and Icom rigs is considered as normal as Mom and apple pie!
While we all appreciate these mainstream products, there are many with a
dirty little secret. They are Swan-ophiles, and there are a number of nets
catering to this radio perversion!
Wings of a Swan
What's aSwan? Middle-aged or older
hams know that the Swan Electronics Co.
was founded by Herb Johnson in about
1960. The company was best known for
its powerful, but relatively cheap singlesideband transceivers. Not long after the
introduction of its most popular model,
the Swan 350, the company actually was
selling more units than any of its competitors. The formula of offering "the
most for the least" worked quite well up
to the late 1970s, when the Japanese
invasion did to Swan what the Beatles
and Rolling Stones did to Elvis.
Like the King, Swans got glitzy and
bloated on the outside, but didn't really
keep up with the times. The analogy to
Elvis holds up in that that the Swan spirit
lives on. You won't experience ghostly
sightings, but you will see them popping
up at local flea markets and hamfests.
They are an ideal way to get into the hobby and learn about electronics for the
price of anight out on the town.
Achieving a price point that would
make a high- power SSB transceiver
available to the average guy was quite an
engineering feat. Johnson was able to sell
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his first mono-band transceiver for only
$275, compared to almost $ 1,200 for a
Collins KWM-2. In 1961, most hams still
were using separate transmitters and
receivers. The transceiver still was an
exotic and pricey concept. The advantages, especially for mobile use and general convenience, were undeniable. The
Swan was to transceivers what the original Mustang was to sporty cars.
Suddenly, everyman could experience the
joys of transceiving.
Pretty bird, dirty bird?
Swans, the birds, are beautiful to look
at, but can be dirty and nasty. The radio
Swans have a similar reputation. The
beauty part emanates from Johnson's
shrewd decision to spare no expense in
the areas potential buyers were most likely to notice.
The Swan 350 and its successors were
fitted out with the most spectacular
"S"/Power/Current meter ever. The magnificent cinemascope gauge can be read
clear across alarge room. The meter ballistics are ideal for reading SSB signals.
The other grabber was just that: amagnificently geared, vernier tuning dial with
alarge readout. The size and feel of the
tuning dial probably sold more Swans
than just about any other feature.
Ironically, the tuning system offered poor
resolution, with only 10 kc increments
marked. The built-in crystal calibrator
was some compensation. Swan engineers
probably felt that SSB signals were best
tuned by ear. True enough, but 1kc reference points are so much nicer when
you're calling CQ near the band (or privilege) margins!
The overall effect of the large windows, hefty tuning knob and dark-gray
and black styling was akind of masculinity. Contemporary Drake equipment
came off as somewhat fragile looking by
comparison. The rivalry between Drake
and Swan is one of the most interesting
competitions in radio consumer products
history. Another car analogy might best
illustrate the mood, maybe the classic
battle between the Corvette and
European sports cars. The less expensive,
less refined, early Corvette, like the
Swan, was designed around mundane
components, depending on sexy styling
and brute power, while the Drake had
Jaguar- like sophistication going for it.
Ultimate performance was neck and
neck, but like the Jag, the Drake had the
snob appeal.

As akid in the late 1960s, Iremember
seeing those Swans at the Harrison Radio
showroom. They beckoned to me like
sirens. Little did Irealize that it would
take aquarter of acentury to possess one
of those gray and black beauties! That
first Swan was agift, an abused, very early vintage Swan 350. It didn't take long
to realize that with alittle TLC, these rigs
could be made to sound better than most
modern rigs. A 12AX7 speech-amp and
audio-driver with easily adjustable SSB
filter-balancing offers great potential for
full-bodied transmit audio!
A recently acquired Swan 700S brings
the story full circle. Built in the final days
of Swan, this model looked totally different cosmetically, but was very much the
same design internally. There is asadness
to the plastic external concessions to the
slick Japanese competitors, contrasted
against internal components unchanged
from the earliest models. IC boards stick
up through tube socket holes! It's so
symbolic of the end of aglorious era.
Drifty 350?
Over the years, it seems that the Swan
rigs have failed to retain their value as
well as some of the equivalent Drake
models. This is where the "dirty bird"
side of the Swan equation comes in.
Today, solid-state electronics have
allowed designers to produce rigs more
stable than the Rock of Gibraltar. The
original classic Swan is the model 350,
nicknamed the Drifty 350. The unflattering moniker emanates from the tendency
of the early model to drift in frequency.
You would begin your "old-buzzard"
transmission on 3.8500 MHz and by the
time you turned it over to the next person
in the rotation, the group would have
been forced to change frequency involuntarily to 3.8501 or 3.8549 MHz! In the
'60s, this kind of drift was an inconvenience, but in the 1990s, with all those
Phase-Lock-Loop imports, it's morbidly
embarrassing!
The problem was not poor quality control or even cheap components. The trouble was in aunique band-switching strategy. The mechanical complexity of
physically switching VFO frequencies
along with the various IF and RF stages,
instead of heterodyning a fixed VFO
range, was at the root of the problem.
The system worked as well as the moreconventional fixed VFO range system,
until simple wear or dirt took its toll.
Swans of more recent vintage owe their

Information like this can come from experience, trial and error, and even heartache. It's much better to know people who
have already learned the painful lessons and are willing to share their hard-won knowledge. Stu Morrison, K4BOV, is such a
man. He contributes to aSwan newsletter, and runs several nets dedicated to the preservation of these wonderful old rigs. If
you want to know how to obtain sweep-tube finals, fix, modify or restore any Swan rig, just tune into any one of these sessions:
Swan User Net: This Utah- based net meets Sundays at 5p.m. (EST), on 14.250 MHz. The Net Control is WA9AZK.
Swan Technical Net: Based in Maryland and New York, this nuts-and-bolts net meets Wednesdays at 7p.m. (EST) on 14.251
MHz with Net Controller K4BOV.
Swan Technical Net: Also based in Maryland and New York, this 40-meter edition meets Thursdays and Saturdays at 2p.m.
(EST) on 7.235 MHz with K4BOV again serving as Net Control.
Vintage SSB Net: A Nebraska-based group meeting Sundays on 14.293 MHz at 2p.m. (EST). Net Control is WBOSNF.
It feels good to come out of the shadows and congregate with others who share the same obsessions! Before you know it,
there'll be Swan-pride Parades all over the nation!

improved stability only partially to ongoing design improvements. Most of the
perceived superiority in frequency stability is due to the cleaner, less shopworn
VFO band- switch wafers of the newer
units. Sadly, most owners of closet-bound
Swans don't know that embarrassing drift
can be greatly reduced with acarefully
aimed squirt of contact cleaner! "Hardwiring" the VFO portion of the bandswitch for apreferred band totally eliminates drift in units beyond the cleaning
solution. These rigs are so affordable,
you could have one dedicated to each HF
band. An external Swan VFO also
negates the problem while maintaining
utility on all bands.
um
Al Parker writes about ham radio for
RW. Reach him at (516) 681-6733.
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A New Radiator Design for AM
Clarence M. Beverage
Alan M. Christman, Ph.D.
A problem sparked the idea.
Imagination and antenna construction
experience kindled the determination
to plan a radical solution: a new AM
radiator design called the Umbrella
Antenna.
In many areas, need for land has driven purchasing and leasing prices higher.

Antennas With Elevated Radial
Ground Systems" in the IEEE
Transactions on Broadcasting.
Subsequently, numerous AM towers
at power levels up to 50 kW and that
employ elevated radial ground systems
were constructed worldwide. Some
directional configurations use as many
as four towers. Canada, Mexico and
other countries allowed the construction of slant wire directional antennas.
Nine years later, we presented a
paper at the NAB
Broadcast
Engineering Conference, describing
the Umbrella Antenna plan. Making
this design practical are the cables

suspended off the antenna. A 300-foot
tower (Figure 1) would use three 1/8wave cables — Umbrella wires —
sloping downward from the tower at
150-foot elevation.
The first Umbrella
The owners of WPSP(AM) in Royal
Palm Beach, Fla., commissioned from us
the first full-size Umbrella design, completed in August, 1997. For Special
Temporary
Authority
operation,
WPSP(AM) owners located an existing
500-foot, self-supporting tower that featured top-mounted antennas already utilized by numerous VHF and UHF services.

Engineers use computer codes such as
the "Method of Moments" NEC-4to predict accurately the operating characteristics of complex AM antenna systems. To
determine precise impedance and gain
values, the computers allow the user to
estimate the effects of the earth on antenna performance.
A computerized model of the
WPSP(AM) antenna array ( Figure 2)
depicts the tower, major antennas and
support pole and the three sloping
Umbrella cables. For accurate results,
engineers incorporated a total of 295
individual elements into the program.
Consequences
WPSP(AM) began broadcasting with
the Umbrella in the fall of 1997, and
noticed significant improvement in field
See UMBRELLA, page 42
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An Affordable Digital

Figure I: The Umbrella Antenna

Console To Complete Your

The unique design has aroused immediate interest because only the sloping
cables, integral to the radiator, require
tie-off points. The AM Umbrella Antenna
radiator uses no other ground surface for
its system.

All Digital Air-Chain

Remaining the same
Prior to the mid- 1980s, AM antenna
systems had not changed much for 50
years, not since June, 1937, when
Brown, Lewis and Epstein, published
their paper, " Ground Systems as a
Factor in Antenna Efficiency," in the
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, now known as the IEEE.

MNAMAX MX/D
Digital Audio Console

So your old on- air console needs to be replaced.
Most of your air chain is digital and you know digital broadcasting is just around the corner. What do you do? The Dynamax MX/D

The unique
design has aroused
interest because only

Digital Console makes perfect sense. It offers pristine 24 bit internal processing to
handle both digital and analog inputs and outputs with the familiarity and straight forward
operation of analog consoles. Aperfect blend of digital sonic quality, performance features and legendary
Dynamax reliability, the MX/D is the right console to meet

the sloping cables,

your current needs and take you well

integral to the

into the 21st Century!

m-r2-4

tie-off points.

Con plet

Digital On-Air Console

radiator, require

Under $ 10,000

8faders controlling 16 total inputs
Choice of analog or digital input modules

But two developments in as many
years initiated changes in AM antenna
design. At the 1987 NAB annual
Broadcast Engineering Conference,
Grant W. Bingeman presented a paper
on parasitic directional antennas. He
proposed to configure one guy cable of
a vertical guyed- tower as a parasitic
element.
The following March, Christman,
et. al. published " AM Broadcast

•3digital plus 3analog outputs ( stereo PROG and AUD plus mono)
AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital inputs with sample rate conversion

Fl DELI PAC

Independent A/B channel remote start and stop

Broadcast Studio Equipment
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2707 Black Lake Place, Philadelphia, PA 19154. USA
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Umbrella Decreases Space Demand
UMBRELLA continued from page 41

intensity over previous feed methods.
Since then, stations in several areas of
the country have begun using Umbrella
Antenna designs. Other Umbrella
designs have been undertaken for a
Class IV in Georgia and anew expanded-band station in California that wishes to use its existing FM tower.
Umbrella for the wetlands
The edge of asensitive wetland area
in central Florida is the site for anew
collocation system. Because a standard ground system, or even an elevated system, would have had too much

impact on the wetlands, the Umbrella
proved to be the solution.
To achieve radio signal emission
and environmental protection, the
engineers used a guyed tower and
included the radiating cables into the
design from the outset. Utilizing the
AM Umbrella Antenna design can
reduce user costs.
During completion of the central
Florida project, the owners approved a
few hundred dollars spent on engineers
modeling the guy support system. It
saved tens of thousands of dollars in
material costs.
Usually, rules of thumb are used con-

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #1
with over1 5000 sold!
The Mast.
Control
Studio, shown
nght is one of
even Arrakis
' studios in
Sony's
Manhattan
network
origination
nter for S
Netwo

Engineers used computer
modeling to help develop
the Umbrella Antenna.
ceming the separation of guy wires and
insulators. In this case, the engineers
reduced insulator intervals and quantities

by discovering that the 1-inch diameter
guy cables required guy strain insulators,
which cost approximately $2,000 each.
Can this be the start of anew era when
our computational abilities are reaching a
level where new, and sometimes superior,
antenna designs can be implemented confidently? Perhaps.
Well- planned, practical options of
antenna design should be pursued. Just
remember that the fixed laws of nature
limit every science.
Does your station use an unusual AM
antenna design? Tell us about it. Write
to radioworld@imaspub.com or to the
address on page 5.
Clarence M. Beverage is the president
of Communications Technologies Inc. in
Marlton, N.J. He has been a radio engineer; specializing in broadcast engineering
consulting since 1975. He has prepared
numerous technical papers and FCC documents concerning AM and FM antenna
designs and coverage predictions. Reach
him at (609) 985-0077.
Alan M. Christman is aprofessor of
Electrical Engineering at Grove City
College in Grove City, Pa. He is an
innovator in the design and testing of
medium- and shortwave antennas, having worked on special projects at the
Naval Post Graduate School, various
military antenna designs around the
world and most recently, new and innovative AM antenna systems based on
NEC-4analysis.
The authors are co- inventors and
developers of the AM Umbrella antenna
system.
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The 16000D makes everything ecrsy—with programmable salvo switching, PC software control,

scheduled event switching, universal serial ports
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Tower Registration Almost Done
FCC Tower Registration Decision Has Been
Questioned by Some, Welcomed by Others
lowed properly, this rule caused the FCC
to receive not just one notification from a
What's going on with the FCC tower
tower owner, but notifications from all
registration process?
users of the same tower.
First, some history.
In November of 1995, hoping to
In 1993, the FCC handled approxireduce the number of notifications by a
factor of 12 — the average number of
mately 17,000 notifications and applications for tower changes, and kept track of
users and notifications for atower — the
commission released aReport and Order
tower painting and lighting requirements
for 900,000 licensees.
on WT Docket 95-5 that changed FCC
At that time, FCC rules required that
methods of ensuring the safety of antenna
structures to air navigation.
all licensees using atower submit notice
of any tower modification. When fol The new rule raised several quesHarold Hallikainen

"Tom, we bought
another radio
station last
night."
t

tions. Should all towers be registered?
Only those near an airport? Or those
greater than 200 feet tall, requiring
Federal Aviation Administration notification?
A few proponents argued that all
towers should be registered, resulting in
asingle comprehensive tower database.
However, the commission was concerned exclusively with air safety, and
decided to require FCC registration of
only those towers requiring FAA notifi-

1998

sary. The reason, according to the
Report and Order, is that the FAA
tracks air navigation hazards but does
not retain or compile structure notifications for future reference. Further,
the FAA cannot mandate the painting
or lighting of antenna structures.
The commission also decided that
each tower in an AM array should be registered separately, thus simplifying the
data to the location and height of one
tower instead of identifying several towers. Further, height and/or differing lighting and marking requirements may
exempt some towers in an array from
registration. The new rule culls those
towers.

FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
cation. The decision reduced the number of registered towers from 500,000
to 75,000.
One tower, two registrations
Because the FAA already has the
data, many wondered why a second
registration with the FCC was neces-

FCC staff reports that the registration
process has gone smoothly. The FCC
Compliance and Information Bureau
regional offices have been informing
tower owners of the registration requirements.
The CIB plans to initiate an antenna
See REGISTER, page 46
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FCC Is Building aTower Database

But They
Don't Match

REGISTER, continued from page 44

Some structure owners have found
tower location discrepancies between
the FAA Determination, the FCC
license and the actual newly determined position. Tower users and owners must rectify these discrepancies.
The station must obtain a new
FAA Determination if:
•The latitude or longitude of the
tower's location changes by more
than one second. or
•The height is increased by more
than one foot.
The station must modify the
license — using Form 301 or Form
340 — if:
•The newly determined tower location
listed on the tower registration differs
from that listed on the station license, or,
•If the HAAT differs by more
than two meters.
The station must file within 30
days of receipt of the tower registration ( FCC Form 854-R) from the
tower owner.
Never throw anything away! One
person who registered 10 towers
found that on one, the lighting had
been removed several years earlier.
The station had the FCC
telegram authorizing removal of the
lights, but could not find FAA
authorization. In Washington, a
search was conducted, with no success. Finally, the station found the
original letter from the FAA in an
old box of records. Had the letter
not been found, the station may
have had to re-light the tower.
— Harold Hallikainen

structure registration compliance measurement program after the last filing
window closes on June 30.
The commission staff cautioned
against sending in registrations prior to
filing for an FAA Determination. A
problem mostly for newer structures,
the FAA Determinations should have
already been filed for existing structures.
However,
finding
the
Determination for a tower that has
existed for many years may be difficult.
The FCC Fact Sheet, available at the
commission Web site, states that if astation does not have a copy of the FAA
Determination for an older tower, the
station should provide as much information as possible regarding the structure.
The FCC requires the FAA Study
Number and previously assigned
requirements, or "paragraphs," concerning the tower's painting and lighting
specifications. Further, the FCC
requires that the station notify the FAA
office that the determination is lost.
From this information, the FCC could
verify that the FAA had previously
cleared the structure. If they cannot.
however, the FCC requires a new FAA
Determination.
FCC on the 'net
With the FCC putting more of its data
on the Internet, tower registration data
soon will be available there. Tower owners have been able to file electronically,
either through e-mail or through special
computer software provided by the FCC.
During the setup of the tower registration program, the FCC did not have
an adequate Internet firewall that
allowed tower registration by astandard
Web browser. As of March 6, it had
received 25,694 paper and 17,165 electronic registrations.
Stations commented that, in general.
the electronic filing went smoothIN

while those filing by paper had to wait a
while for their registration numbers.
One station found that, over the years,
its towers "grew" eight feet, one tower
managed to move 50 feet and another
moved 250 feet. However, the filing on
those towers went smoothly.
Posting problems
The biggest problem, according to
FCC staff, has been with posting of the
tower registration number. Section
17.4(g) requires the tower registration
number to be "displayed in aconspicuous place so that it is readily visible
near the base of the antenna structure.
Materials used to display the Antenna
Structure Registration Number must be
weather-resistant and of sufficient size
to be easily seen at the base of the
antenna structure."
The only exception to the rule concerns
aposting that detracts from the appearance
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Common sense
tells you that even a "giant" of an FM audio processor can't guarantee
market dominance. Day after day, hundreds of " David-II" users prove
that astrong-yet-clean, non-fatiguing sound is an ideal companion to
creative programming.
Inovonics' " David-II" combines rock-solid PWM audio processing
with true digital synthesis of the FM composite baseband signal. Elegant in its simplicity, " David-II" more than holds its own against the
more complex and far more expensive FM processing alternatives.
But don't take our word for it, your preferred broadcast equipment
supplier can arrange ademo at your own station. Phone, fax or check
our website for complete technical details.

"DAVID-II" (Model 716) — $ 1985

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: ( 408) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com

Grde(209)0. Reader Service Card

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen and Friends, afirm specializing in electronic design and technical
writing. Reach him at (805) 541 0201, email: harold@hallikainen.com or visit
the Web site http://hallikainen.com

GUEST COMMENTARY

Observations on Radio
And the DTV Rollout
An Antenna Manufacturer Sees Radio
Engineers Playing the ' What If' Game
Bob Surette
The author is manager. RF engineering, for antenna manufacturer
Shively Labs. RW asked him whether
the onset of digital television has
affected his customers.

...FM Simplified
•
z• !¡-..,,,'," 4114

of ahistoric landmark, as defined by federal, state or local government.
The FCC review of the registration
program will reveal how smoothly the
process actually went. The decision to
streamline the registration should
make tracking towers easier. Some
wish that the FAA would have done
this long ago.
For more information, consult a
group of Web pages at www.
fcc.gov/wtb/antenna/Welcome They
include the Report and Order adopting the
new rules, clarifications of the rules, provisions for registering towers online or on
paper, and frequently asked questions.

Bob Surette at Shively Labs

The equipment cost for acombined
system for two Class A stations with
no special engineering requirements
was typically two to three times that
of two separate antennas. Plentiful
tower space eliminated the incentive
for a low-power facility to combine,
especially if it meant working with a
competitor.
Now, Shively routinely supplies
combined systems to lower-powered
stations because equipment cost is no
longer the driving factor. Many stations lease the same space with a
new rent many times the old rate.
Stations that own their own towers
realize that they are losing out on
possible revenue because of inefficient tower use. Many stations that
talk to Shively still have time on
their current leases, but they are
moving out of fear that in the future,
all the best sites will be taken.

Other problems
Lease problems have held up a
number of Shively projects. At some
sites, the plans for TV antennas have
not gelled, setting back the FM engineers' projects. Faced with tight
deadlines, anumber of FM engineers
have gone ahead with site engineering, assuming they had a lease for
space only to find it yanked from
under them at the last minute.
It is not uncommon for several different stations in a given market to
Combiners
approach Shively with their own proStations that would never have
considered buying a dual or multi - posals for a multi- station site, each
with its own unique problems. People
station antenna combiner now think
are spending agreat deal of time and
of them as strong options. In fact,
until last year, rarely would a money playing the " what ir game
Class A or B station outside of a now, but they are all facing deadlines.
And as time and available space
major metropolitan area consider
decreases, the race is on.
combined systems.

Throughout the past eighteen
months, engineering concerns and
equipment requirements of FM
broadcasters have been shifting.
Increased demand by DTV and
others have shrunk available tower
space. Nearly everything has been
affected, including equipment selection and project timetables, and engineers are increasingly interested in
auxiliary sites.
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BUYER'S GUIDE

TARGET: ANTENNA PRODUCTS

New Tower and Antenna Products
Andrew Corp.

Antenna Concepts

The T-shaped Arrestor Plus
Miniature Quarterwave Arrestor from
Andrew provides multistrike lightning
protection and outstanding RF performance. The new mini version of the
Arrestor Plus bulkhead- mount T- series
of surge arrestors is ideal for use in
confined spaces such as OEM cabinets
and tower top amplifiers.
Contact Andrew in Illinois at ( 708)
349-5661; fax: ( 708) 349-5222, e-mail
to greta.brown@andrew.com or circle
Reader Service 117.

The new FM! Ultra from Antenna
Concepts Inc. is side-lobe free, eliminating interference between the main beam
and sidelobes and associated multipath. It
eliminates RF problems and provides RF
isolation from your tower, eliminating
non-uniform impedance.
"Features include fully enclosed feedpoints to reduce icing sensitivity; full DC
short to tower at each element; and 6
MHz bandwidth for flat response.
For information, contact Antenna
Concepts Inc. in California at (530) 621-

2015; FAX to ( 530) 622-3274; visit
www.antennaconcepts.com; or circle
Reader Service 143.
Dielectric
The DCR-MT Series Quadrapole
Antenna is atop-mount version of apopular model from Dielectric. It is designed
for applications that require a "near-perfect" omnidirectional signal.
The DCR-MT antenna is designed to
be self-supporting above the top of the
mounting structure. The company says it
eliminates pattern distortion caused by
side-mounting. The antenna is available
in asingle-bay design and is rated for 18
kW of input power.
For more information, contact
Dielectric in Maine at (800) 341-9678 or
(207) 655-4555; fax: (207) 655-7120, via
e-mail: dcsales@dielectric.com or circle
Reader Service 134.
Electronics Research Inc. ( ERI)

"Selection
Selection
Service
Price „

ERI provides engineering services and
tower manufacture. The company performs structural analyses and feasibility
studies to establish load capacities for
new towers and possible modifications
for existing structures.
Antenna performance can be digitally
modeled and analyzed to "test drive" the
behavior of planned structural changes,
prior to manufacture. Annual site inspections and loss prevention are other services offered by the company.
For more information, contact ER! in
Indiana at (812) 925-6000; fax: (812)
925-4030 or circle Reader Service 186.
Jampro Antennas

Buying, Selling or Trading
When you call
Harris used
equipment
department, you
get the same great
service that you've
come to expect
from the nation's
leading supplier of
broadcast
equipment.

with awarranty to insure your
complete satisfaction.
And with Harris' low
prices, you can be
sure to get the most
value for your money.
Whether you're
buying, trading, or
selling, call Harris for
quality, selection,
service and price.

Mike Smith,
Used Equipment Specialist
Over 10 years of audio
experience.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
Each piece of used equipment is
TEL: 800-300-0733
thoroughly inspected by Harris'
FAX: 765-962-8961
See acomplete listing of our used equipment at
knowledgeable, factory-trained
http://www.broadcast.harris.com/
service staff (who have a
usedeq/index.html
combined experience of over 30
years) to insure that it meets
factory specifications.
Harris has the
largest
inventory of used
equipment
worldwide.

And, of course, all used
equipment from Harris comes

1.111.1
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A new world of broadcast solutions.
1998 Hams Corponnion
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Designed for broadcast applications
that require relative insensitivity to icing
conditions as well as high power handling, the Jampro JBCP-M MediumPower FM Broadcast Antenna is fabricated with high- strength thick wall brass
and copper with a 1-5/8-inch outer diameter and is capable of handling 12 kW.
On asingle frequency, VSWR is 1.1:1,
± 200 kHz or better. Usually, deicers are
not needed because typical VSWR is less
than 1.4:1 with 1/2-inch of radial ice. The
shunt-fed design eliminates the need to
"slug-tune" the antenna.
For more information, contact Jampro
Antennas in California at ( 916) 3831177; fax: ( 918) 383-1182 or circle
Reader Service 212.
Kintronic Labs
To provide greater flexibility and functionality for the control of switching systems associated with broadcast, Kintronic
Labs has developed a Programmable
Logic Controller. Designed to control complex or large multi-tower antenna systems,
the unit can interact with other modern
remote control systems while occupying
minimal rack space compared to equivalent hard-wired relay systems.
Features include amenu-driven touch
screen and transmitter inhibit mode during
switching. An integrated pattern clock has
battery backup for automatic switching of
antenna patterns. Each controller is customized to the particular site.

Contact Kintronic Labs in Tennessee
at (423) 878-3141; fax: (423) 878-4224
or circle Reader Service 109.
LBA Group
Lawrence Behr Associates (
LBA)
has created turnkey conversion technology to allow wireless communication
antennas on "hot" AM towers.
Until recently, AM towers were considered unsuitable for cellular and PCS
antennas, due to interference and grounding difficulties. The LBA CoLoCoil isolates multiple coaxial cables on directional antenna systems. The AM CoLoPole,
derived from LBA
Tunipole technology,
permits direct grounding of the AM tower
for seamless coax
installation and lightning protection.
Because the technology is applicable to
existing structures, it
can bypass zoning
restrictions and community resistance to
new tower construction. The new technology offers savings in site acquisition
for new cellular tower construction and
proximate antenna detuning, and anew
source of tower rental income
Contact the LBA Group in North
Carolina at (919) 757-0279; fax: (919)
752-9155 or circle Reader Service 161.
Shively Labs
The Model 60I4PB FM antenna from
Shively Labs is a broadband ( 88-108
MHz) panel- style antenna designed for
multi-station use.
With tower space becoming scarce,
Shively says there is increasing interest
in combining two or more signals on one
antenna. The 6014PB is capable of true
circular polarization and can handle 15
kW average power. with up to 100 kW
peak per panel.
The panel antenna is designed for
three- sided towers, with three panels
comprising a "level."
Contact Shively in Maine at ( 207)
647-3327; fax: (207) 647-8273 or circle
Reader Service 187.
Stainless Towers
In anticipation of DTV, Stainless Inc.
can perform engineering studies and
modifications to evaluate a tower's
capacity to support DTV antennas as well
as existing loads. Structures are designed
in accordance with local codes and
ANSI/EIA/TIA standards.
For more information, contact
Stainless, Inc., in Pennsylvania at (215)
699-4871; fax: (215) 699-9597 or circle
Reader Service 213.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

For All Your RF And
Audio Needs

Want to Sell

ACOUSTIC FOAM

BROADCAST

Sound Barrier •
Diffusors •
Bass Traps & More!
* Consistent Pattern

AIR CCRP
ANDREW
ATI
AUDI- CORD
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AUTOGRAM
BBE SJUND
BELAF
BROADCAST TECH.
BURK
CABLEWAVE
CMBE INC.

* Thicknesses up to 12"
* 10 Vivid Colors In 2 Styles
* Super Flame Retardant

Cal

* 60% Better Absorption
* But Value By Far!

AFree
Sample -.

USERS démes Taylor . Journey Clint Black Doane Perry (Jethro Tull) Dennis DeYoung/James Young/Todd
Suctlerman 'Styx), George Terry ( Eric Clanton) Andrew Gold Christopher Cross Mike Wanchic (John MellencaMP).
Ross Vannern, Skid Row . Mark Lindsay ( Paul Revere 8 The Raiders) Norbert Stovall ( D Parton Gatlin Bros, K
Rogers, E Rabbit, etc ) Mark Earner ( Grand Funk Railroad) Toshr seda. The Bellamy Bros Wayman Trsdale Nona
Hendryx, Jonn Baxter (Re- Flex) Ilsney, Bose Harpa Studios LucasArls Todd- A0 J'SL, Oualcomm Time Warner
Cable, Shre, Pelonis Acoustics ( FutureDrsc, K LoggIns, Skywalker Sound) Steven Klein Fmr Sr Ong. @ Criteria
Studros (E Dlaplon. Kenny G Bee Gees, A IN 8) 8 Studio Designer ( Don Was Babylace. Larrabee), Sear Sound
(N Merchadt S Colvrn), Castle Oaks Prod (Titanic, Tremors Wings, 21 Jump Street, S Mendes, J Feliciano),
Sound KrIchen ( PFrampton. Petra), AT&T NASA, Sony CBS Sports, NBC Sports ABC TV 8 Rartro, ESPN MSNBC
Discovery (Manner, Boeing Berklee College of Music the Lincoln Center. Investor's Business Daily ShowCo
Opryland, IlarsIc Bakery dudo. Ensonm, WhIsperfloom, Hitachi, Toshiba 20th Century Fox Universal Studios. RFA.
Warner Wm Polygram chef Wolfgang Puck Fruit of the Loom Country Comfort Tour . Manley Audio Labs Lucent
Technologhhs, 3BTV Electroplex Alden Macromedia Adaptec Martin- Logan Crawlord Post Mormon Church TV
Pmee , Copra God Caryn MIX, Silver Dollar Ciy voices of McDonald s Miner Bpeng Sports on Fox 8, more'
8851 North Hague Road * Indianapolis 8116256-1284
317-812-2600 * Far 317-812-2760 * OMers: 1-800-95-WEIKE
Website: wars.auralex.eom * Email: auralefflauralex.com
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Want to Sell
Crown D- 150A SU, new in
boxes w/manuals, $ 750. D
Thompson, 612-290-1599.
Want to Buy
Crown amp, older model.
M Miller, 812-448-8434.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

Andrew EW-20, 500', elliptical waveguide ( microwave).
K Djebel, KTJC, 1707 Louisa
St, Rayville LA 71269.

D

Zffilif1,914118
Avoid Collision with Guy Wires

o

----

West - John Shideler

Phone:

Phone:

970-482-9254

Fax:

Fax:

Fax:

970-482-6123

770-992-6538

FFF eetenre Pro..

Great Antenna
Great Price!

-FE Electronics

HALL ( 804) 984-4255

ERI 6. bay FM hor only, used
as backup, $ 500; Olektron
impedance system, $500. G
Kenny, 417-451-1400.
3" HE! IAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLL
50Ohm, unused, cut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.
Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292
FAX: 773-539-3500
Harrs/ERI FML-2 CP 2- bay
in perfect cond, tuned to
105.5 Mhz, just removed
from service due to pwr
increase,
S2300/60.
B
Schneider or D Palmer, 614593-8651.
Jampro JHCP-6 6 bay high
pwr CP antenna tuned to

power gaii = 1 w/deicer &
trans for each bay, on pole
w/3-1/8" inDut. J Natoli, 614922-2700.

804-974-6635
804-974-9942

rick@cstone.net

AUDIO
PRODUCTION
Want to Sell

Rohn 80 350' radio tower,
guide, steel, no rust, $ 16,000
at site, 209-447-2688.
Shively 6810 10 bay FM
tuned to 92.5, cir pol, recently rebuilt, excel cond, $6250.
406-265-7841.
Shively 6812-2 FM, cir pol,
2 bay on 91.5 Mhz, excel
cond w/radomes & center
feed, 1500 W, boxed & ready
to ship, 31000 + shpb. G
Park, 304-822-5151.
Want to Buy

Call for our products price Ilst
Tone Repalragen Sans

S.W.R. FM Antennas

TEPCO
TFT
TTC
WEST PENN WIRE

MidAtlantic - R'ck Johnson

Shure 610 feedback controller & Shure mixer, excel
cond, $ 150/both. D Kocher,
610-776-1455.
Altec 1606A mixer/amp, 4
chnl mixer w/plug-in transformers & Altec table top
rack, $ 250. J Borden, 414482-8954.
ART DR- 1 reverb w/wired
remote, excel cond, $450. M
Schackow, 605-374-3424.

Gel Fr Orange Figergdass teen liege, te

610-458-8418
-.Wm

SHIVELY ANTENNAS
SHURE
SINE SYSTEMS
SONY
SWR
SYMETRIX
TANNOY
TASCAM

Phone: 770-992-2230
roscom@mindspring.com

Shively 6810-7 7 bay
antenna, ready to ship, gd
cond, makes 100 kW w/a 19
kW, TPO, $7000; Cablewave
3-1/2" flex, 560' on spool,
ready to ship, $ 5600. C
Murray, 541-484-9400.

........».

GORMA N REDLICH
HNAT HINDES
INOVON ICS
JAMPR 0 ANTENNA
MARK ANTENNA

MARTI
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
MOD. SCIENCES
MURPHY FURN.
MUSICAM USA
ORBAN
PSI INC
PHASETEK
RADIO DESIGN LAB
RADIO SYSTEMS
REGISTER DATA
SCALA

shideler@webaccess.net
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104.3 w/deicers, BO.
Martin, 213-882-8000.

Want to Sell

COAXIA L DYNAMICS
CROWN
EAGLE HILL
ELECT RO VOICE
ENERG Y-ONIX
FIDELIP AC
GENTN ER

Southeast - Bob Stewart
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AMPLIFIERS

Serving Broadcasters For 22 Years

SPECIALISTS

Our Short Hit List (
Over 150 Additional Lines Available)

'..
i7 lareprIF II

* Lolg-Lasting...Won't Crumble!

cAuralez

EQUIPMENT

21 Bevan Wea

Geeeecere Pe Igge

Shively 68 111-4 4 bay CP
antenna w/radomes, input 3
kW per bay, tuned to 98.9,
approx 7 yrs old, $ 3000. R
Ruff, 301-334-4272.

Scala RP- 450U antenna;
Optimod 8100A; Andrew 7/8"
connector. K Djebel, KTJC,
1707 Louisa St, Rayville LA
71269.

Crown straight line two
stereo preamp, excel cond,
$75. P Russell, 207-7253066.

Koss/Optimus PRO- 90
stereo headphones, new in
box, will trade for an older,
working pair of AKG K-141
or
K-240
headphones;
Fostex 3180 stereo reverb
w/24mS pre- delay, rack
mountable, vgc, will trade for
an old UREI cooper time
cube ( 920-16); AKG R-25
console, mountable, remote
control for AKG BX-25 reverb
unit w/30 cable & connector,
trade for Teac RC- 170 or RC90 remote control. J Roper,
812-877-2663.
Orban DSE 7000 digital editor, less than 1 yr old,
$14500; w/Audicy upgrade &
new warranty, $ 18000. Bob,
903-577-7423 or email:
phiel starnetcom.
Want to Buy

Kahn SP58-1A Symmetra
Peak, very clean & in gd
cond, $ 150. D Heidner, 406388-4281.

Sony MUR -201 reverb;
Moog
Taurus,
Fender
Rhodes or Yamaha BP- 2

pedal bass unit. B Meuse,
650-969-2433.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Arrakis Digilink systems ( 3)
w/Gemini, capable of 3 stations & production, gd cond,
will sell as package, all well
networked, BO. C Eastham,
870-534-8978.
Arrakis Digilink 3, new in
1996, currently in use, year
2000 complaint. D Smith,
316-721-6161.
Arrakis GEM- 600 Gemini
System w/1.2 Gig + network
board & software, w/cart
wall; Arrakis TS- 8C Trak Star
workstation
w/270
MG
w/network board & software,
1 yr old, currently on air &
working, $7500 negotiable. L
Zeve, 717-249-1717.

Cablewave A1OR 50507 15/8" Coax, foam filler, ( 4)
approx 250' foils w/connectors, $ 1100 per roll/BO. S
Ross, 317-852-9119.
Dissipator 500 point stainless, $350; rigid 3" 5' flanged
transmission line, $ 200;
Magnum tower 18" x 70',
$800; Scala FM 1 bay all chnl
250W, $ 250. D Rose, 888380-7423.
New 12-4 speaker or AC
cable, 1000', $ 225 + shpg;
Belden 9192 15 awg 1000'
double
shielded, $ 500
+shpg. Stephen, 541-3464091.

Digital Audio Workstations

200MHZ MMX Systems below $ 2000
For Automation And Production

RCA FM antenna, 2 section,
cir pol w/heaters, excel
cond, BO; RCA BR 84 racks,
$200; RCA BFC-2 2 bay H&V,
Circle ( 232) On Reader Service Card
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AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT continued...
Digital

DJ

system,

CD

and/or satellite, removed
from service 11/97, other
misc parts including audio
cards, BO. C Webster, 601843-4091.
Schafer 800-T automation
controller, $650. J Bahr, 787728-0364.
TM Century UDS I, 3 yrs
old, excel cond, w/all system
software, audio controller,
Sony interface, manuals, 4
Sony
CDK-006
CD
Jukeboxes, $2000. T Marker,
619-320-3037.

$550;
Audicord
DL-RM
R/PB, mon, 2 cue, gd cond,

Arrakis 1200-10S, new,
w/pwr supply, manual, all

$350; Audicord TDS-1, dual
deck, twin play, gd cond,
mono,
3
cue, $ 450;
Tapecaster 700- RP R/PB,
mono, 2 cue, gd cond, $ 250.
R Chambers, 530-257-2121.

hardware, unused, 1 mic
slider, 9 stereo sliders, 9 & 10
have push button selectable
inputs, we ship COD UPS to
you, $ 2200; Cetec Sparta
A5-305 in excel cond,
w/internal amps, 5 pots, 1
stereo mic & 4 stereo inputs,
Pot 4 has 5 selectable
inputs, we will ship COD to
you, $ 800. B Mauldin, 336632-9801.

ITC Delta PB mono 2 cue,
gd cond, $ 450; ITC Delta
R/PB mono, 2 cue, gd cond,
S550; Audicord DL-RM R/PB
mono, 2 cue, gd cond, $350;
Audicord TDS-1 dual deck,.
twin play, gd cond, mono, 3
cue, S450; Tapecaster 700RP, R/PB, mono, 2 cue, gd
cond, $ 250. R Chambers,

Sound Workshop 1280-B,
12 in & 8 out w/double EQ
echo ea chnl, gd cond,
$1500. HL Sewell, 817-8388001.

530-257-2121.

Want to Buy

CD PLAYERS

Digilink System wanted,
any model. Todd/Jim, 906228-9700.

Want to Sell

CART MACHINES

Sony Jukebox CDK-006
(5), 4 are working, 1 needs
work, $ 800 + shpg.
J
Lotspeich, 915-533-2400.

Want to Sell
Audicord DLPS, stereo PB
cart deck, like new, $ 750;
Audicord DLRP, stereo R/P
cart deck ( 2), like new, $ 1075
ea. R Evans, 704-369-5033.
Dynamax ESD10 cart eraser, excel cond, $450. D Brou,
318-445-4843.
ITC Delta PB, mono, 2 cue,
gd cond, $ 450; ITC Delta
R/PB, mono, 2 cue, gd cond,

Cetec 2007 8 chnl stereo,
$900; Harris 80 8 chnl stereo,
$900. D Rose, 888-380-7423.

CONSOLES

MCl/Sony 618, 24x24,
$6.5K; Quantum 24x24,
$4.5K; Soundcraft 600,
32x16, $ 5.5K, like new;
Model 30, $ 295; 512, $ 950;
520, $ 1450. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

Radio Shack SSM-1200
mixer, advise cond & price. V
Zandt, 217-487-7711.

Trident Series 65 for parts,
must have 10 gd chnls, also
spare
chnl
strips.
S
Glassman, 914-764-4491.

Radio Systems RS- 12 12
chnl dual bus stereo audio
console, slide pot style, gd
cond ( 2), $ 2400 ea. R Ruff,
301-334-4272.

LPB Signature III mono or
stereo, 5, 6 or 8 chnl, must
be in gd cond. C Dreibelbis,
717-436-2135.
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DISCO- PRO SOUND

FINANCIAL/LEASING

EQUIP

SERVICES

Want to Sell

FINANCING

Custom mobile DJ system,
all pro gear, ( 4) Peavey
speakers, ( 2) subs, Mackie
mixer,
Rafle crossover,
Denon DC/cassette combo
& more, $ 6000/130.
D
Stewart, 800-322-3204.

LOANS BY PHONE

(800)699-FLEX
JWe

finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment

rj Flexible Credit Criteria
it Flexible Payment Plans
it No Down Payment. No Payments

Koss KCS 100, 6.5" woofer,
3/4" tweeter, 3 pairs, $ 150
ea/pr. P Paquin, 508-3850805.

To apply or request
additional information
call Jeff Wetter.

FLEX LEASE, Inc.

Stanton Trackmaster (
2),
gd cond w/2 new extra stylus w/cases, sell by pair only,
$1 49. J Licano, 520-4733938.
Ultimate silver speaker
stands, $ 100/pr. D Kocher,
610-776-1455.

LIMITERS
Want to Sell
Orban 345E/F stereo synthesizer ( 3), $200 ea. D Brou,
318-445-4843.

Peavey DS1502 PA speakers, $300. M Miller, 812-4488434.

AS

SOCI

A

It%

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

Í - T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

E
mail:

Owleng19@skypoint.com

1-800-797-1338

Tel 765-966-6468
Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcasteinfocom.com

www.broadcast-richmond.com

• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

le 1-301-913-9287
FAX: 13011 913-5799 • 5272 River Rd, 4490 • Bethesda, MD 20919}

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers
1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: ( 703) 741-0312
Member AFCCE

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
.Design & OptImization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSLITFS/OFS)
'Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
•Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
Si. ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES
.,TM, FM, TV, LPTV)

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES. INC.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM - TV
WAYNE S. REESE
PRESIDENT
Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.

C.P.

CROSSNO

&

ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

New facilities, site relocation, FM upgrade. diplex

HELD WORK A SPEI3ALITY
•AM Directional • FM & TV held intensity
antenna adiustment. & other measurements
measurement & proof • Facility inspections for
.RADHAz measure.
purchaseAnsurance
merits RADotion
purposes
HAZard evaluation • CATV Leakage Testing

&AB

ELECTROACOLISTICS
OSHA measurement

301-948-3844 • Fax 301-330-5565

RO. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN. ALLOCATIONS. FCC/FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO.
(2141 321-9140

PE

MEMBER AFCCE

SOFTWARE

Advertise in Radio
World and reach
18,000+ broadcast
professionals.

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping—sn, Paths
RFLIAZ—US Census PopCount
FAA Tower—Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service FT0111 Allocation to
Operation MA/FM/TWAIN Services,
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design
Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

ft

System One Communications
Consultants
Houston, Texas
888 -625 -5649

Broadcast Constructors &

Complete Turnkey Construction
Antenna Line Testing
AM Directional Field Work
AM and FM Applications
Tower Services
Studio Designs
Custom Studio Furniture

EV 2576, $75; EV
$30; EV MC- 200,
Audix CD11, $ 30
shpg. J Swafford,
4121.

MC- 100,
$ 30; ( 3)
ea +$ 10
615-384-

EV 649-B, no cable, $ 10; EV
CO- 90
mic
condenser,
Lavalier, $ 45; EV 647 CL
Dynamic Lavalier, $40; Sony
ECM22 MP mic condenser,
$60. HL Sewell, 817-8388001.

WINIMEENS
111 111111 1
.

Call Simone TODAY!

703-998-7600

We have
to a

raised

Nefili
l

202-393-5133
wv.-w.graltambrock.coin

517-278-7339

'
sksolk,-so ( 1
•

GRAHAM BROCK, INC

912-638-8028

Coldwater. MI 49036

PC —

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH YOUR
ADVERTISING
DOLLARS!

Fax ( 612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115

MILJ

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec
EQ's & any other old tube
compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 97 2-2717625.

Want to Sell

•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

210 S. Main St., TtilensvIlle, WI 53092 ( 414) 242-6000 FAX ( 414) 242-6045
Internet: http://www.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

pay $ 1200 for any black
UREI 1176LN, other gear
wanted. Dan, 415-546-0200.

MICROPHONES

•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

EXPERTS IN
TV • AM • FIA • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER

UREI LA2A, LA3, etc, will

BROADCAST
RICHMOND

Sony CDK-3600 Jukebox
(auto disc loader), gd cond. J
Vobbe, WLEW, 51 7-2699302.

•Frequency Searches and Coordination

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering & Tower DetunIng

Want to Buy

GOOD QUALITY USED GEAR!
CONTACT DARRIN WARNER

Want to Buys

FCC Applications and Field Engineering

Video/Datalloice • Statewide Networks • Wide- Area Networks

Webster, 601-843-4091.

WE BUY AND SELL

Portable DB system in carrying case w/shoulder strap,
ultra light w/1 00W amp &
speakers, $ 900. D Rose,
888-380-7423.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

Optimod 8000 (
2) both in gd
cond, $ 1000 ea/BO. C

For 90- Days Available

CONSULTANTS
410 004 EVAINIS

CBS Volumax stereo 4110,
$150; CBS Audimax stereo
4450, $ 150; Moseley TFL
280mono limiter, $ 100; Harris
MSP 90 mono agc-limiter,
$250; CRL Sep 400 mono
processor, 3 chassis, $300. D
Rose, 888-380-7423.

2-0

•International enhancements
•Import of multiple terrain data formats
•Biby-D advanced propagation model
•CDS matrix calculation method
RFCAD provides high- resolution propagation results overlaid

The Auralex
(Auralet"
WINNAMMER 2421 . . . . , Ii
. ,
MAILABLE THROUGH MAJOR MOST SUPPUERS
.Fes 8820, M9421. AgGs. 'kb, big Neumanns. etc
*Cost up to 63% less than compettng brands
*Won't crumble like other brands
*Scrods great & avallable , r, 6vivid colors

1-800-95-WEDGE
Neamann U47, $3900; U67,
$3300; U87, $ 1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $ 1400; KM88s,
$950 ea; RCA 77DX, $1200;
BK5, $700; BK1A, $300. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
Want to Buy

on seamless rasterized topographic maps. RFCAD has
been designed to enable the most efficient and accurate
planning, and analysis of RF sites, and systems.
32- bit application designed tor Windows 95/NT°'

re

800-441-0034
micA www.comm-data.com
Communications Data Services, Inc.

Largevin 5116's, 5301, EQ's
and more! 818-887-6600 fax
818-887-4700.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, onair Ights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

BEE
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MICROPHONES continued...

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's
On- Air lights,
recording lights. Top price
paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro
Rd, G12, Nashville TN 37212.
615-269-6131, FAX: 615-2923434.
MISCELLANEOUS

r
r
l"i_\Dg ir
-1

CUSTOM
steel, anodized

!Belden mic wire, ( 2) 100',
XLR connects, $ 150/all. P
Paquin, 508-385-0805.

Professional

need them:

software packages

punched,

aluminum, or

engraved,
loaded, even
pre-wired!

panels, rack mounts,

(1) 50', short lengths, all have

Any way you
blank,

laminated - plates,

Want to Sell

and floor boxes built

Call 800-733-9473.

to your specifications.

_

111111,
48111111
Kw) 984-4255

Harris AGC; UREI BL- 40
modulimiter; Revox B-77;
CRL mod controller; Belar
RF amp; Andrews connectors, equip & cart racks &
much more, call for more
info. R Evans, 704-369-5033.

For Windows and
DOS.

V'
V'

Prepare concise FCC coverage maps and allocation
studies from USGS digital line graph databases
Search for AM, FM, and TV channels with professiona

Plot S.T.L. paths using NGDC terrain database

• Tower and airport databases et more!
Jennings JCS500-155 RF
vacuum
capacitor,
adjustable 50-500 pF 0 15
kV w/mounting brackets,
$500. D Thompson, 612-2901599.
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
ILLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, CS', McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
H435 Mandencn St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.
eeNOW EVERY

plotting coverage.

V'

I^4#

LefiALL_

applications and

graphics oriented programs and FCC databases

RF Warning Signs

cAtrnon

for preparing FCC

V' Determine population with US Census database

9"X 12" $ 13.95

10"x 19"$19.95

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Fast and Accurate!

JI
Trig

51

STATION CAN AFFORD

A QUALITY STUDIO
FURNITURE SYSTEM!
VISIT OUR CATALOG ON THE WEB

www.spacewise.com
OR CALL 80C-775-3660
SEVERAL DUALITY & VERY AFFORDABLE STUDIO
FURNITURE SYSTEMS AND AFiLL LINE OF ACCESSORIES ,

SPACEWISC'BroadcastlFurniture
"the broadcaster's furniture store..."

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetatt.net

PCL-725 computer relay
card (2), new, $120 ea + shpg.
M Butzner, 510-885-3588.
TM Century Ultimate Digital
Studio, interface plus connectors, BO. J Lotspeich,
915-533-2400.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
YOUR # 1SOURCE FOR
QUALITY USED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
Call Steve Scarborough for the
latest list of quality radio broadcast
equipment, or view it our web site:
http://boam•.spryn•t.
coutsprynat/ eeeee 7117
Also looking to buy quality equipment so fax your list to us today.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Phone/Fax 410-335-3136
E-mail: steve7117@sprynetcorn

1929-1945 vintage radio
collection, 8 piece, $ 800;
Henry Mix- Minus- Plus, $100;
Touchtone decoder/rackmount CS100, $150; Pioneer
cassette rcdr CTF1250, $75;
9" black & white monitors,
$50. D Rose, 888-380-7423.
ADC
TT ( Bantam)
Patchbays, $149; TT or 1/4"
cords, $ 10; new short MAL
test tapes, $229 for 2", 1/4",
$79; Gates dual stereo tube
limiter, $1200; Gates top level, $595; Allen & Heath GL2
rack mixer, mint, 14x4, $795;
CBS Labs Audimax, $400 ea;
tube preamps, $ 300-400;
MX10 mixers, $795. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Potomac Instruments AM19/PMA-19, 6 tower, 2 pattern antenna monitor, AM- 19,
vgc, PMA-19 needs DVM,
$2000/130. D Niccum, 505622-6450.
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many to
choose from, tuned & calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
402-493-1886.
POWER/SURGE

We Buy a Sell

Power!

Generators
Power
Conditioners
Large UPS
Surge
Protection
Transfomers & More
Listing/Inventory:

electric
exchange.com
(719) 650-1-1-15
Colorado Power Tech
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

RADIO STATIONSyour radio station- will make
available the
call letters of ‘(1DI
.
S*Ni
1.

Call

760-873-KDAY

Want to Buy
Jazz record collections,
10" LP/1 2" LP be-bop,
swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program
Recdgs, 228 East 1Oth,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
MONITORS

Celwave MiniPlexer, 6
cabity UHF duplexer w/circulator, 450-470 Mhz, $75. P
Russell, 207-725-3066.
General Instrument 1000R
info cypher data rcvr for
news off of TV cable & MAC,
$50. Stephen, 541-346-4091.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
WI/Il work to meet your receiver needs
Professional iTable / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service / Ethnic IData

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
Want to Sell
Belar FMM-2, FMS- 2, RFA1, vgc, manuals, original
boxes, $ 2050. Cornerstone
Radio, 217-487-7711.
Delta CPB-1/TCA20EX, AM
5 kW common point bridge
w/remote reading meter
w/manual, $ 2750.
D
Thompson, 612-290-1599.

Gale (231) On Reeder Service Card

Want to Buy
Comrex 2- line freq extender, xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for
both ends. Steve Kirsch, 90
S Long Beach Rd, Rockville
Centre NY 11570. 516-7631776.
Musicam Prima 120 digital
transceiver, brand new Layer
3 motherboard, $ 3495
w/built-in TA, $ 2995 w/X.21
interface card. Steve Kirsch,
90 S Long Beach Rd,
Rockville Centre NY 11570.
516-763-1776.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex 2" 456 tape, 2 rolls,
slightly used & 4 rolls Ampex
456 1/4" new, $ 75/all. D
Kocher, 610-776-1455.

2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mall: SCARadio@aol.com

D
i
;je PARTS
FOR

NORTRONICS
REPLACEMENT
TAPE HEADS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1-(408) 363-1646
FAX 1-(408) 363-0957

h

Sony SV-3700 DAT, new
transport, fresh calibration,
manuals & rack mount, $750.
D Thompson, 612-290-1599.

ra/I T

Machine
Service

Digidesign Audio Media III,
Mac PCI Bus H disk, Digital
Audio recording soundcard,
$525. L Glenis, 520-7229544.

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT

MCI JH1 4 trk 10C, $ 1495;
Ampex 440 stereo w/Ampex
mixer, $750; Ampex 440C in
console, servo motor 4
speed, $995; Ampex PR10-2
stereo, $ 295; Ampex tube
rcdr 1/2" stereo 15 8( 30 ips,
$4500; MCI JH110A stereo in
console, $495; MCI JH110B
stereo in console, $795; MCI
JH110C 1" 8 trk AL- 3 ( 4
missing electr), BO; ( 2)
Ampex AG350 R/P electr,
$1 00 ea; Ampex 440 R/P
electr, $100; Ampex mic preamps, $45; set of Ampex 8
trk eras/rec/play heads, BO.
J Price Recording Studio,
214-321-6576.

New/Refurbished DATs Available

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

Motorola Mestar VHF FM
35W 16 chnl 440-470 Mhz 2way w/5db gain ant & base
tray, pick or pay shpg,
$4 00/B0 or swap to mod
mon
on 94.9 Mhz.
R
Chrysafs, 304-235-2292.

Metrotech 554A 2 chnl 2
pass 10" r- rmagnetic audio
tape logging rcdr in gd cond,
can record up to 307 hrs on
one 0.5 mil reel, $ 200. B
Schneider or D Palmer, 614593-6651.

= =

(719) 632-8003(Fx)

Want to Sell
Instant name recognition for

DOUG VERNIER
1-800-743-DOUG (
3684)

eee

1/.

350 N. Eric Drive

Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323

recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88

Warranty Service on Most Brands
Over 3000 Machines Serviced!
Compare Our Rates!

Pro Digital Inc.
DAT Recorder Service Specialists
(61 0)

353-2400

Telex 1400, new heads, new
switches, rollers, belts,
bulbs, lifters, rack mount,
$500/B0. M Gerardi, 860928-1350.
STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette- CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JIVI TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 ( 615) 244-6892

Ampex ATR-800 open reel
rcdr, 2 trk 1/4" in roll- around
cabinet, works gd, heads gd,
BO + shpg; Scully open reel
tape rcdr, 2 trk, 1/4", extra
FT head nest assembly, in
tabletop case, works gd,
heads gd, BO + shpg. R
Howard, 520-797-3700.

BEE
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RECORDERS continued...
MCI JH-1104 (
2), 2 trk 1/4",
3.75, 7.5, 15 ips, std rcdrs
mounted in low- profile, rollaround cabinets, both in vgc,
$1900 ea; Ampex 440-B (2),
1/4", 7.4-15 ips, FT std rcdrs
in original roll- around cabinets, both in gd cond, $350
ea; Ampex 351 (2) 1/4", 7.515 ips,
FT
std
rcdrs
w/lnovonics 375 solid state
electr, rack mounted & in
working cond, $250 ea; dbx
K9-22 (2) type INR cards for
Dolby 361 mainframe, $ 75
ea. B Kennedy, 61 2-77 25211.
MCI JH-110B 0.50", 4 trk r- r
in HP- 4 cabinet, $ 1500;
Scully 280 4 trk r- rw/3 spare
audio electronics, $ 450. J
Borden, 414-482-8954.
Otan i5050B III 2 trk r
-r, like
new; Panasonic 3900 DAT
rcdr w/remote controller. J
James, 415-331-9346.
Otan i5050B, rack mount,
average cond, in working
order, $750/60. B Hawkins,
317-684-8411.

Pioneer CDR- 5 CD rcdr,
very little use, one owner,
w/a few disks, $ 1400. K
Pappan, 316-650-3629.
Scully 2808 2trk stereo reel
deck, gd cond, refurbished,
new reel motor/capstan,
relapped heads; one nonworking mono unit, both
w/roll-around cabinets, BO.
M Shepherd, 313-848-6453.

351-354 Ampex electr. J
Price Recording Studio, 214321-6576.

Moseley 505/C, vgc, not
FCC certified, $ 1500/130. J
Bahr, 787-728-0364.

MCI JH-24 audio cards for
JH-24. J Borden, 414-4828954.

Moseley TRC-15 in excel
cond, will trade for a computer UPS system. G Park,
304-822-4838.

Tascam TSR-8 or 38, 1/2" 8
trk who hrs. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.
Vintage portables & miniatures, tape/wire rcdrs, classic wind-up machines or
special interest, also related
access; tape recording magazine
also
needed.
J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors,
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex
PR10
tape
recorders. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.
REMOTE

Telfax TFX-31C complete
w/charger, manual & 2 headsets, $400. D Heidner, 406388-4281.
Want to Buy
Moseley DRS- 1 & TRC -15
manuals. G Park, 304 -8224838.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell

April 15, 1998

STATIONS
Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
radio stations io operate without a
license !! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 15(X) amonth
It has been
done!! Older the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD AM
1670, 4 Canal St, Westerly RI
02891 or call 401-348-9222 For
mom info. FCC Inspected.
Want to Sell

Tascam 22-2 1/4" mastering rcdr, excel cond w/rack
ears, $ 500. M Schackow,
605-374-3424.
Yamaha GC2 020 stereo
compressors ( 5), $ 100 ea;
Radio System RS- 1000
DAT's ( 3), 2 w/remote control, $ 500 ea; ( 2) Otani
MX5050B II 2 trk r- rrcdrs,
$750 ea; Magnafax 5- slave
mono reel duplicator, 7-1/4",
$500. M Jones, 501-3296891.
Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
$2500; stereo 351 (recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk, $3500; MM1000-16
w/new heads, $4500; Otani
MTR10-4, $3500; Ampex
ATR1 02s, search to cue,
$495; Ampex locator for ATR
or 1200, $895; MCI 110C-8,
$3.5K; Tascam 85-16 recond
w/dbx, rc & loc, $ 3K. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.
New & used Ampex 350
style tape transports, motors
& parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codecs
hank
COMREX

Groodstein
Audio/Video
Consultants

3-kneuMender

610-642-0978

Adtran ISU 2x64 ISDN interface w/headphone amp,
Shure mixer, CCS micro 56+
coupler; 3- line Comrex,
Shure mixer, headphone
amp, each in traveling case,
$2000. R Carey, 81 3-5732977.
WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nexus
Audio

FM Exciten

STus
FM Pwr Amps
Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get le
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Want to Buy

Marti M-3-60C/11RS-20
w/turner mic, $ 250. M
Schackow, 605-374-3424.

MCI JH110C 4 chnl amps
for 1" & 1/2" guides for
transport, cards & electr &

Marti STL-10 (
2), xmtrs only,
gd cond, $ 1000 ea/BO. C
Webster, 601-843-4091.

(760) 744-0500. (888)744-3500
Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail: rfp@rfparts corn

REELS/CD'S
Circle ( 229) On Render Service Card

Want to Sell

But IDon't Need 500 Discs!

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

If you're asyndicator and require your radio
shows on Compact Discs and out there FAST call

Dlel-ROM
1to 300 discs duplicated OVERNIGHT
We'll even print alabel right on the disc!

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?

NYC ( 212) 730-2111 •

Fidelipac Cobalt Series &
ITC carts (90+), ranging from
40 sec to 10.5 min in length,
BO. R Evans, 704-369-5033.

Pre- and post-service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

SATELurrE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319

(800) 815-3444

Fax: ( 719) 635-8151

SCA Opportunity
11(101, with the highest ERP
(125kw)
west
of
the
Mississippi River, has SCA
spectrum available in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
Please contact Doug Irwin at
415-356-5566 with inquiries.

DATABASES

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

3008 (
See SV3008)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3C X6000A7/YU 148
3C X10.000A3
3C X10,000A7

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

800-532-6626

Audiopak 3 min & longer
carts, hundreds to give away.
Stephen, 541-346-4091.

916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760

TEST EQUIPMENT

Grde (228) Om Reader Service Card

Want to Sell

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes

& sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

Heathkit oscilloscope &
Simpson digital multimeter,
$1 50/both. D Kocher, 610776-1455.

u

SCA RENTALS

ECONCO

Microtran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $150/B0; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new 8(
used. M Crosby, 408-3631646.

50 kW AM in South Central
Mississippi. M Mathis, 601849-9247.
AM daytimer, 1000 W, some
real estate included. 31 5891-3110.

EIMAC, RCA, AMPEREX, 3500, 3CX1 500A7, 4-400,
4X1 50A, 4CX250B, 572B,
807, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.

Flying Hands prod music, 8
CD buy-out library, $ 365
include shipping. Call 800536-6007 for free 4wk trial.

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Cord
10' sat sys, C/Ku LNB,
feedhorn,
starcast
rec
w/remote & 2' Ku w/feedhorn, LNB, you pick up or
pay shpg, $300/bo or swap
to EV RE20 w/boom, spider
mounts. R Chryusafs, 304235-2292.

www.digirom.com

130 West 42nd Street • New York, NY 10036

Rely on us!

SOFTWARE/
Catlink digital SIL system.
W Navarro, 808-326-4470 or
email: svp@uofn.edu.

Svetlana
Se Hable Español

TAPES/CARTS/

1000W AM daytimer near
Albany NY, reasonable. 315891 - 3110.

Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300[7325
we can repair your equipment.

Marti STL-8 stereo, 2 rcvrs,
2 xmtrs, antenna combiner
w/ CLA-40 limiters, vgc,
$2750. Cornerstone Radio,
217-487-7711.

The Rest of Two Worlds!

Will pay cash and close
quickly on Radio Stations
at any stage of disrepair.
888-948-0521.

Want to Sell

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-763-1776 • FAX: 516-763-1750

RF POWER

Want to Buy

MICROWAVE

Comrex single line freq
extender, transmit unit, $400
+shpg. M Butzner, 510-8853588.

Want to Sell

Licensed non-commercial
10 watt AM station in
Southern New England,
$80,000. (401) 348-9222.

&

Comrex LTX/R (
2), $700 ea,
US Audio Whirlwind MX- 5S
stereo mixer, $ 225; SKB
rackmount Case- 4 unit,
$120, excel cond. K Starks,
313-480-9981.

TUBES

50 kW AM in South Central
Mississippi. Mike Mathis,
601-849-9247.

1 kW AM in Ocean City MD.
(301)299-5383.

Satellite Systems is respected industry- wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.

Sony TC-640B 2 speed, 3
head r- rdeck w/sound on
sound & echo, gd cond,
$200 + shpg. J Roper, 812877-2663.

25 kW FM, coastal Georgia,
financial info accepted,
$650,000. 25 Bristle Cove Dr,
Savannah GA, 31419.

1iit y

3CX10,000H3
3CX15,000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,0430H3
3CX20,0C0A7
3CW20.000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX2508
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4C X800A

Iw

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10,000D
4CX 12,000A
4CX15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX 1500A

er

5CX1500B
5728
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

Want to Sell

Watch this list GROW!

INEXPENSIVE PC SOFTWARE

•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on
quality at low cost • Shipment from USA stock

for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting &
Music Scheduling.
(941) 643-3689
e-mail abasoft naples.net

-rub

s

SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3
SV811-3A
SV811-10
SV811-10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC 130/9019
SK300A
SK1300
K1320

www. svetla na.com
Headquarters:

205-882-1344

Fax 205-880-8077 •

Engineering:

Circle (229) Cle Reeder Service Card

650-233-0429

Fax 650-233-0439

BEE
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TUBES continued...

TRANSMITTERS

ONVE,r?
Want to Sell

BESCO

Wi o
nriA
d
eAL
eaFd
rier

Internacional

Transmitters

ids aset 334cl yrer...4"

CAN IISO 9001 Certified

The Reliable Manufacturer for

NEW POWER TUBES

Over 100 AM & FM
Pre-Owned Units
in Stock
ALL - Powers
/ ALL - Manufacturers
/ ALL - Instruction Books
/ ALL - Complete

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

/ ALL - Spares

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
TUBE REBUILDING

Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.

Worldwide Availability

Phone: 1-972-630-3600
Fax: 1-972-226-9416

Made in U.S.A.

e-mail-RGmal9471@msn.com

CALL

800-414-8823
Intl ( 415) 592-1221
Fax ( 415) 592-9988

Visit our Web Site at
http://www.eimac.com
z- «MR

MMMIIIMM

JR.«

dvson

Grde ( 227) On Reeder Service Card

And C Electronics Co.
NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives
for all your needs, at the
lowest pnces. direct from
OUR STOCKII!

6.
411Ig
e

SYM.I•fte

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK®,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: (800) 881- 2374
FAX: (352) 683- 9595

ee

53

, HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Want to Buy
Old radio tubes, 2 & 3 #
digit types, new & used.
Craig S, 1-800-398-1146.
TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Rek-O-Kut Rondine Jr L-34
(2), 33 & 45 rim drive, like
new, $150 ea. P Paquin, 508385-0805.
Technics 1200 MK II U's
in gd cond, all knobs & dust
covers, $ 329 ea + shpg. J
Licano, 520-473-3938.
Technics 1200 MK2 ( 2)
brand new, $420 ea + shpg.
M Butzner, 510-885-3588.
Russco
Cue
Master,
33,45,78 rpm, excel cond,
$1 00. M Miller, 81 2-4488434.
Russco Studio- Pro, $
50 ea.
D Rose, 888-380-7423.
NEEDLES, CARTRIDGES,
BELTS...all major brands
including old/obsolete models, one of the largest stocks
in the country. Expert consultation. NEEDLES EXPRESS
(800)
358-2 03 0
or
www.needleexpress.com.

Continental 317C2 1982 50
kW AM on 1020 kHz, spare
finals, complete tech manual, currently on air, call for
info. D Niccum, 505-6226450.
Gates BC 250GY 250 W
AM,
gd
standby,
800
pounds, local pick-up only,
can be upgraded to 500 W,
$1000; 3 phase, 10 kW, electric start 208 V generator,
$500. G Kenny, 41 7-4511440.

BOOST
YOUR
SALES
Advertise in
the Classified
Section You'll be
impressed with
the results!
Harris FM2C 2 kW FM currently on air w/exciter,
Woo; Harris/Gates FM250C
250 W FM w/exciter, ready to
ship, $ 600. J Stromquist,
218-722-3017.
ClE1 675-T300 solid state
300 W FM amp tuned to
92.1, 10 yrs old, gd cond,
can be retuned, $ 1200. R
Ruff, 301-334-4272.

SERVICES
Tower Sales & Erection
Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance

AM/FM Broadcast. TV
Microwave Systems.
Antennas & Towers

ToWERCoMM
Communications Specialists

6017 Triangle Dr

Ben Wall
President

Raleigh. NC 27613

Gen Contractor . 25891

(
919)781-3496
Fax (919)781-6454

TOWER
AH
CO.
COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
TOWERS

BE FM- 1B, .
25-1.1 kW
w/MUDS controller, gd cond
w/manuals, w/o exciter,
$6000. T Marker, 619-3203037.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

LPB AM, 25 W, vacuum
tube, on 630kc w/coupler,
very little use, $500 +shpg. J
Morinelli, 610-715-1720.
LPB AM- 30 2-30 W, freq
1610, FCC port 23 applications, RF pwr & modulations
adjustment, $ 500.
B
Medved, 406-748-2027.
RCA Ampliphase in gd
cond, very reliable, $36,000.
J Bahr, 787-728-0364.
Used PTEK 500W FM
amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warranty. Other power amps and
exciters also available.
408-448-3342.
OFF THE AIR ?
EIMIERCiENCy BACk-Up RESTAI
S
FM Exciters - STLs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

5 KW AM 1969 Harris BCH5H
5 KW AM 1979 Harris MW-5A

100 W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW-5A

1.8 KW FM 1993 0E1 Solid State

5 KW AM 1980 Collins 828E-1

Quantum

5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F

2.5 KW FM 1982 Continental 814R1
5 KW FM 1971 Harris FM5H3

5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315R-1
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

10 KW FM 1965 ITA 10,000B

50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1

20 KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW-50B
50 KW AM 1986 Harris MW-50C3
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You KNOW WE KNOW RAIIICI"
Circle (
226) 06 Reeder Service Card
Want to Buy
5 kW FM RF dummy load,
for 105.5 MHz. D Palmer,
740-593-6651.
Any gd used 50 kW shortwave xmtrs, no conversions.
G Richardson, 502-3698614.

• Ill

Radie
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Tepco translators, 1 or 10
W. J Stromquist, 218-7223017.
CCA 3.5-5 kW FM class,
will pick up, working or not,
BO. R Osborne, 304-2732544.

Is read by over 22,000 Broadcast Equipment
Users Every Month! Sell Your Used Equipment Here.
Call or FAX Simone Mullins for Information on

Harris 2.5k plate xfmr, used
rotron blower, overload relay
board, filter chokes & filament xfmr. J Bahr, 787-7280364.

Affordable Advertising Rates.
PHONE

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo
modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886.

FAX

703-998-7600

Rodi Wcorkl

703-998-2966

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue. Use
your credit card to pay, we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMEX.

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 • PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966
Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Consoles
Acoustics
Disco- Pro Sound
Amplifiers
Financial/Leasing Services
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Limiters
Audio Production (Other)
Microphones
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Miscellaneous
CD Players
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Computers

Recorders
Remote & Microwave
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts, Reels & CD's

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January 1, 1998
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Station/Studio Services
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Tax Deductable
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Training Services
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

To compute ad costs: Multiply the
number of ad inches ( columns x
1x
$75
$70
$115
$80
$175

3x
73
68
113
78

6x
70
65
110
76

13x
63
58
99
68

$2.00 per word
$16 additional

inches) by the desired rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example:
a 3" ad at the lx rate is $ 225, at
the 3x rate

$219,

at the 6x rate

$210, at the 12x rate $ 189, etc.
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HELP WANTED
DIRECTOR OF
TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
Sinclair Radio of New Orleans, Inc.
is seeking an experienced
Manager/Technician to work in its
expanding New Orleans, LA
facilities. The candidate should
provide aminimum of ten years
experience in the radio broadcast
industry with the expertise of
advanced electronics, computers
and computer networks, audio and
RF technologies. Applicants should
be knowledgeable in management
of staff, the maintenance of high
power AM and FM transmitters,
microwave, studio and related
equipment. FCC license and SBE
certification helpful.
Qualified applicants please send or
fax resume and cover letter to:
Sinclair Radio Division
Attn: Lynn Deppen
z000 W. 41" Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
Fax: 41o/662-5678

Radio
Engineer: WBT
AM/FM & WLNK, JeffersonPilot Communications, is
looking for a full-time engineer. Position requires experience in installing and maintaining studios and high
power AM & FM transmitting
equipment. Directional AM
antenna experience also
required. Knowledge of digital audio and computers
required. Must have FCC
license and SBE certification
a plus. Excellent benefits and
competitive salary based on
experience. Jefferson- Pilot
Communications is an equal
opportunity
employer.
Minorities and Women are
encouraged. Send resume
to: Ted Bryan, Chief Engineer,
Jefferson- Pilot Communicati
ons, One Julian Price Place,
Charlotte NC 28208.

No calls please.

CHIEF ENGINEER

Sinclair Radio of New Orleans. Inc.
is an equal opportunity employer.

for o large Los Angeles audio
production facility. Must hove
extensive experience in studio
maintenance, digital work station operation and maintenance, os well as computer network skills. Position requires
experience in designing and
building new studios and familiarity with all building support
systems i.e. oir, power, etc.
Strong people skills and work
ethic o must. Full benefits, moving costs and o very competitve
salary discussed upon formal
inquiry. Send resume to: Rodio
World, POB 1214, falls Church
VA 22041. Attn Box #97-10-151RW.

Chief Engineer for group of
FM/AM radio stations in
Colorado
Ski
Country.
Seeking full time engineer
with experience in RF, digital, satellite, audio, and
computers. Must be able to
work on mountain top sites
and be comfortable with
severe winter conditions.
Fax resume and cover letter
to: 970-949-6208.
ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES!
Triathlon Broadcasting is looking for
experienced chief engineers with
excellent digital skills and the desire
to manage complex automated
technical operations in aggressive
duopoly environments. There is an
immediate opening in Washington
state and others possible as we
expand. Successful applicants will
have at least 5yrs. radio engineering experience with at least 2
yrs. as achief and good references. FAX resume to Dennis
Ciapura 520-204-2221.

house, techno, disco, R&B,

News anchor/producer, AT

Experienced & avail for

CE, FM/AM-DA, exper in

Top 40 & retro, 10 yrs radio

& prod talent for all- news,

news announcing, produc-

studio construction & RF,

prod, freelance & club exper,

adult standards, classic

tion, AT for Adult Standards,

major- market TV exper, trou-

have many remote & promo

country. Experienced but

Classic

bleshooting to component

ideas. Dave, 888-981-5321.

would accept entry level

Country.

Alex

McKuen, 513-777-8423.

WANTED
15 yr vet, AC/Oldies, seeks
on- air program/music director position, excel on- air,
digital prod, Selector, computer, marketing, promotions
& remote skills, avail immed,
willing to relocate. Mike,
609-390-4539 or e-mail MIKER983@AOL.COM.

Let me fill your Midday or

FCC licenced 21 yr old

grate:English/Espanol/Deuts

Nighttime vacancy, 8 yrs on-

seeking position at central

ch. Phil, 609-294-9796.

air exper, ready to relocate.

Semi- Fab

Drew, 330-633-5323.

mornings/MD,
397-9176.

jersey station, for demo tape
Experienced DJ specializing in R&B seeking position.,

News anchor/producer, AT

1/2 hr audiotape avail. G

& prod talent for all- new,

Foster. 718-528-9758.

adult standards, classic

This CE makes FM wor-

country available, experi-

ries go away, blowtorch

Let me fill your Midday or
air exper, ready to relocate.

Interactive Hot Mix DJ

enced, but would accept

clean audio & RF. 1-904-

Drew, 330-633-5323.

avail

entry

467-3122

Looking for a career in
mgmt, on- air, or any other
positions in broadcasting.
Robert, 405-732-4041.
Morning AT, gd phone &
fun, looking for new chal-

Radio personality, hard

Zip Code
Telephone

—

email:

II

21

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

Service
No.

Page
No.

360 Systems

159

49

Hall Electronics

232

Altronic Research

112

31

Hannay Reels

113

Advertiser

Antenna Concepts

27

Harris

29

voices for any media task.

37

Antenna Concepts

48

Harris

28

Dave, 254-259-3042.
Young & new broadcaster

39

Antenna Concepts

29

Arrakis

55

6

lnovonics

136

looking to join a team,
recent graduate w/copywrit-

42

Arrakis

131

46

lnovonics

209

47

Arrakis

106

ing skills, board ops & voice.

44

Intraplex

157

30

ATI

103

34 ... JSquared Technical Service

38

Audio Broadcast Group

53

26

8

Audio Precision

214

2

Audioarts Engineering

58

49

Auralex

234

knowledge, great produc-

19

Belar

86

tion,

34

Bext

48

Mandi, 405-273-6042.

22

Bradley Broadcast

164

20

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

26

Big sports fan! Trained
rookie willing to travel &

20

Broadcast Richmond

Jon, 405-360-1338.

ulous on- air rookie w/great
personality,
want

vast
to

sports

relocate.

attend sporting events, also
interested in talking about
news &

current

events.

Scott, 405-843-1072.

Combination AM/FM station0 F. Recording Studio

79

6 . . Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) . . 110
34

Broadcast Tools

74

18

BSW

215

4

Burk Technology

188

20

Circuit Werkes

49

34

Circuit Werkes

22

36

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc

72

7

Comrex

107

1

Continental Electronics

84

Cortana

77

20

34 .... Innovative Devices, Inc.

73

Jampro Antennas

216

34

JK Audio

99

30

Kintronics Labs

50

24

Moseley

190

32

Musicam USA

139

36

Nott Ltd

20

44

OMB America

183

28

Omnitronix

61

33

Orban

81
80

45

PR.E.E

30

Propagation Systems

52

20

PTEK

104

35

Radio Active Network

97

20

Radio Design Labs

24

22

Radio Spirits

44

15

Radio Systems

189
229

52

RF Parts

49

Roscom

233

52

Satellite Systems

230

10

Scott Studios

85

Shively Laboratories

78

53

CPI

227

23,25

Cutting Edge

210

12

Dataworld

137

20

54

Silicon Valley Power

102
111

162

43.. Sierra Automated Systems ( SAS).

35 . . Don Giovanni Productions

71

30

30

75

12

Sine Systems
Spacewise Broadcast Furniture

21

Svetlana

229

3

Digigram
Econco

228

34.

30 .... Electronic Research Inc.

76

52
31

52

Econco

0 A. Commercial AM station

CI K. Radio Station Services

O B. Commercial FM station

0 G. TV station/teleprod facility

13

Enco Systems

163

SWR Inc

87

0 C. Educational FM station

El H. Consultant/ind engineer

46

Telos Systems

133

0 I.Mfg, distributor or dealer

Excalibur Electronics

9

Et E. Network/group owner

36
41

Fidelipac

105

35

The Radio Mall

19

30

Freeland Products, Inc.

23

53

Transcom

226

35

Ghostwriters

0 J.Other

0 G
0 E. News operations
D F Other (

0 D. Programming/production

51

V-Soft Communications

231

20. . Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co.

51

55

Wheatstone

132

35 . Grace Broadcasting Service .

45

56

Wheatstone

158

34 . Halland Broadcast Services . .

101

16

Whirlwind

60

Director
Production Manager
Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager
Desktop Management
Production

\NTS _I VVTB _I Category:
Make:

or

mychucky@funportnet.

35

tion or as on- air talent, many

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can It. Job Function
participate in the Broadcast EquipmentSales
CI A. Ownership
o B. General management
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word orspecify)
C Engineering
per inch basis.

A

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Reader

working, self-starter seeks
full time position in produc-

position.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
PaN
g
:

I. Type of Firm

City/State

level

McKuen, 513-777-8423.

739-0328.

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month.
0 Yes
0 No

0 D.

mixes,

remixes, live & club mix
shows. Formats include

shift, anywhere. Kevin 517-

.
Signature
Date
Please check only orle entry for each category:

Address

for custom

lenge, will consider any

example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.

Company/Station

phones 7 fun. Mike, 509-

Nightime vacancy, 8 yrs on-

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Title

A/T,
ready for

Dr, Somerville NJ 08876.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the

Contact Name

777-8423.

contact Brian: 27 Lindstrom

ACTION- 0 RANI
Please print and include all information:

position. Alex McKuen, 513-

level, seeking new opportunities & challenges, can emi-

Batting in the # 1 slot, fabPOSITIONS

April 15, 1998

Model:

Brief Description:

100,98

Lisa Stafford
Lisa Hoagland
Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
Kathy Jackson
James Cornett

Ad Traffic Assistant/
Classified Coordinator
Anastacia Stometta
Ad Coordination Manager
Simone Mullins
Circulation Director
Sheryl Unangst
Circulation Manager
Robert Green
Accounts Receivable
Steve Berto

Advertising Sales Representatives

Price:
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

U.S.East: Skip lash
703-998-7600 ext 160 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
U.S. Midwest: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289
Southwest Sales: Christopher Rucas
415-922-5595 Fax: 415-922-5597
Other Regions: Stevan B. Dana
703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-703-998-2966
Latin America: Alan Carter
+ 1-703-998-7600 ext Ill Fax + 1-703-998-2966
UK. Ireland: Phil Guy
+ 44(011869-337508 Fax: + 441011869-337509
Europe, Africa, Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese
+ 39-2-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-2-7030-021 I
Asia/Pacific: Eiji Yoshikawa
+ 81-3-3327-2688 Fax: + 81-3-3327-3010
Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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